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PORTLAND DAILY
Maiablishetl June

23, tse*. Vo,.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS D published
everyday, (Sunday excepted,) at No. 1 Printers’
Exchange,Commercial Street, Portland, by N. A.
Foster, Proprietor.
Terms:—Eight Dollars a year in advance.

-NI^INE STATE PRESS, is published at tho
a me place every
Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
nvariably iu advance.

3._

NEW

Kates of Advertising.—One inch of space,in
englk oi column, constitutes “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; coutinuevery other day atier flr«t week, 50 cents.
n^rHalt
square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $l.no; 50 cents per week after.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
Special Notices,$1.25 per square for the first insertion, and 25 cents iter square for each subsequout
nsertion.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
PRESS” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square lor first insertion*
and 50 cents* per square for each subsequent insertion.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Ladies of ST. LAWRENCE
a Levee at

ED SUPPER, can be obtained. Also various articles
for New Year’s Gifts.
Admission fee 25 cents. Doors open at 6 o’cl’k
P. M..

|3T Refreshments or

other articles may be sent to

the Hail on Monday, after 10 o’clock A. M.
Dec 28—<13t

Portland Theatre.
Hirfirrll & Biwuc,

Lenfe, &

or

EVENING,

THUBSDA V

Dec. 27,

The great play of the

OAPT. KYD: The Wizard of the Gulf !
9ftUs Rachel .Johnson, the popular Artiste,
supported by tho young American actor, 9Ir. B.
91 ucnu Icy, will shortly appear.
dec27d3t
jUf^Se© Daily Programmes.

Dec.

Id Mechanics’

28th,

Hall,

-BY-

for the DEDICATION OF THE NEW HALL
Association, now In course of completion.
Every member of the Association, and those gentlemen wishing to join, are invited to be
present.
Per order,
F. G. PATTERSON.
dc28dtd

THE

an

Printer Wanted.
Night Compositor on tho Telegraphic Department of

on

consist ol Singing, Diathe children.
There will also be a Tree filled with presents f r
every child in the School.

Adrai«ftiou 25 Ceuta* Children 15 Cents.
JBT* Doors opeu at GJ o’clock; services commence
at 7 o'clock.
dec 27 d4t

the Bath Daily Times. Good
wages
permanent employment given to a First Class
Compositor. None others need apply. Apply in
person or by letter to
UPTON & SHOREV?
Times Office, Bath, Me.”
Bath, Dec. 28. d3t

THE

MECHANICS’

HALL.

The course will consist of Six Lectures, for which
the following gentlemen have been engaged.

Henry Vincent, E«q.,
Be?. G. 11. Hep worth,
Be?. H. m. Crallaber,
3. B. Gonsb, K«q.,
G. W. Curtin, Esq.,
Be?. E, H, Chapin.
The
Lecture
will be delivered on
Opening
,

Friday Evening:, December 21st,
-BY-

IIern\y

Vincent,
ENGLISH

REFORMER.

Subject—“The Late American Conflict and the
Friends and Enemies of America in England.”
Tickets for the Course at $1.25 cun be liad at
Davis Brothers, Fore Street; Short & Luring, corner
Free and Center St. : at Bailey & Noves, at their
new Store, Exchange street, after Dec. 17.
Each member is entitled to two tickets at $1 each,
which can be had at the Library Rooms on Lime St.,
second door from Federal St. Owing to the limited
capacity of the Hall, members must secure their tickets by Wednesday, Dec. 19. The Library Rooms will
be open every evening from 7 until 9 ; also Wednes-

day and Saturday

afternoons.
LECTURE COMMITTEE

E. COREY,
J. C. PROCTOR,

C. E.
C. H.
J. Q,

COOLIDUE,

:

JOSE,
FLING,
TWITuHELL,

JAMES BAILEY.

dec 14 dtt

Ho

for

Large Front Parlor at 31
Also Lodging Room with or
Uec. 28 dlw*

A

Sleigh

a

Hide f

pioprietor is now prepared with his BOAT
SLEIGH “ENTERPRISE,” to carry parties in
or out of the city at the shortest notice. On Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, (when pleasant) will
leave head of State Street at 2 o’cl<>ck, to carry chil-

THE

dren and others, at 25 cts. per hour. Children' under
twelve (12) years fifteen cents.
N. S. FERNALD.
dc22dtf
Portland, Dec 19th, 18CG.

M AGIO

a

The Southern Press.—Tim Mobile Adveris moved by the
presentation of a gold
medal to that true Southern General Thomas
by the Tennessee Legislature, to sneer at the
general and the loyalists of Tennessee. It
says:
“If Tennessee herself had presented the medal, it would probably have been of leather, and
under the words of General
Thomas, ‘We will
hold the town till we
starve/ she would have
the
placed
inscription, ‘I’m sorry you didn’t.’
A paper called the Southern Vindicator is
at
Pine Bluff*, Arkansas, the editor
published
ot which considered himself to be
expressing
Southern opinion when he defined his
position
only two or three weeks ago, as follows:
“If to destroy a tyrant is
assassination, then
I would destroy the
When the
tyrant.
news of Lincoln’s death reached
me, I reioiclearned
that
a
man
who
f“*
never
identified himself with the Confederate cause
struck the tyrant low, I thanked God that He
had selected an instrument from tho heart of
radicalism, right under the tyrant’s guns, to deprive America of a radical tool. And when I
laid down my arms, after a
bloody struggle for
independence, I thank God, from the fullness
ot my heart, that Abraham Lincoln did
not
live to mock our misery.”
Many of the Southern papers are talking
With wild vehemence of a renewal of hostilities. The Charleston
Mercury, the pioneer of
secession,shows its old passions nntamed since
its resurrection,and tenders “to
themartjrand
suilerer wao occupies the executive
chair the
services ot the late Coniederate soldiers
to put
down the traitors of the North.” The
Mobile
Times says in the same
vein, that “the South
will resist with force any
change in its present
political status,” although it probably does not
mean precisely that. The Pine Bluff
Vindicator, in another article quoted from above, says;
“Let us have no more
servility by the press
and public men ot the
country, Lot us hear
no voice
counselling submission, but all proclaiming our rights or war.”
tiser

ReNtorative ! !

per Steamer.
New York, Dee. 27.
The steamship City of Boston, from Liverpool 12th and Queenstown 13th, has arrived.
The vigorous measures of the British Government against the Fenians had re-established public confidence, and business was reviving in Dublin.
Prussia has commenced using coercion to
meet the hostility to Prussian rule in Hanover.

A

deputation of the inhabitants from the
town of Hadersleben, had been received
by
Count Bismarck. In
reply to their inquiries
the Minister stated that tne popular vote in
North Schleswig, whether those districts are to

to Prussia or Denmark will ho
taken,
but not until after the consolidation of the
state of affairs generally in the Elbe duchies.
The Emperor of Austria has ordered to be
dropped all proceedings against Marshal Benedeck and other Generals for their conduct
during the war.

belong

From the West Iudict.

New York, Dec. 27.
Advices from the West Indies, dated Kingston, Ja., 16th inst., and Ponce, Porto Rico, 14th
inst., say there is no cholera in Jamaica.
The crew of the American barque Mary Henry, wrecked on the Cuban coast, have arrived.
Business is much depressed. The yield of

have force :
“We apprehend that as the rebellion
wasjput
down, not by any theories, but by education
ORIGIN AL
COLOR,
through a hundred bitter defeats, so the new
Union will be cemented, not by political
EITHER CLACK OR DROWN.
legislation, or by any man’s methods, or all at once.
We expect to see as many failures, defeats and
Strenglheis tlio hair and gives nourh-nment to tho
disappointments in the five years before us as
Prevents
roots. Makes tlio hair soft and moist.
in those behind us. Many a fine
and cures Dandruff
plan will fall
short of success, and many a great man of toA Splendid
Hair
day will fail in the exigency of to-morrow. The
Dressing,
statesmen of Europe, who know by a thousand
PROVED TO BE THE
years’ experience what it costs to reconcile disRest and Cheapest in the Market. affected btates, tell us that our troubles are now
just beginning. No special policy can be inMAGIC
sisted upon, for each day changes the state of
affairs. Penalties cannot destroy a
people, or
even a class.
Punishments have only a neganever a constructive force.
tive,
bad
Nothing
iTas only to be implied to the IIair or Whiskers and ! is
really abolished until something better takes
the work is done; no washing.
its
If
the
old
place.
of
the
slavery-society
&BT For talc by all Druggists.
South, with it3 peculiar morals, manners
CHARLES IGWHALL, Proprietor,
and ideas
must
the
pass
away before
republic can be at peace, the way to
47 Hanover st, Boston.
octl3eod
3m
it
is
not
to
supersede
make
laws
against it, but to supplant it by something
Heifer and better. As last as free
society can
get organized on southern soil, slave society
will retreat, as the rattlesnake
A choice assortment of
disappears before the plough. As that purer and better order of society grows, the old and crude
system
ot the past will go to its own
appropriate
place. Such a change may appecr to come
and the latest
slowly, but it will be genuine, and will do better
for civilization than was ever done
JUVENILE BOOKS before. When it is complete, peace will sink into the very soul of the nation, and Union besuitable for Holiday Presents. Also a nice lot of
come the essential law ot the millions that
swarm the mighty distance,"
Will Restore Gr#j

or

Faded IIair to Us

n a. i u

sugar and coffee in Porto Rico will be abundant. The English troop ship Simoon has arrived from Honduras, and reports disturbances
among the natives in the last named colony.

Weekly Statistic*--Distillery Seized*
New Yoke, Dee. 27.
The weekly statistics show 1028 emigrants arrived here last week, making the number since
January 1, 227,443, and that the commutation

i ) y i:

balance is $44,832.
A distillery on the corner of Thirty-ninth
street and Tenth avenue, said to be the largest
in the city, was seized by Commissioner J. C.
Horton yesterday. Its capacity is about 5000

gallons per day.

Soldier Shot*

Holiday Presents ! !

Pittsburg, Fa., Dec. 25.
Sergeant Dwyer, of the United States army,
shot and dangerously wounded by a soldier
named Phelps, who deserted at Crestline, Ohio,
while being
conveyed with other recruits from
Cincinnati to Carlisle, Pa., barracks, and who
was captured on his arrival here in a western
train. Phelps was under .vrest in Cincinnati
on the charge of
stealing two hundred dollars
worth of clothing.
was

ALBUMS, (JAMES, TOYS,

tilings

Christman Note

Paper

—AND—

CHRISTMAS
will be bund

CARDS
at

C. B. CHISHOLM el
307
dec22Jlw

Congress

ft BO.,
Street.

Cape Elizabeth Wharf uml Marine
Railway Company.
Notice of tlie Anannl Mceliug.
Stockholders of the ab.ve Corporation
THE
hereby notiiiel iliar tber Annual Meeting will
TV.
ore

of J.
Dyer, Esq.,
Counting
on Commercial Si reel, on Almday Jan. 1th, led?., at
1 o’clock in the evening, for the purpose of choosing
throe Directors, Clerk and Treasurer ror the c suing
year, and lo act on anv other business that may legally come before the meeting.
Lemuel cobb, cierk.
Portland. Dec. 27.1880.
dbl”
be held at the

_

Boon

_

SKATES \
POCKET

CIJTEEBY a,
BAILEY’S Gillli Store.
And

doc24

O

FREE'

tyEverj style

this office.

STREET

of Job work

neatly

»

d2w

executed at

From Charleston.
Charleston, S. 0., Dec. 26.
The Collector of this port has seized 7,000 ciand
a quantity of
fruit, illegally landed
gars
from the schooner Grape Shot, The vessel has
also been seized and will be libeled.

The National Bank Currency.—The sixteen hundred and forty-seven National Banks
now in active operation had in circulation at
the close of last week $298,307,569, secured by
United States bonds deposited to the amoun t
of $332,467,700. The expense of printing these
notes during the last fiscal year was $664,584.16, and the paper used cost $25,754.50. Over
£2,000,000 in mutilated aHd worn out notes
have been returned to the
Treasury, where
they are placed in an immense revolving cylinder, carefully locked, through which a heated
stream of acids passes, so that the ink is completely removed and a mass of pulp remains.
This is bleached and manufactured into envelopes for the use of the Treasury Department.
Large amounts of mutilated and worn out
fractional currency are thus
decomposed, and
reconstructed into envelopes.

Postmaster General in New York.
New York, Dec. 27.
Postmaster General Randall visited the Post
Office yesterday. He made a brief speech to
the employees, in which he alluded to the arrangements entered upon for a new Post Office,
and assured the gentlemen present of his efforts
to secure for them an increase of salaries*
Thr

Large

Baltimore.
Baltimore, Dec. 26.
A fire occurred to-night in a wholesale warehouse occupied by Adams & Moultou, hosiery
dealers, aud Faust & Hahn, dealers in notions
and trimmings, which resulted in a loss of S80,000. Origin of the fire an overturned stove.
Loss covered by insurance.

Mail Bobbery.—The Burlington
(Vt.) Free
Press says the bag containing the
night mail
from Burlington for Boston, on
even-

Monday
ing last, was thrown from the baggage caT between Burlington and Essex Junction, by
some person unknown, and was found on Tuesday under the depot at Winooski, cut open and
rifled of Us contents. The bag contained a
It
of the baggage-master, who had
occasion to leave bis car for a few minutes to
go into the passenger car, and the robbery was
probably effected during his absence.
in

Fire in

Frightful Accident.
New York. Doc. 27.
A wagon containing four men ran off a bridge
near St. Paul, Monday night, and was
precipitated with its occupants a deptn of 150 feet.
All the men were
injured but only one was
killed

Society $3,556,49.

The collections the past
year about paid the
expenses, and the Society now congratulates
itself upon being free from debt
relying upon the liberality which has so
uniformly characterised the benevolent people
ot Portland, the Directors have
purchased for
the present demands, a
large quantity of fuel
amounting to several thousand dollars.
*a *ecen*- moel'*n8 ot the
Society, it was
voted that the several
religious Societies be reto
take
quested
up their usual collections in
its behalf at as
early a day in the month of
January a9 may be practicable. The amounts
thus collected are
imperatively needed to meet
the drafts upon the
treasury.
As a large number of churches were destroyed by the late fire, the members of those
congregations, who teel inclined to aid the
cause, are respectfully requested to leave their
contributions with the following DirectorsSecond Parish—N. J. Gilman
Third Parish—Paul Hall.
First Baptist—Nathaniel Ellsworth.
Seamen's Bethel—*H. H. Burgess.
St. Stephens—F. C.
Moody.
Pearl Street Umversalist—A. B. Holden.
We confidently trust that this
appeal will
be responded to with even
enlarged liberality,
remembering that the poor will never cease
out of the land.”
Per order.
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.

President.

most

with economy of fuel
combined, together with
its simplicity of construction and
easy management, place it far ahead of all competitors, as
the numerous testimonials Mr. Alex.
M. Lesley, its manufacturer, is

continually receiving
publish below some of

abundantly

show. We
the latest evidences of the above facts
in order
that our readers may be better able to
judge of
the merits of the “Gothic” as a reliable
and
economical heater:
,,

,,

Strafford, Conn.
Avenue, Lf. I*.

_

Alex. M. Lesley, 605 6th
Dear Sir:—“We have had two of
your No. 10
Gothic iurnaces in use in Christ Church in
this
place, one for two years and one the year past
VV e have no hesitation in
that
saying
they give
perfect satisfaction, and for economy, durability, simplicity of construction and operation
are not
surpassed by any furnace now in use.
W e have not as yet found it
necessary to make
any repairs to either of them.”
Yours truly,
JEROME CuiCHER,
j
Robert H. Russell, <j0mLewis H. Russell, I
vv
ari*ens.
Elbert

j

Wells,

}

“The furnace is in full operation and
works
admirably.”
j. j. Thomas,
Kcutor of the Country
Gentleman,
Union Springs, N. Y.
“Your furnace gives perfect satisfaction.
We
warm our
store, 100 x 25, carpet rooms in second story, and public hall in third
story, 75 x40
,®t-„ Nuue but a powerful furnace would do
t,U8J. Jay Joslin,
Poultney, Yt.
u
Ihe Gothic Furnace has been in
constant
use four
it
has not cost one cent for
winters;
I
used
less
than
seven
tons
repairs.
of coat last
winterC. W. Smith,
Cooperstown, N. Y.

Dextek and Newport Railroad.—This is
enterprise in which our city has a large in-

an

terest.
The distance from
Newport to Dexter is fourteen miles; the grade is
easy, and the expense
ol constructing the road
is, comparatively, very
small. The estimated cost of the
road, exclusive of rolling stock, is less than
Res-

$290,000.

ponsible parties stand ready to contract to build
the road at the above estimate.
The Maine
Central Railroad Company have
agreed to fur-

nish the rolling stock, and run tho
road, in
connection with their own, and pay $18,000 a
The capital stock of the Dexter
year as rent.
& Newport Railroad
Company is $300,000. Of
this $75,000 has been subscribed in the
vicinity
Xt is proposed that tho towns of Dexter and
Corinna shall loan their credit to the amount
of $150,000, leaving about
to be raised.

$75,000

This sum, it is thought,
may be raised in
Portland. There is a large amount of business
in and around Dexter, and our merchants are
interested to secure the trade.
would

Bangor
prefer a road running directly from Piscataquis County to the Penobscot, and consequently cannot be expected to aid this enterprise.—
Bath is making strenuous exertions to direct

the trade of the eastern and middle portions of
the State from Portland, and secure it to herself.
The citizens of Portland will not be less
alive to their own interests.
We understand
the matter will be presented to the Board of

Trade,

and trust it will receive the careful con-

sideration it merits.
Portland Army and Navy Union.—A special meeting of the members of this Association is to be held at Advent Hall to-morrow
for the purpose of making
arrangements for the dedication of their new
hall in the First National Bank building, corner of Middle and Plumb streets, which ig now
in a process of completion. At this meeting, it
will be seen by the advertisement, an opportunity will be offered for those who may wish to
join the Association.

(Saturday) evening,

High Tides.
The heavy wind yesterday
caused extremely high tides.
Portions of several of our wharves were submerged.
On tho
Portland bridge leading to Cape Elizabeth, the
—

railings

carried away in some places, and
the water overflowed the bridge to such an extent as to render travelling across it dangerous
were

Vessels lying

the wharves were tossed to
and fro by the winds and waves, but, so far as
we have heard, their fastenings hold and none
have broken adrift.
at

Larceny and Arrest.—Yesterday a fellow
stole a box of pickles from the store of Messrs.
Smith, Donnell & Co. He was observed by
one of the proprietors, who followed him and
held him until an officer could be sent for, who
took him to the lockup.
He will find himself
in a pretty pickle, as it was the second box ho
had stolen from the same place.
They let him
off on the firs! one, and he showed his ingratitude in stealing another.
Florida Water, an exquisite floral perfume,
celebrated for removing tan, freckles, or irritations from' the skin, for relieving nervous headache or faintness, as a wash for tho face after
shaving, and imparting an indestructible fragrance to clothing; J. R. Lunt & Co.. 348 Congress street.

_

large number of business and other letters.

was

AVood Society.
This Association, among the oldest and best
known in Portland, makes its annual
appeal
for help. It is quite
unnecessary to present
its claims, or recapitulate in detail the
nature
and extent of its charitable work.
They are
written in the hearts of thousands of
impoverished-widows. It may not, however, be out
of place to state the
billowing facts, as illustrative :
In 1865 there were distributed to five hundred and thirty-one persons, 4461-2 cords of
wood, and 30 1-2 tons of coal.
In 1866. 509 persons received 411 1-4 cords of
wood and 34 1-2 tons of
coal, which cost the
Widow*’

Affairs in the Central Provinces.

Foreign News

suggestions

1,

KINGSBURY PRESIDING.

Thursday.—William H. Dyer on a search and
process, paid $22.20.
Peter H. Bradley and James Bradley, on a search
and seizure process of Nov.
17th, were adjudged guilty, and the statute fine $20 was imposed upon each of
them. They appealed the case to the March term of
the S. J. Court.
Patrick Kyne, tl.r resisting officer Matthews while
engaged in making an arrest, was fined $25 and costs.
He could not pay and was committed to jail.
seizure

introduced,

opin”

vice to the Union cause, has an article
showing
that it is impossible to
delay reconstruction,
and that the real thing to be done is
deeper
than legislation can reach. These

JUDGE

proof conclusive, that its superiority over all
others is unquestioned. Its
heating properties

New York, Dec. 27.
Mexico correspondence dated the
that
the
return
of the Emperor to
6th,
his throne was received with public
rejoicings
throughout the country. His army, independent of the French, numbers 35.000
men, and
are well fed and clothed.
The Imperialists say
that if they have no United States
troops to
contend against, they will have ultimate success.
desire
the withdrawal of the
They
French, and consider that it would be the best
thing for Maximilian.
The reports of the hanging of Escohado are
partially confirmed by a Galveston dispatch,
and it is now said he was hanged at the instigation of Ortega.
San Francisco, Dec. 26.
By the steamer Golden Age, which arrived
yesterday, later news has been received from
Central Mexico.
Coluna, Dec. 15th, was still in the hands of
the Imperialists, the report of its
occupation
by the Liberals being an error, though surrounded by a large force of Liberals under five
different commanders, who from jealousy of
each other, would not combine for the
capture
ol the city.
The only success of Juarez was
the capture of the city of
between CoSayals,
luna and Guadalajara,
whereby communication
between those places is closed,
Laseada was
at Tepic, and had proclaimed himself
neutral,
both
notifying
parties that they might have
tree passage through the territory under his
command. The garrison of Acapulco
expected
to leave in a few days in two French war vessels for Mazatillo, with the view of
marching
via Coluna to Guadalajara. The general
ion of the best portion of the Mexican
citizens,
as expressed by
private letters from many
points in Mexico, is that the Juarez party will
be supported.

Froe Street.
without Board.

or

COURTS.

MEXICO.

ot
states

Sensible Southern Notions.—The Galveston (Texas) Bulletin, which is
doing good ser-

HAIR

NO.

w

Till:

The Gothic Furnace—This is one of
the
powerful, economical and safe furnaces
ever invented, and the
popularity and praise it
meets with on all sides wherever
is

City

Wanted.
Furnished

Library

THE

MAXIMILIAN'S PROSPECTS.

To Let with Board.

Room ith
without Board, lor
single Gentleman
Lectures. AAddress
O. B. L.,” Box 1717.
dec 28 dlw*

Fourteenth Annual Series of Public Lectures
under the direction of the Mercantile Library Association will be delivered at

TO

and

logues and Declamations by

M. B.

v

be held at the office of Kohn & Sturdivant.
73 Commercial Street, on Tuesday the 8th day of
January, 18c7, at 2 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of
choosing five Directors, and to transact any other business that may come before them.
WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk.
ty
oa to*.
Dec.
28,186G.
du

A

Allen Mission Sunday School
entertainment in the Chestnut
give
11. K. Chlbch
WILL
Monday Evening, Dec.
31st.
The Exercises will

THE ELOQUENT

Company.

of tho above named Com pan
THE Stockholders
herebv notified that their Annual Meeting
will
are

Entertainment.

Mercantile

& 3fachias Steam

Pont

Doors open at 6—Lecture commences at 7* o’cl’k.
tU^Evouing Tickets 50 cts. at the door.
Season Tickets can be secured at the Bookstores
of Short & Loiing, Bailey & Noyes, Davis Bros.
dc27d2t
Pep. order Committee.

Tear

School!

try of tho Free Street Church, on MONDAY EVENING, January 7th, 1867, at 7i o’clock.
Terms, 21 Lessous, Indies,
«2.00
Geutlomcu,
3.00
Monday and Saturday Evenings until further notice. Tickets for sale at tho
dc28dld
Vestry.

OF BOSTON.
SUBJECT—“ The Ideal Republic.”

Secretary,

GARDINER will commence his second
MR.
term tor instruction in Vocal Music at tho Vcs-

Rev. G. II. Ilepwortli Portland

2Tew

Union”

ments
of tho

Singing

the kt% tssiniticn

—

Dec 29, at 7 1-2 o’clock,
AT ADVENT HALL, Congress Street, to hear the
report of Committees, &c., and also to make arra<fo-

Lectures.

Tho Second Leciuro of the Course will be deliverd

Friday Even’d,

the

Navy

_

on

JOUli.NAL.j
Washington, Dec. 27.—
Communications have been received at the
Freedmen's Bureau enclosing a letter of Gov.
J. L. Orr, of South Carolina, addressed to Gen.
It. K. Scott, Assistant Commissioner, dated
Dec. 14, complaining that about three hundred
freedmen, near Kiugstree, on the Northeastern
Railroad, had organized themselves into six
military companies, conti ary to the order ot
Gen. Sickles. Gen. Scott sent out an officer
and had the matter investigated, when it was
ascertained that no companies hud been organbut the colored people had held a
ized,
meeting
to discuss the subject of
emigrating to Florida
the planters about Kingstree having combined
in an attempt to coerce the freedmen into cantracts to work the coming year for from six to
eight dollars per month wages.
It is stated that the feelings of the
people in
that district are so antagonistic to the presence
of a Bureau officer that a number of evil disposed ones have threatened to take his life
Consequently a garrison has been established
there for the preservation of peace and
good
order.
Gen. Scott says in his communication that all
organizations ot whites or blacks which are
illegal shall be disbanded and the ringleaders
arrested.
Gov. Orr in his communication to Gen. Scott
states that he is ready to co-operate with the
Bureau in preserving peace and
maintaining
friendly relations between the whites and
blacks. Upon investigation it was found that
no desire existed on the part of the freedmen
to form military organizations, but the whole
thing originated from the fear on the part of
the planters that the freedmen would claim
proper remuneration for their labor.
Gen. Sherman was stopped at St. Louis
by a
telegraphic dispatch from the President directing him to return to New Orleans, where he
will rejoin Minister Campbell, and the two will
again visit. Mexico to establish a government
by an election. They were directed to do this
when
they, went there before, but the unexpected action oi Maximilian prevented their
carrying out the instructions given them.
Cbief Justice Chase, it is said, entertains
doubts of the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court over the Lincoln assassination
conspirators now imprisoned at the Dry Tortugas, and Reverdy Johnson intends now to apply to President Johnson for an order lor their
release as having been tried by an unconstitutional tribunal.

Special Meeting!
and

Justice Chase

[SPECIAL DISPATCH

The
Steamship Damascus, Capt. Watts, will
sail from this port for Liverpool,
SATURDAY, 20th
December, 1866, immediately alter the arrival of the
train of tho previous day from
to be followMontreal,
ed by the —on the 5th of January.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin, (according to accommodation)
$ jo to *60
Steerage,
j.23_
Payable in Gold or its equivalent,
kit Fur Freight or passago apply to
Ih& A- Allan, no. 3 India st.
Portland, Nov. 26, 1866.
Deo. 28 dtd
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVEN’S,
Tho grand Historical Drama of

Library

Chief

Passengers Booked lo I.ondonderry and
Ueturn Tickets granted at
I.irerpool.
Reduced Bates.

“Portland

front the Freedmen
South Carolina.
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Special Meeting—Portland Army and Navy Union.
Wantod—Furnished Room.
Crossman’s Union Furniture Polish.
Printer Wanted.
Singing School—Mr. Gardner.
Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
To Let with Board.
Portland & Macliias Steamboat Company.

Gen. Sherman and Minister Campbell going to Mexico again.

CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAILS.

Special Meeting of

ADVERTISEMENT

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Messrs. Breed a Tukov, Beuj Stevens, Jr„ Wm.
M. Woodman.
For sale by Burgess, Fohes & Co, W. F.
Phillips
& Co., H. H. Hav & Co, Samuel Rolf.
Mauulactory 376 Congress st, up stairs, opposite
head of Green st.
S. C. BIGGS, Agent,
Portland, Maine.
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kind
Polish has been used by Mr
Grossman for the last twenty years, giving perfect satlathe tion to all. It is warranted to stand a tcmperadegs. of heat, anil is not otheidefaced. Furniture polished with It will
hcifoctly dry and ready for use In five minutes after t he Polish is
put on. Wh o Seventy-Five and Fifty Cte. per bottle; anyone can use it hy following
the Directions on the bottle.
Reference—Messrs C. iV S. Frost,Capt Inman,USA,

CHANGE OF PBOCBAniBE !
Delightful cuurtammcutb during the Holida, > !

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

NEW

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

LINCOLN HALL,
Monday Evening:, l>eeember 31st.
Many Good Things besides a good OLD FASHION-
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Crossman’stheUnion
Furniture Polish!
world for
best in
Polishing Mahogany,
THEofWalnut,
Stair-Posts, Rails, Counters,
any
Furniture. This
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CLE, will hold
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Crossman’s Polish.
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to
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?**■

Term. E«,ht DoUar.per annum,in usance.
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Negro Hang by

charge

Mob.

Louisville. Ky., Dec. 26.
Fosse of men took a negro from Lebanon
who
shot
the
officer while arresting him
ja!l,
tor the murder oi another
negro, and hung
him on a tree.
■
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Seizures.—Yesterday

the Deputy Marshals
seized small quantities of liquor and ale in the
shops of Patrick Conness, Centre street, John
Fitzsimmons, Pleasant street, William Finch,
Commercial street and at the Preble House.

This

The Widows’Wood Society.

TDK STATE.

worthy charity, which for so many years
has been quietly dispensing its benefits among
the poor, is again
making its appeal to a generous public. The work of this
Society has
been so appropriate that a
startling statement
of its doings and its needs is
entirely unnecessary. Begularly as the seasons revolve, and
the biting cold of winter sweeps
through the
imperfect tenements of the poor, it goes vigorously to its work lifting the hearts of its recipients and lighting their gloomy way
through
“the coldest days of all the
yoar.”
But to do this, the faithful mauagers must
have means. They make their
appeal in our
columns. It is for the forlorn widow. She has
seen as pleasant
days as any of us; but now,
she suffers for want of
warmth, and it is the
shortest days of our inclement climate. Tho
appeal should bo met as it always has been,
with cheerful alacrity. We doubt not it will.
Lpt them once more be made comfortable

thro'.your

kindness and ours, and better
th
j"i cions ointment will be the blessings
that vr ilbe invoked upon
your heads by this
most

deserving
orphan.

class of

poor,—the widow

our

and the

'.ETTEii Boxes.—Some of the small size
iron boxes on the lampposts for the
reception
of totters are to l>e removed and
larger ones
put in their places, the burfness of dropping
letters into these rc teptacles having increased

much as to render the present boxes too
small to contain them. The carriers visit the
boxes several tunes
during tho day and take
the letters contained in them to the office,
where they are mailed.
While upon this matter, we would
say a
good word for the faithful carriers, who twice a
day, storm or sunshine, go their rounds, delivso

ering letters and papers to persons to whom
they are addressed. We notice, that in Bosi on
and other cities it is
customary on New
Year’s day to make the carriers a present. Tho
sum, large or small, is enclosed in an envelope

delivered to him when he calls. Wo
would suggest something of that kind to our
citizens. The carriers are not overpaid for th e
work they periorm, and a slight remembrance
and

to them on New Year’s
to them.

day, will

bo

refreshing

A Little too Merry.—Late on Christnight tho watchmen on Fore street were
startled from their reveries by loud and

mas

piercing shrieks, the treble tones of which sounded
ominously on the midnight air. Hastily runnin,; in the direction of the sound, a woman
was

discovered

on

the sidewalk with a half
It seems that

boy limping around her.
a
boqrder in a house near by got
ing vo much “O he joyful” and
grown

merry by takas a natural
consequence wanted to punch his landlord,
who was in bed with bis boy; so he went
into
the room, and began the
exercise, causing the
boy to scream in terror, making more music
than he wanted, and he
the
aud

caught

boy

three, him down the stairs. Thi3 induced his
mother to join in the chorus while the
two
men up stairs were
putting in the “base” quite
The
lively.
timely arrival of the police preven.e.1 any very serious results.
p. p

Resisting

the Police.
Within a few
weeks oast there has been more
resistance offered to the police officers while
they have
been engaged in making
arrests, than has been
known for a long time. Some of the
—

offenders

have been arrested

and brought befoTe the
and fined from $20 to $25._
There was one of these cases before the Court
jcsterday, and a fine ot $25 was imposed which
the fellow could not pay,
and, of course, he
was sent to jail.

Municipal Court

Sucn fellows must be made to understand
that ohi Courts will promptly
protect the officer
ant: punish anyone who interferes with
them fn the discharge of their duties.

Railroad Smash-up.—The freight train from
Boston to this city
yesterday morning ran off
the track between Wells and
Kennebunk, in
consequence of the breaking of an axle.
It

down grade, and when the first car
went off all the others followed suit.
Five cars
were badly smashed and their
debris lay along
side .the track. No person was
injured. The
passenger trains were not delayed as the track
was cleared in season for them to
pass.
was ou a

M. L. A. Lecture.—The second lecture of
the Mercantile Library course will be held this

evening, at Mechanics’ Hall, by Rev. G. H
Hepworth, of Boston. His subject, is
The
Ideal Republic,” and that in his hands it will
be admirably managed no one can doubt.
Seatickets may be secured at the bookstores
named in the advertisement,and
evening tickets
can be had at the door.
son

Relief Fund.—There were one
acuracies in the Tote of the Relief
as published in the Press of
following ;s the vote passed:

or

two in-

Committee,
yesterday. The

That in the opinion of this
Committee, the
fund committed to them for
distribution, was
intended to be applied to the relief of individual distress, and that we should not be authorized to appropriate
any portion of it to the aid
religious 9°cipt? in rebuilding its

churelf

In the early settlement of our
country the
greatest anxiety was, how our people could get
enough of good wholesome food. Now the
of living has changed, so that
many
people really suffer, and enough of every kind
around them. Why is this? It is because their
food distresses them. Buy one bottle of Main’s
Elderberry Wine and you will get relief. Then
buy a case.
doc4tt
manner

Sror.M.—A heavy easterly storm sat in yesterday afternoon, accompanied with violent
rain.
The weather was quite cold, and occasionally the rain would be turned into hail before it reached the earth.
About six o’clock it
commenced snowing, and continued up to ten
o’clock. 'The wind blew a
hurricane, and vessels on the coast must havo suffered

badly.

Vocal Music.—The attention of those who
are desires of
acquiring a practical knowledge
of vocal music, is directed to the advertisement
of Mr. Gardiner, in this morning’s
paper. Mr.
G. is an experienced teacher, and his success is
too well known to require an extended notice.

Fibe.—An alarm of fire

given

soon

Teleobafil—All the lines west

were prosthe storm, and not a wire
could be made to work between this
city and
Boston last night. Consequently we are with-

trated

out

yesterday by

our

usual

night report

from the South and

West.
New Hampsbibb.
At the Congressional
Convention for the 2d District, held at Manchester yesterday, Hon. E. H. Rollins of Con—

cord, present member of Congress from the

district,
tous

came

forward, and

after

a

few felici-

remarks, moved that Gen. Aaron F. Ste-

vens, of Nashua, be nominated by acclamation.
The motion was seconded by a triend of Jas.
F. Briggs of Hillsboro’, and favored
the

by

President.
The motion

prevailed unanimously, and
three cheers were given for the nominee and
three for the present member from the district.
Gen. Stevens accepted the nomination in an
able speech.
Great enthusiasm and perfect

harmony prevailed.
From the 1st District Convention, which
met yesterday at
Dover, we have no further
intelligence than that the Convention was
largely attended, that Hon. Charles H. Bell, of
Exeter, was chosen President, and that an adjournment was had to afternoon, when the
balloting would take place.. The telegraph
lines being down prevents us from
giving the
result.
Pbice of Gold.—In New York, yesterday,
was quoted at 10 A.
M., 131 5-8, at 10.10,

gold

1311-2; at 10.40,131 5-8;
3-8; at 11.30,1311-2;

131

at

11,1311-2;

at

at 12.05,1311-2.

11225,

Boston, Dec. 20,180.'..

I have been in the habit fur a
year or two
past, of spending Christmas week in Boston.
It is really a remarkably line village. There
is no discount on that statement. Like our
blessed baby, too—yours and mine, candid
reader—it is alive and growing; not to add—it
is kicking. But, after all, why not add it? It
is kicking—kicking bard, too; kicking with
vigor; kicking itself out of the traces of Puritan traditions. Here are a few of the marks

in Richmond for use in South

of its latest kicks.

America.
—The trial of

Amusements are no longer under the ban.
Boston, which unce suppressed theatres, (following the lead of Dr. Beecher) has now six
of them in full blast—crowded
every fair night,
and making piles of money.
Operas are generously encouraged. Sunday .veiling concerts

Larrabee,
alleged
horse-butcher, was postponed front Wednesday
to this morning. The evidenco is all out, and
the

Boston.

Durham

the arguments of the attorneys and decision of
the Judge alone remain. If bound over the
respondent will probably be brought up at
the next session of the 8. J. Court, which will
open the 4th Tuesday of January.
—In tho village ol Liberty, on a little stream
that makes tho outlet of George’s
pond, and
which never fails in the severest
droughts,
there are twelve dams in the
space of a mile,
and chances for many more. There is
plenty
of water and plenty of falls
extraordi-

all the go. At these concerts the
personage with the ox-like feet and the forked tail is
chastised around the trunk of a tree with a remarkable adroitness. [I use “Reporters'
are

Eng-

lish”—as Lowell, who ought to know (because
he uses it), terms roundabout
phraseology—
lest I should offend the high culture which has
adopted Faust instead ol the Ancient Enemy
as the modern
representative of the Evil
Principle!] The selections arc nominally from

offering

nary facilities for the erection of mills.
—Our Fryeburg correspondent informs
ug
that Benjamin Stickney who was to have been

religious operas. Hence—aud because of tbe
day—they are termed Oratorios. Scraps from

examined on Wednesday on a
charge of having
set fire to the barn of James McMillan
is

“Robert le Diable” (it’s well enough to
say it
in French)—quotations from “La Somnambu-

Esq.,

found to have left for parts unknown.
•—The rain has spoiled the
sleighing in Oxford connty.

la”—samples from “L’Etoile du Nord" and
other very worldly operas, are served up as—
oratorios. II Walt Whitman’s idea—that everything is equally s ieved—be the correct one,
these concerts arc sacred; bnt with our old
notions of things, “I don’t see it in that

—Timothy Ricker, an employee on the Boston & Maine Railroad, while
running from the
top of one freight car to another, a3 the train
was nearing the depot in
Exeter, N. H., on
Friday morning last,fell between tho oars, and
was so severely crushed that he lived
only a
short time. He was unmarried and
belonged

They

look

light.”

j ust

a

trifle

profane.

Another mark is Sunday Evening Dramatic

Reading;. Davenport introduced this feature
of Boston fashionable life. It “took."
They
will soon becomo a regular “institution.”
An attempt was made to open the
Li-

in South Berwick.

—The Bath Times says the net proceeds of
the recent Orphan’s Fair in that
city amounted to Si,900. An effort will be made to
obtain
from the Legislature some modification of the
Act making a grant to the Association.
—The St. Croix Courier says that another

brary

City

It failed because the AldeTafraid to put themselves “on the
rocord."
Meanwhile, the Reading Room of
the Athenaeum is quietly opened.
Christmas, which waa»a stench in the nostrils of*the Purifttns, is now a regular
holiday
and rivals the old and devout
Thanksgiving.—
Ten years since, it was observed by individuals
and Isolated societies only. It has beon a
legal
holiday for about six years. Everybody observes it now. The shops were all shut
on

Sunday.

men were

marine

railway is in course of construction at
Calais, by Messrs. Nash, Waite, Demming Sc
Sons, and J. Murehie Sc Sons. It adjoins the
dry dock.
—A dispatch from San Francisco announces
the death, at Benecia Arsenal, on the
22d, of
yesterCol. Robert A. Wainwright, U. 8. Ordnance
day,
during the forenoon, when a
Corps. Col. Wainwright was for many years few ofexcepting
the jewellers and retailers of gifts
kept
commandant at the Augusta Arsenal, and has
open. Services were held in all the Episcopal.
many friends in this State. He was a polished
Catholic, Unitarian, Universalist and Sweden
gentleman and an able officer. He married a
churches. The other religious sociedaughter of the late James L. Child, of Au- borgian
ties, with hardly an exception, had juvenile or
gusta.
other gatherings, at which the young folks
were made happy by presents
from Santa
OUUJI DZUABrARIN ON KEC0N8TRUCTI0N.—
Claus. It is estimaied that a million f dollars
Count Agenor de Gasparin, the distinguish ed
spcm in gins in mis atiu neignboring
French liberal, writes a letter to the New
towns. So I heard a reporter say. I don’t
York Tribune, in which he expresses the
opinknow the basis of the calculation, hut the
ion that the Constitutional
Amendment, as it
stands, can be no final remedy for our troubles, stores would seem to confirm it. The city for
several day3 before Christmas was a
and that even as an expedient there is no cer“regular
jam.” The sidewalks were crowded; the shop3
tain reason to believe that it will
bring about were crowded. It was
_

the reconciliation of races and the
early enfranchisement of the blacks.
He thinks there
is but one way out of our present national difficulties, and that is by the path of “Universal
Amnesty and Universal Suffrage.” Ho knows,
he says, “but one means to insure
peace, namely, utterly to eradicate the cause of war. Universal Suffrage will settle the
negro question;
Universal Amnesty will put an end to the
white question.”
M. de Gasparin admits that there are
many
embarrassments in the way ofsuch an adjustment of the difficulty, but he thinks these
are
merely local and temporary, and he believes
the objections to any other plan must be much

greater.
Count de
most

Gasparin has ever been among the
intelligent, consistent and faithful friends

of this counl ry, and his opinions
upon such a
subject are entitled to consideration even from
those who may dissent from his view. The fol-

lowing

extract from his letter contains its essential points:
If you only establish the
equality ot races,
.you need have no fear of the lormer Iiebels.—
To exclude them from public life would be to
exclude the whole South.
Instead of the polioy ot exclusion, adopt boldly the policy of admission.
It is better to admit the blacks who
love you, than to exclude the whites who bate
Have faith in your
you.
Constitution, have
faith in liberty, and above all, have faith in
tbat God who has never ceased to bless
you
when you have walked in the
path of justice.
How glorious will be that moment when
you
will no longer have either slaves, or
helots, or
semi-citizens, or proscripts, or persons excluded from any privileges whatever—that moment
when your noble Constitution will have resumed its sway from one end of your
country
to the other, when the most
gigantic rebellion
of modern times having been conquered
by
force, will bo conquered by kindness, equity,
and generosity!
It is important that you should hasten to arrive at this conclusi m. Exceptional
systems
have their dangers and you will not have ended your task till there is neither an excluded
State nor an excluded race within your borders.
Thus everything brings us back to our motto:
Equality of citizens, equality of States; or, as I
said a moment since, Universal
Suffrage Universal Amnesty.
is
more
natural than that you
Nothing
should complete this new
Constitutional
Amendment by incorporating therein the repudiation oftho Southern debt, and the solemn
guarantee of the Union debt; but, in my opinion, as to the essential points, everytliing is
summed np in the tour words which I have
just written.
M. de Gasparin scornfully leaves Mr. Johnson out of the account.
He admits that that

personage is sure to do all the mischief in his
power, but thinks his utmost possible not likely to be great.
Oce Boys and Girls.—Oliver Optic’s now
magazine, bearing the above title, is out. The
first number contains the opening chapter of a
story from the popular pon of the editor, entitled “The Starry Flag, or the yoUDg Fisherof Cape Ann.” Sophie May, the charming author of the “Prudy Books,” contributes
a story of “A Quaker Christmas." Mrs. Julia
Ward Howe furnishes a poem.—“To Our
man

Boys

Girls,”

and the other contributions to the
number are from writers very popular with
young readers. The Magazine is published
weekly by Lee and Shepard, Boston. Price,
five cents.

“I

BE' your Moses.”—The following
Washington special, illustrates the
manner in which Mr. Johnson keeps his promise of being the “Moses” of the colored race:
Gentlemen direct from military headquarters
at Charleston and Raleigh throw much additional andstartliDg light upon the negro-whipping question. It appears that in all country
towns the
of
WILL

from a

whipping
extensively.

negroes is being carried
The real motive at the
bottom of it is to guard against their voting in
the future, there being a law in North Carolina depriving those publicly
whipped of the
right to vote. The practice was carried on upon such a scale at Raleigh, that crowds
gathered every day at the Court House to see the nethe
sale
of
freedmeu
whipped.
Besides,
groes
for slight onences is going forward
rapidly in
all parts of the State, and some of the planters
in the eastern portion are boasting that the
old order of things is practically restored for
them, as teey now own their gang and have
them in good suljjection.
Mr. Jonnsou’s setting aside of General Sickles’s order preventing whipping and sale, Is thus regarded as utterly barbarous, as virtually returning the
blacks to slavery.
on

most

Name Him—The Star confesses that the
story it told so glibly about Mr. Spring’s note
to the Press, requesting us to refrain from further use of his name, is merely matter of hearsay. “One gentleman,” says the Star, “told us
with his own mouth [tongue!] and we shall
feel obliged to use his name, if it shall bo called for.” This gentleman, it is added, said
so

“note,” though he may have

meant

“message.”

We have only to say in reply that we never
received any such note or message from Mr.
Spring. If a gentleman is responsible for this
erroneous

statement, he will

of correcting it.

see

the

propriety

vakietiem.
The death of E. li. Spence, the
sculptor, is
announced. He was long a resident of Home.

—There is

the President.

—The ship builders of Calais have determined to keep up the activity of their several
yards the present winter in building substantial schooners. A propeller is to be built at the

Hagar ship yard

■■

BusineSS—Literature— Art—Impeachment of

ing.

and

after
eight o’clock last evening. We learn it was in
a shanty in the “Bite” and that no great damage was done.
wa3

Mailers

ltOKRE3po_NDE.VCt OF THE PRESS.]
Sunday Amusements-the Christmas holidays-

—Thu editor of the Gardiner Journal transplanted an apple-tree on the 25th, as a remembrancer of the remarkable weather of Christmas, 1866*
—The farmers in Hancock county, members
of the Agricultural Society, have adopted the
sensible and practical plan of holding meetings in the several towns for the earnest discussion of subjects connected with their fann-

a

panther in

hundred sheep
six weeks ago.

the

neighborhood of
have killed over a
since he made his appearance,

Bennington, which is said

to

An ecstatic Washington ecu
respondent
says Mrs. Senator Sprague has brought home
“such a wardrobe!" from Paris.
On Monday a
man ot
—

middleuged

appearance, who

respectable

his way from C ali for
n>a to his home in
Maine, died in his seat, be
tween New Haven and
Wallingford. Deceasc
Wa*
aPPa*«i»tly in good health when he got
aboard the train in New
Haven.
Atlanta is excitedovor a
“gross outrage” of
an “irresponsible
-oldiery” in “intruding” upon
a children s entertainment
to remove a oontelerato flag from a Christmas tree. The Intelligencer of that city urges that the flag, if (hero
was one, was “a
very little one," and calls for
the punishment of the offending officers and
soldiers.
was

on

—Max Strakosch’s opera troupe is in Indian-

apolis, but the people there do not appreciate
it, and on Saturday last the audience was so
small that the manager rang down the curtain
at abont the middle of a
performance t. “C.i
pino," much to the disgust of the few who n 1
bought tickets and wantod their money’s
worth.
—The oorre»poudent of a

Plymouth journal

complains that in his previous letter, when
published, “Tom Boa.-t.tbe Christian uxinisior,
was by a typographical error substituted for
Von Beust the Aus’rian minister.”
—Col. Frederick Ilecker, for seventeen
years
citizen of Illinois, and officer in the federal
army during the warof the rebellion is supported by the liberal party as a
of
a

representative

Marburg to the now German parliament, h s
competitor being no othor than C.dut E..mark himself.
—The St. Paul Press cstima.es the
present
population of Minnesota at not less than tluco
hundred and sixty thousand.
—Wisconsin will have at the Pari3 Exhibition specimens of iron ore and iron,
copper
ores and virgin copper, lead ores and
lead,
zinc ores and metallic zinc; from several sections of the State, samples of soil,
marl, peat,
wool, anil other agricultural products; from
the manufacturing towns, specimens of man

ufactured articles; and Ikom the north, speciof timber, furs, &c.

mens

NA.WI1Y.
and the circle of friends of which
he is the m ntor, ornament and guide,
feeling
the nocd of an.institution of learning for the
of
have
youth
Kentucky,
projected a college.—
It came about in this wise:
Square Gavitt, Deekin Pogram, Canton McPclter and myself was in the Post Oflis last
night, wich, next to Bascum’s, has got tu bo the
cheof resort uv the leading intcIlex uv the Corners, a t.dkiu over matters and things, when tliDeekin happened to raenshun that bis socuud
sun, Elijah, who has inteliek iatu him, wax a
were
going tu start fur Michigan tu enter « college
“What!” sed I, “do yu perpos .- to send that
liobel youth, Elijer Pogram, to a Ablishnn
State to enter a Ablishin college, to suck bis
knowlege from a Ablishen source ? Good hvvuns!
The Deekin remarked that it was paneioi,
but the fact was Elijer must hev a cdjucashin
hard work to walk a
He didn’t bleeve in edjucashen, generally
few blocks. A triend of mine counted sevenspeekin. The common people wuz better off
borse-cars
in one continuous line the day without it, as eiljucasht-u had a tendency to unty
settle thare minds. Sum edueaslten however is
before Christmas, reaching along
Washington necessary. I design Elijer for Con -res, and he
street, up Cornhill, to Trcmont. The drivers must hav it. He is a tru Pogram,and nothing
w ill strike in wich kin hurt him.”
lost two hours of the
say that
regular
“Why not,” sez I, “that the Sutheren vuth
time, in consequence of the constant stoppages
may be properly traned, start a college uv'owr
at stores.
own? Why, Deekin, run rbks uv having the
Boston has added largely to its population
minds of our young men tainted with heresy '”’
In acconianco with this hint was immediateduring the year. Its industries have increased in a still greater ratio. The city, however,
ly drawn up the plan of the “Southern Classineeds more and better outlets. It is
bestir- kle, Thcologikle and Military Institoot, nvConring itself to open communications with the fedrit X Roads.” The honors of this instituWest and to establish lines of European
tion are felicitously apportioned os follows:
The Faculty will be, ef we kin sekure them,
steamers. Much remains to bo done in this dicomposed ov thces truly grate minds:
rection. Trade begins to show signs of “slackGenril Forrest, late C. S. A., Profesor uv
ening.” After the surrender of Lee there was Moral Filosophy.
an unhealthy activity in
Kernel
Professor m
Mosby, late C. S.
manufacturing proRhetoric and Belies Lettres.
ductions. Prices kept up uuder this stimulus.
Captin McGee, late C. S. A. (in command at
They must come down still lower yet. Whole- Salisbury)
Profesor ov Natural Sciences.
salers have already made reductions, which are
Genril Magruder, late C. S. A., Professor uv
whatevur is understud bi them az is posted iu
not felt in the retail stores. However, there is
college matters, ez Claaieks, wich I sbal look
no danger of a “crash.” There will be individup ez soon az I liav time.
ual failures; but trade was never on a more
This iz a killin 2 birds with 1 ston. We not
stable basis.
The war knocked Southern
only pervide edjticaslien wich is saif for our
young men, but we pervide cr.mfortable places
credit on the head and introduced the cash
for the heroes of the late linpleasantnias.
Bystem largely. The inflation of the currency
In addition to these, Deekin Pogram, Square
made it easy to pay one’s debts. Hence, there
Gavit and myself, each pledged ourselves to ena
dow
no
is
Profesorship iu the Thcologikle Departgeneral indebtedness.
ment, to be knowu by our names, and we hav
There is nothing very important in the litthe appinting uv the Professurs.
The Pogram Chair cv Biblical Theology will
erary way. The fall trade has been quite dull.
be offered to Rev. Henry Clay Dean uv Iowa,
The old established
and publishers
pervided ho will stipulate to wash his teat ones
hold their own; and the newspapers are makper quarter and change his shirt at least twice
ing money, I believe, though the natural mod- per annum.
The Gavitt Chare uv Biblical Litcratoor will
esty of the craft conceals the feet. Edmund
be offered to C. Chauncy Burr uv New York,
Kirkc and Mrs. Howe have just issued a weekaud
ly magazine, handsomely printed and proiuseThe Nasby Chare of Biblical Politks will ba
ly illustrated—the “Northern Lights.” It is filled by ltev. Petrowieum Vesuvius Nasby,
quite a bright and brilliant affair—a sort of whose eminent fituess for the place is indisputed.
weekly Atlantic, with more sparkle and the
In the Scientific and Classikel Departments
owl left out. Nasby is engaged exclusively for
the text books will be karefully revised an.l
theu there is Miles OTteilly, Orpheus C.
it,and and
everything of a Northern or levelin tendency
the inimitable Congdon, formerly of
Kerr,
will be scrupulously expurgated.
the Tribune, whom Wendell Phillips once
Mr. Nasby further assures us that:
called the prince of humorists. Miss Alcott,
The young men confided to our cave will reMiss Bose Terry, Miss Austin, “E. Foxton”
and Miss Halo—all A. No. 1 among our femaU1
ceive not only a solid collegiate educatiou.cz it
story-tellers; Shelton, Newell, Oliver Otitic, is uudetstood at the North, but careful attenStedman and others equally well known are
tion will lie paid to the accomplishments so
ou the staff of this new
periodical. Its success necessary to the troo Southern gentleman.—
is already assured.
They will be taught draw poker, pitchin dolArt? Well, there is nothing very important
lars, (real Spanish dollars will bo provided for
the purpose.) spittiu at a mark, revolver aud
to say about art, either. There is a beautiful
and masterly model of a monument to Abrabowle-kuife practice, tournament ridin at rings,
ham Lincoln on exhibition at the Athenteum.
(real in jy rubher ring will be provided,)- -this 11
be extra, aud cat-o-uine-tails. The morals uv
It is the cliqf'U'ouvra of Harriet Hosmer. Not
the students will be soroopulously looked after
a Boston paper has
to
Was
notice it.
deigned
No card playing will be allowed afore servis
there ever a closer corporation? A magnifion Sunday, ann none whatever with the sercent monument to the soldiers was to have
vants. They will be taught to respect thembeen erected on the Common. $100,000 were
appropriated for it by tlie Council. It was selves.
found that It would cost $60,000 more. A dead
LUU19U, IIRTC WIU HI V IU uc <\ 141 gO mil'
lock set in. That is the “present situation.”
lay of money, which it stands to reason can't be
A monument to Washington—equestrian and
outlayed till its inlayed.
We therefore formed an Executive Commitot colossal size—and a monumental figure of
Everett will probably be erected next year.
tee, whose dootv it wuz made to solissit funds
for
this purpose, and to inaugurate a series uv
I saw three noted men to-day, and heard
Gift Enterprises, and sich, which is ez follows,
their opinion of impeachment. Butler
brusqueDcekin Pogrom—President.
ly said that every other remedy was powerless
Elder Slathers—Vice President.
unless the President was
impeached, because
he could nullify every possible act of legislaCapt. McPelter—Corresponding Secretary.
tion by Executive influence. Wendell PhilMysell—Financial Secretary.
The high standing uv the Board, partikular*
lips said that it was tin; duty of the hour, but
he had little faith in Congress. When one
ly tho Secretary and the Treasurer, wich let
leading Republican Senator—whom he named the handliuot the funds, is a sufficient guarontce that all money subscribed will be faithful! /
—had 37 blood relations in public office, there
was no danger that he would move on the
applied. It wuz resolved, in order that tho
President’s works. Frederick Douglass said Board may present that respectable appearance wicli their posishun demands, tha. the
that there was no more danger of the Presifirst funds should be applied to tho purchls uv
dent being impeached than of Davis bein$
hanged. Public opinion here is rather indiffer- e tch uv tun a noo soot uv clothes—a step I aut
confident the friends uv southern educashcn
ent to the subject, although Don glass and Phillips are often applauded when they say that the will approve uv and hartily endorse.
I hev hopes in the course uv a week to rePresident ought to be impeached.
C. M. C.
port progress. Every subscriber uv $2 75 and
upwards will hcv a Honorary Professorship
named after hint, or will be made a Honorary
Resignation of Db Ray.—Dr. Isaac Ray
Memlter uv the Board ov Directors ez ho cliniwho was the first Superintendent in the Maine
cs.
We regret that we wuz too lait 2 git Admiral Semtnes 2 fill 1 uv the cluirs, hut we
State Insane Asylum, and who resigned for the
pledge owr frends 2 sekoor his fust looteennt,
purpose of taking charge of the Butler Hospior sekoud at farthest.
We hev hi hopes uv a
tal for the Insane, at Providence, R. L, is about
liberal support from the Dimocrisy North.—
Tha cannot hut realize the dangers uv sending
to retire from the office, which he has held with
their suns 2 sich instytooshuns uv turning
distinguished ability and success from the com- North
ez must turn them out Aberlishunists
mencement of the institution. The Providence
or chill at least the ardor ov their Dimocrisy.
Journal Bays, ‘‘he tendered his resignation to
It is 2 be hoped that kontrfbutions for the
buildiu of the institooshuns and its proper enthe Trustees several months ago, to take effect
will be kommenst imujitly, ez tliar
dowment
whenever his successor might be appointed
is a morgage on Deekin Pogram’s form, and I
and it has been by them reluctantly accepted
am in pressin need uv a substantial soot uv
His long administration of the hospital has
winter clothes.
Petroleum V. Nasby.P. M.,
been attended with th > utmost advantage to
(wich is Postmaster).
all its inmates, and his contributions, alike to
P. S. 11th inst., 2 days laiter. The succetho science and the literature of his profession
uv the histitoot is ashored. H. Rives Pollar
during this period, have won for him a wido and his 8 brothers, Ginral Henry A. W is
John Mitchell, Loo tenant Maury, Geo. Saunand lasting tame.”
ders, Bell Boyd aad Ginral Early, hcv awl telegrafft for Professorships. They are willin tho
The Suez Canal.—The Suez Canal, ae
1st year 2 hoard round. They didn't prepay
cording to the Malta Observer, is making good their desnatches, wich hez 2 some extent, eta; progress.
An average depth of from seven to
barasst the institooshun finanshelly. But
nine feet has been obtained from Port Said
P. V. N.
wliat an array uv intelleck!
along the salt water canal, and the rest of the
is
traversed
Suez
distance to
temporarily by a
An Expensive REcoMsniNPATioN.-i-In the
fresh water one about seven feet deep, connected with the other by means of locks and
Supreme Court Chambers, New York, on MonAs
far
as sixty stations the
powerful pumps.
day last, James C. Jewett and others brought
full width ot the proposed ship canal has been
action agaiust the firm of Black Bros. & Coexcavated to sixty metres, but from that point
ot Halifax, N. S., for recommending to them a
to the seventy-fifth station and Ismaila the
width is incomplete.
All that has been done, young man named Schoulfield, who, it Is allegthe Observer says, is done well, and reflects
defrauded the plaintiffs of $70,000 Mr
the highest credit on the science, skill and ner- ed,
severing energy of the French engineers. The Black made affidavit that Schoulfield was imi real difficulties in dredging in a constantly dis- properly induced to come to New York by
solving sand arc now commencing; but welland moved to set aside his summons
i informed persons entertain hut little duubt plaintiffs,
that
i
these and all others may be overcome bv to answer, but the Court denied his motiou
I time and money.
with costs.
Mr.
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The Bourbons belong to history. Proverbthey
ially obstinate, narrow and superstitious,
have shrunk away before the advancing light
the glimmetof civilization like ghosts before
now
The last of the race

America
erratic as between the continents of
us to know,
and Euiope, it is a consolation for
strange
that they play, sometimes, equally
It you will iollow
freaks in our own country.
till you reach the
our Maine lines of latitude
will find a winvalley of the Mississippi, you
of which is
ter there, the mean temperature
at l'riuce Edward’s Island in
as low as that
10 degrees
the Gulf of St. Lawrence—some
colder than the average of Maine. We may
of
content ourselves, too, that the summers
New England always average as much warmth,
on the Atlantic, as they do
say in lat. 42 deg.
in lat. 32 deg. on the Pacific coast. It is a re-

ing light of day.
betoken a markable fact, also, that the mean temperarules in Spain, and many signs
ture of summer amongst the Rocky Mounof her reign.—
in
latitude ot Kennespeedy and abrupt termination
limited tains, 44 deg. north—the
of
woman
very
is
a
bec—is the same as that ot Florida and the
Queen Isabella
capacity, gross in her propensities, caprieious, West Indies in latitude 24 deg. Nature has
most trusted adinsincere, and a bigot. Her
her own laws, which, however inexplicable
a
viser was a few years ago, and perhaps now,
they may be to us, and however little we could
io by name, a devout peralter them if understood, are no doubt all harnun, Sister Patrociu
monious and right in the great system of
son whose under garments were reputed to
A garthings.
miraculous
healing
qualities.
possess
ment which she had

worn

had

virtue

more

apothecary's shops; and the
lie
Queen, having experienced the benefit to
derived from the clothing, naturally regarded
than

a

dozen

to con-

the wearer as a very suitable person
sult respecting affairs of state.

Sister Patrocinio of course tendered just
such advice as the clergy suggested, and the
Church profited greatly by her influence.—
The Catholic Church is in Spain what it is
in Mexico, or in Paraguay, seeking first of
all its own interest, its own supremacy, and

Honorable

What kind of employment is the most honorable? Is it to carry a green bag, and talk
flippantly on krotty points of law in court? Is
it to amplify a yardstick with dexterity ? Is it
to wear a cockado

as

the

ot successlul ofshattered table in

sign

fice-seeking? Is it to sit at a
tho garret, with a goosequill behind the

ear

fore-finger between the eyebrows, supporting an author’s fainting head over a blank

and

a

Sheet of

paper?

All these

employments

may
be honorable, so far as they are useful to society, and no farther. Do you agree to this? Then
you will agree also to this plain rule: that what-

upholding witlt both hands the civil despotism
by which it is in turn supported. The divine
ever is most useful is the most honorable emright of kings it cheerfully maintaius^o long as
ployment. Apply this rule to the skilful, industhe kings maintain the divine right of the
trious and honest cultivator of the soil. Who
The
eleand
not
a
moment
longer.
Church,
could live but for him? Who produces so much
vation of the people is not one of its objects.
of what is absolutely indispensable to the wants
Modem civilization is repugnant to its in- or his fellow
men, as he? Is. not his employIn 1861 Spain had but a single rail- ment then, honorable in proportion as his lastincts.
road connecting Madrid and the ocean. There
bors are of service to the world? Let him therewas no railway communication between Spaiu
fore, be respected accordingly. Next to him is
the scientific mechanic who builds our houses
and Portugal and the road from Madrid to
and ships and makes our household goods. lie
the Pyrenees, connecting Spain with France
too should be honored. Lawyers who prevent
and the rest of Europe had not been opened.
rather than encourage litigation; preachers who
The railway system of the country has been
labor in word and doctrine to produce “peace
somewhat extended |since that time, but is
on earth and good will towards men,” rather
The people
still very imperfectly developed,
than to excite the sectarian antipathies of their
who inhabit a peninsula thus shut out from
hearers; doctors who seek to prevent diseasei
the rest of the world have no knowledge of rather than to
tamper with it for a fee; traders
the comfort and refinements which modern
civilization brings within reach of all classes.

Glass windows

arc

found

only in

towns.

The

peasant still lives in a hut of mud or stone,
lighted and aired by the door and by plank
The floor is of hardened earth, and
w iudows.
a bed is an unheard-of luxury;
family
sleep upon the floor wrapped in sheepskins.—
Tlte agricultural implements, the carts, all
things connected with their daily life and labor,
Yet heavy taxes
are unchanged for centuries.
have been wrung from these poor people, to
support a magnificent church and an extravagant court.

the

who sell at fair prices, deceive not their customers and keep true accounts:—these, and indeed all other classes are useful and necessary
in society, and should be encouraged and honored accordingly; but it is time the notion was
done away that farming and handicraft are not
respectable. They are, on the whole, more useful, and therefoi^should be regarded as more
honorable. The men who own the soil they
till; who can live independently by their own
productions, and then supply other classes of
citizens with the means of sustenance, arc the
true nobility of a Republic.
They are the
“bones and muscles” which keep the body poliWe respect them. We honor
tic together.
them. Would there were more such, and fewer idle, lazy drones, who scorn honest labor, and
strut in gay attire, living upon the productive
industry of men far better than themselves.

Brazil.—Preparations for
war against Lopez and liis

continuing the

stagnation, to introduce modern ideas
Paraguayans arc
give Spain apposition among modem na- actively continued in Brazil, though active opthe
Mexican
Liberlike
tions. They declare,
erations will not be likely to be resumed before
als, in favor of religious toleration, the sale of February. The Marquis de Caxias, who is to
the Church property, a general system of pub- command the Brazilian forces, has a fine repulic instruction and a free press. They wrung
tation as a commander, though it is feared that
he may have passed the ago for directing opera constitution from the throne as long ago
ations in the field. Meanwhile the Emperor of
as 1812,{and.have been struggling ever since
Brazil has just set free all the negro slaves beto make it operative. The last great revoluto his household, and it is hoped that
tion, in 1854, promised well tor Spain. A Lib- longing
his august example will lead to emancipation
era) ministry, headed by Espartero, came inthroughout the Empire. American sympathy
to power and inaugurated such measures as
not to hesitate between a Brazilian
up tliis

and

ought
would have restored the country to its former
emancipator and a Paraguayan despot.
rank. That ministry lasted just two years.—
Mr. Greeley’s Opinions.—Mr. Greeley has
The government became moderately Liberal under O’Donnell, the Absolutists and the just sent a letter to the Chicago Republican, in
“that
Church gaining steadily, uutil unmitigated which he denies that he ever proposed
the rebel States shall be restored to all their
The
under
Narvaez.
returned
despotism
former rights, including representation in Conwhole work ol education has recently been
allowed to withhold the right of sufturned over to the priests; all Liberal news- gress, yet
He has been
from their black citizens.”
frage
papers have been suppressed, and all others very generally misunderstood then. His letter

are

subject to censorship;

all

local

govern-

by the appointment of successors designated at Madrid; all
Spain is declared in a stale of siege; arbitrary

ments have been brokeu up

arrests and banishments

continually

occur

present condition of the country.
When the expected revolution comes, as.
come it must, it is believed that the Liberals
longer hope to secure any permanent
advantage under the Bourbon trule, but will
will no

iusist that Queen Isabella shall make way for
less dangerously stupid successor.

a

l.inc.
that

Isothermal lines are imaginary ones
pass through those points, on the surface of
the earth, at which the mean annual temperature is the same. To most people it is a subject of wonder, and to some here in New England is almost a matter of complaint against
dame Nature, that these lines deviate, especase, so widely from the lines of
latitude which encircle the earth. Considering that the forces of the sun’s rays are equal
on all latitudinal lines, because they fail with
the same perpendicularity and obliquity on all

cially in

“the bases

Greeley

for

once

failed to say what he meant.

.—

Such is the

I moIIm'ran >11

of reconstruction,” written just
before bis departure for the West, certainly
conveyed that impression to its readers. Mr.

on

our

like distances from the equator, it has been,
and yet is, an unsolved mystery, why the winter should be longer and the summer shorter
in New England, and, indeed, in most parts of
the Atlantic States, on the same parallel of latitude. than they are in Europe and on the Pacific coast of onr own continent. ,We in Maine,
for instance, are in the latitude of the soulh of
France, where the tig, and the olive abound,
and where what we should call winter is never
known; whereas we have a climate that is
rigid as that of northern Europe, even ot Norway and Sweden. England is as far north as
Labrador, andjyet grass is green all winter,
and cattle need much less shelter or stall feeding than they require in our northern States.
Why is this? Why are toe the unfavored of
the earth in regard to the warming rays of an
equal sun? These questions cannot find their
solution in astronomical causes—that science
which is the earliest, most demonstrable, and
the foundation of all civilization.
Every
pound of air in our world, whether it be at the

The Reaction against tub Robin.—The
robin has been for many years a favorite with
sentimental people in this country, who have
stood between him and gunshot wounds, and
his increase in our orchards, until
reaction has begun against him. Cul-

encouraged
of late

a

tivators of the vine denounce him as a greedy
robber; orchardists complain that he has altogether too fine a taste for pears, and a chorus
of farmers declare him a monstrous humbug,
who spoils half a bushel of cherries for every
curculio he swallows. Finally, that eminent

philosopher, Josh Billings, speaks
these inj urious terms:

FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

of him in

The red brestid robbing is a burd muchly
doted onto by Seminary girls and poits.
Gentlemen farmers also encurridge the robbing becos he swallereth insex when he can’t
get sno or anything else to eat.
But praetickle farnjersand fruitgrowists begin to don’t see it.
I was onct a gentleman farmist.
I am not so gentle as I was.
I go in lor real farming, making my pile- of
nianoor and raisin things to eat.
I usted to listen for the robbing’s lav and his
evening carol, but l found out that he singed
only to seduce femail robbings, and that where
he et five insex lie et quarts of cherries, strawberies, currents, rastberries, and cetrer, and
then pitch into the meilerest bartlett pairs.
1 found that my fruit crop agreed too well
with Mr. robbingses crop.
His wobbling to his femail friends at evening
didn’t pay for his gobbling choice fruit all day.
And so, my friends, when the swete red
brest gets fat on the eggspensive producks of
northern gardings and nocks southward to fill
unsentimental pot pies, I bid him adoo without

BAILFY& JYOYFS

get

17th.
{'Ohio'

Our frieiuls and patrons
trust will wait aud examine

Kooks, I nner Goods, Wriliu* Beaks,
Stationery, Ac.,
before purchasing elsewhere.
and
We shall have a good assortment of English
We beg a
American Standard and Juvenile Books.
favor
continuance of the generous patronage and
which we have heretofore received.

Mains’ Elder

augllsnlyd&w

pleasure In announcing that the above
article may be found for sale by all City
Druggists and tirst class Country Grocers.
As a Medicine Mains’ Wine is invaluable, being
among the best, if not the best, remedy for colds and
pulmonary complaints, as well as one of the most
agreeable Beverages. Manufactured from the pure
iuiceof the ferry, and unadulterated by any impure
ngredient, we can heartily recommend It to the sick
as a medicine, and to the well, as a beverage.
We take

named

To the days of the aged
length,
To the mighty it addeth strength,”
’Tis a balm for the sick, a joy for the well—
Druggists and Grocers buy and sell

ELDERBEBKY WINE.
d&wtf

MAINS’
nov

27
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A V Lluable Medicine.—Dr. Poland’s White
Pine Compound, advertised in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine aud apply the medicinal
virtues oi the White Pine Bark. It lias been thoroughly tested by people in this city and vicinity, and the
proprietor nas testimonials.to its value from persons
well knows to our citizens. Wo reccommend its trial
in all those cases of disease to which it is adapted. It
is for sale by all our Druggists.—Independant.

The Great New

England Remedy!
POLAND’S

Dr. J. W.

WHITE PINE COMPOUND

offered to the afflicted throughout the country, after having been proved by the test ot eleven
in
the New Englaud States, where its merits
years,
Is

now

have

become as well known
it derives its virtues.

part,

as

which,

the tree from

The White Pine

CORNER

August 30,

R

Will

OFFICE

Attorneys
A.

in

a

day’s use.

For Piles and Mcarvy, it will be
very valuable*
Give it a trial if you would learn the value of

no20t*Neod&wly

GOOD AND TRIED MEDICINE.
is Pleasant Safe and Sure.

It

Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medicines generally.
Sold at wholesale by
W. F. Phillips & Co.,
/ *V* W. Perkins & Co.,
I
And W. W. Whipple,
TORTLAND, ME.
sep29-deow6m9N

II

c

WILD

E

a

R

Y

!

HAS BEEN USED NEARLY

Artificial

the remedies

be

can

applied

of Breathing.
Asthma and every
affection of

S3T*But Letters must contain One Dollar to

THE THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

HOME

cases

of

TESTIMONY.

Boydex, M. Dm Exeter, Me.
Hatch, M. D., China, Me.
R. Fellows, M. D., Hill, N. H.
W. H. Webb, M. D., Cape Vincent, N. Y.
W. B. Lynch, M. D., i^uburu, N. Y.
Abraham Skill man, M. D., Bound brook, N. J.
H. D. Martin, M. D., Mansfield, Pa.
The proprietor have letters from all classes of our
fellow citizens, from the halls ot Congress to the
humblest cottage, and even beyond the seas; ior the
E.

Alexander

have extended to the
uttermost bounds of the earth,”
without any attempt on our part to introduced beyond the limits oi our own country.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWI*E & SON, 18 Tremont Street, Boston, and su!d by all Diuggists and
fume and virtues of Wistar’s Balsam

generally,

Dealers

GRACE’S CELEBRATED HALVE!
Cures in a very short time
OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS, CUTS,WOUNDS,
BRUISES, SPRAINS,CHAPPED HANDS
CHILBLAINS, &c.f &c
Grace’s

Celebrated

‘66—sNeodr.T.s&w eow

Feb 1«.

this
--

arc

Belfast, Me., Nov 27, 1866.
10 years I grew totally deaf in one ear and
so deaf in the other that I was unable to hoar unless
addressd very loudly, and had disagreeablo noises in
my head. Was obliged to absent myself trom church
and society on that account. I consulted an eminent
physician in Boston without relief, and supposed I
must always remain deaf, but ab.iul tw«.
c.u
ago I
applied to Dr. Carpenter; after the appli«..ioii i f a
course of his treatment, I could hear a watch tick 6
feet from either ear, and my hearing remains perfect.
I am G6 years of age, and reside on High street, Belfhst, Maine, where any person can see or hear from
me.
Mrs. F. A. LEWIS.
We have been
and know she

H

acquainted with Mrs. Lewis for years
deaf and now hears, and believe

entirely

Miss

jy24

SUSAN V. HATHAWAY.

[From Maine Farmer. (

ticles

jul

kAtie lang;

Passadumkeag, Me., I860.
A

Cough,
A

Sore

Cold,

or

Throat,

iEQUIRES

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION,
AND SHOULD BE CHECKED.

If allowed to

or
is

a

per-

Consumption,
the result.

/

m *■« u sss

no

■»

a 1

HAVING A DIRECT INFLUENCE TO THE
GIVE IMMEDIATE RELIEF.

For

■ ■

iti

c?

PARTS,

sumptive
ARE

and Throat

USED

Diseases,

WITH ALWAYS GOOD SUCCESS.

MingerM nnd Public Speakers
will find Troches useful in
taken before

clearing

Singing or Speaking,

the voice when
ami relieving the

throat after an unusual exertion of the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended and prescribed by
Physicians, and have had testimonials from eminent

throughout the country.
true merit, and having proved
men

1

Being an article ol
their efficacy by a test

ot

many years, each yoar finds them in new localities in various parts of the world, and the Troches are
universally pronounced bettor than other articles.
Obtain only ‘‘Brown’s Bronchial Troches”
and do not take any of the worthless imitations
hat may be offered, sold ever where.
Dec 4—d&w6m sn

Wnitefield,

COLGATE A CO.’S,

SOAP.

Recommended for Chapped Hauils and for
general Toilet

use

obtained of

may be

during Cold Weather. It
all druggists and fancy goods

dealers.
For

8Ndec24tolcblO

Coughw,

Colds and

Consumption,

DR.

hensive of serious consequences ; but Dr. Carpenter
cured me. I am now well, and free from Catarrh.
W. N. SOULE.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perfect Dye—Harmless, Reliable.
Instantaneous. No disappointment. No ridiculous
tints. Natural Black or Brown.
Remedies the ill
effects of llad Dyes.
Invigorates the hair, leaving
it soft and beautiful.
The genuine is signed William A. Batchelor. All others are mere imitations,
Sold by all Druggists ana
and should be avoided.
Perfumers.
Factory 81 Barclay street, New York.
55"Bcirare of a «counter foil.
November 10, 1866. dlysn

The U. S. Pension Agency
19} Market Square to Pavson’s
building, Exchange Street, third floor.
HENRY WILLIS,

Is removed from

Dec 22—d&wlw

SURE

new

REMEDIES.

soldier who had lost the use ot his limbs
from Rheumatism has been completely cured and en
ablcd to abandon bis crutches by one bottle ol MetA

calfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy. It is
the wonder of the age.
decl.dlmSN

truly

CICrARM.

Me

talic

street.

Counsellors

Carpenter

D.
19 Free Street.

by

Boots, Shoes &

At Wholesale only.

STEVENS,

HASKELL & OHASE.
33 Commercial St., Portland, Me.
Oct

No. 31
Having made

new

sive Stock of

&

will be

a

hereby notified

meeting of the Stockholders

that there
held at their

and the transaction ot any
then come before them.

other business that may

SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
Portland, Deo. 18,1866.
declSdtd

additions to their already exten-

the keiv aetwa mewAACHINE8, which have been provfor

general assortment of Domestics,have
marked them down to correspond with the present
state of the market, and are now prepared to give
customers as good Bargains as can be found in this

city.

All

washing

to

r06 Middle

are

31

Lessons

on

at No. 12

the

HOLE
Dec 15

Free Street.

IV11SS DAY.

tf

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,
Importers and Jobb,.

Goods

Dry

1

and

IS

Arcade

Free

1
DAVIS,
RESERVE, I
haskele.
E. CHAPMAN.

s

AGENT.

deod lm

Offer

No. -A

of

C. H.
l. p.

Boots and Shoes for Sale Cheat).
1
iylO dtt
if. F. P II I L U ES <£ C

O.,

Drnggisb,

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER.

PAINTER.

At present to be found at liis residence

r

ARR I KG TO A

CEOTMING
AKD

Furnishing

Goods I

20 Market Square.

Oct4-d3m

n

FJKSSKNDKN, Attorney and CounselloDs Deering HaH, opposite Preble House
WH*
li
dtt
•

)ul

t'rebh

at

Stock

Books, Stationery, Paper Hangings,

ENGRAVINGS, Oval, and other kinds of Picture
Frames, fte., with a good variety of Fancy Article*
suited to the times and the Holidays.
dc22d3w

THEIR OFFICE
from No. 104 Fore street to

NO.

90

Low

G <» y' n

_n

Hew

Dental Notice /

long

No. 8

recoin

admin

Clapp’s Block, Congress

now

customers and
m.4*16 wan,f9 ?f hl* numerous
W“V of cleaning and
2* K,eiHerall7 911T1 th®
tin,l8> und will lie attended
at ialr

prices.

French
Done

Mcond-hand
no Cdtf

Go to Adams * Puriuton’s

your House-furnishing Goods of all kinds;
FHJIt
Carpetings, and all kinds of Crocker v, Glass, Tin,

stone.

Earthern and Wooden Ware, Paper HangShades, &c, &c.
no23d3m

ings, W indow

Land

Holders,

O’DUROCUER, Builder, is prepared to take
contracts tor budding, cither bv JOB or l>y
PAV WORK. Can furnish First Class workmen

MR.

and material of nil description.
Residence, AMERICAN HOUSE.
India Street, Portland.
August 17th, lfetih
aug20—tf

Notice.
clearing the ruins or digging cellars can
rind a good place to deposit their rubbish on
Franklin Wharf.
S. ROUNDS,
septlO—dtf
Wharfinger,

PERSONS

Stampingto

Order.

340 Couyress Street, (Up Stairs.)
oct24 dtf.

$100

Cliadbonrnc,

morion Block, 2 doorsuhov* Preble House.
new Bounties, under he low
approved dais
28th, 186*1, Increase of Pensions, Arrears of ni
Prize
anil all other cairns against the Goy*
Money,
ernment, collected at short nitlce.
The necessary Hanks han been received, and «>,*„.
,U1L
ants should lile their claims promptly.
Frank G. Patterson,late Lieut, Bth. My v«i.
P.M'I. Chadboubne, Iub Mai. Ist Me Cu*.'
OctlG-dtf

11HE

£

Great Chanct for

Agent*7

WHAT The People wint; A Oomplete History of
> y the Great Rebeliio.; two Vol’s inTu” co^ttinone> conuln
in? 1200 Royal Octavo Pigos.
Sold tor Five Dollars.
Sold by Subscriptior only. Sole and Exelunve
territory with liberal

SSlSi&0f
Ht-

Forcircnlargandtenn*a^iv
No. 233
St.
1-2

dcl..2w^

Congress

Clothing
AN3
Cannot tind

a

„raddre*,

Portland,;Me.

Bisnivr;

Cleansed !
REPAIRED,

placewlicrc it can be doue
their satisfaction than at

20 Temple

more

tt*

Street,

Second Door from Congress st.
(LiF* Every Gar non t will receive prompt and ikttfcRU attention.

Saeqnpw

!

CLEANSED IN
FIRST CLASS STYLE!
Give me atrial and I will endeavor to please.
CIURIAN H. MAHONEY.
tyHigheat Cmh price paid for cast-off Clothing.
Nov

21-Z-d3in

_

rc-

Also

con-

good assortment ot

Ladies’
St.

now

?'
?91,°L1Jin*
u“llal promptness.

CO.,

Ladies’ Furnishing Store,

a

Under Flo thing, Mcriu* Ve«t«,
Cellar*,
Puls W'orwlcd and Fancy C*aad«.

C. H, OSGOOD,

FOR

Clothing for sale

a

No.
expert

RlSlftESN. WILII4\I
READV
BB»W-NT, formerly at 91 Federal street is
hi9
store No fttFederaTs?,
r7^a".™n^°,CatoT1^t
prepared to
ai£n,i<lo"jbFlow Lime street. He is

!

Street, (Up Stairs.,'

H. W. SIMONTON&

EV.I1VS,

ot Bangor, a skillful dentist of
ence, and take pleasure in introducing anil
mending him to them. Ether and Chloroform
istered when desired.
n

Store,

349 Congress

gehtleheh

This is to inform my friends and patUr.ti I have associated with me in the practice ol

oct&ltt

CO.

Block, Commercial Street.

Patterson .V

SENTE It,

ALBERT

T

TI1E

England Clothing Com..

m0, f

_Dee l,J.86C.-d3m

OR.

Clothing-

AT

WAR CLAIM OFFICE.

They have reoccupled their old stand No. 04 Eielm use street, with acomnlete stock of
Nautical
and Optical Goods, Chronometers,
Watches,
Clocks, bine tools tor Machinists and Engineers, &e.
Ear*Friends and customers invited to old head-

Dentisirv,

dlw

SUPPLY^

A FULL

#100.

147 ILL oeciyiy the new Store No. 301 Con11 areas Street, corner of Brown
Street, about
Dec, 16lh,with anew stock of Watches, Jrnrl®*l»er and Plated Ware, and Fancy
2>
Goods tor the holidays.

ron.s

STREET,

Hoop Skirts, Corsets,

Price* l

&~co.,

c€-

EXCHANGE

occupied by them before the fire.

dec?*___

HAVE
taining

01

Deerinar Block,

Notice to
r.

INVITES

CLOTHIXG,

HEAD OF MECHANIC STREET.

jySOtt
I.

OUMBERIiAMD,

COLESWORTHY,

his cnstomersto the old stand now rebuilt. where he will on Monday, show then a
flue stock of

Manufacturers of

new

Wholesale

FRESCO

a

Formerly

SQUARE,

H.

opened

a:cobb

Street,

CN11ER LANCASTER HALL.

New Goods !

have removed to

STREET.

__

AT 29 MARKET
,

!

Jne*i Black.

S.

quarters.

lie found

Flag

J. T. LE ins «l

Successors to F. P. arul M. T. Retford, at Mrs. M.
./. Sichtds. U. 8. Hotel
T_TA\VE received a lot of Tretouese, best quality,
-»A Kid Gloves. Also Zephvr Worsteds. Slippers,
Hoods, Hosiery, Ladies' Under Vests, Colfccta, Linen Setts, plain and eml>.
Udkfs., Muslin and Cam.
Edgings, Dress Buttons, together with all articles
usually found in a first class Fancy Goods Store.
Their triende and the public are invited to call and
examine them.
nov 7
till Jan. 1, 18K7.

Woolens,

PORTLANI), Ml
[
|
novfl’fisdtt'
D. CLARKE
CO.

the

-At 1>9 F.xchnntT<’ St.,

florin#,

CONGRESS
Dec 22—d&wtt

F.

Stairs.

DYER, can be found with a new stock
• of Sewing Machines, of various
kinds: Silk
Twist. Cotton—all kinds and colors, Needles, Oil, Ac.
166 Middle street, np one flight stairs.
jull7eod

WH.

Pianoforte,

Elm Street, by

Street, Up

W. S. DYE It.

our

decl2d2w

dc21dtt
GIVEN

Shoe Hlilrhing, Tailoring, &r„

at low prices,
and examine our stock

purchasing elsewhere, as we
prices will please.
Vickery & Hawley,

prices
confident that

UOVlll

244

ol any other in the world. Credit given to anv one
who wants a Sewing Machine. Needles and trimmings for all Machines.

buy good goods

invited to call
respectfully
and
be tore
are

Door, above Preble House,
PORTLAND, ME.

Two

Exchanged
ed to do the best for

a

Law,

Congress Street,

Iloitst

Free. Comer Center Stiee

F H O S T

LOWELL

opt 17-dtt

MACHINES !

WOOLENS !

at

Mo. 148 Fore Street.

old

S

!

14 I.IillG STREET]

Morion Bloch,

Bank ot

Banking Boom, on Monday, the 21st day of January,
1867, at 3 o’clock P, M., for the choice of Directors,

Street,

DRY GOO

are

Provisions

dlw

"38 Market Square.
LEVEEN & CO.

YEAR’S.

M.

To

1'LKCIVAIi BONNEY,

Stockholders of the Cumberland National

THE
Bank ot Portland,

HAWLEY,

Free

NO

can

Marked Down.
VICKEB V

and

Dee. 22.

deBdOni_E.

Ex-

CO.,

Counsellor and Attorney

Cumberland National Bank.

10—d3mos

on

COKGBEBM STREET,
(One door above Brown,)
1 kin (Saturday) Evening, Dec.
'll, 1800.

New

THE HOLIDAYS ARE .APPROACHING

STROUT.

A.

SMALL &

declillm

THE

Moccasins,

A.

Highest cash prices paid for Country Produce.
S3V~Consiguincnts receive prompt attention,

Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their annual meeting will l>e held at their
Banking Room No 214 Free at., on TUESDAY, the
8th day of
January next, at 3 o’clock P M, to choose
five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on anv
other business that may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
dcbdtd
Portland, Dec 7, I860.

Also

j.v9tl

Groceries

before

“The National Traders
Portland.”

RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES,

SHEPLEY.

ftill supply ol

500 Pm. of World-n-iiowued
Trcfanuu',
at raly
#1,50
500 Pm. of Clothilde, at only
1.00

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

THE

the above celebrated

OFFIC E
Building, 2d story; Entrance
change street.

J. T.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The
Casco National Bank of Portland” tor the election of seven Directors, anti for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will he held at 100 Fore street, on TUESDAY, the
eighth day of January’ next, at 3 o'clock P. M.
E. P. GERR1SH, Cashier.
dim
Portland, Dec. 7, 1800.

!

Post Ortice
G. F.

Casco National Bank.

trade

Agency prices.

I

them, will be held at Nos. 188 and ISO
Fore street, (up stairs,) on TUESDAY, 8th January
next, at 3 P. M.
W. H. STEPHENSON, Cashier.
dcbdtd
Portland, Doe ", 1800.

Several marked cures have come under our observwe have conversed with many others who
have been benefitted
Dr. Carpenter’s treatment,
and we have become satisfied that he is skillful in the
class of diseases which he treats, and careful to promise only what hecau perform.—{Bangor Whig 8f Cour.
See other Certificates in City papers,
dec 21—dliu&w1t*

At

n

a

Kid (iloyew

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

Second National Bank.
ITIHE Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the “See
X ond National Bank, Portland” for the election of
Directors, and any other business which may legally

ation, and

A frill assortment of

aug22—Cm

THE

arc

HEW

Has

Building
, BOSTON, Mass.
STROUT

atted up Drug

303

-AND-

H.

mian and Lava Vases and other wares.
112 TKEMfON'PSTREKT Studio

Canal National Bank.

come

to the

Jull4
Counsello
ju!21

Annual Meeting oi the Stockholders of the
Canal National Bank of Portland, for the election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
them, will be field at 188 Fore Street, on Tuesday, the
8th day of January, 1867, at 3 o’clock P. M.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
November 8. dtd

benefitted.—[Be(fas1

offer

and

SHEPLEY &

Dr. Carpenter has entirely cured persons in this
city who have been under treatment, at the Eye and
Ear Infirmaries without being

We

PIERCE, Attorney
Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.

LEWIS

Certificates, published in our columns, of Dr.
Carpenter’s cures are bona fide to our own knowledge.
He is all he professes to be, and will not humbug or
deceive the public.—[Kennebec Journal, Augusta.

Hayward’s Rubbers

jy26
TERR ILL, Counsellor at Law,

and heautif illy
Store of

new

A. O. X CII LOTTE It BECK d
CO.,
APOTHECARIES AND CHEMISTS,

CHBISTMAS

Penrhyn Marble €••

Congress and Chestnut streets.

B~VRON
No.

jyjuti

STREET,

Manutacturers and Dealers in Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Brackets, Pier Slabs, Grates
and Chimney Tops, importer and dealer in
EngUsh Floor Tiles, German and French Flower
Pots,
Hanging Vases, Parian, Bisque, and Bronze Statuette
and Busts. Glass Shades and Walnut
Stands, Bohe-

in general, at the

the stand

call.
51

AS

Portland, Maine.

us a

Short A

Law,

JOSEPH STORY

HOLIDAY PRESENTS

DRAWING PAPER OF ALL SIZES.
Give

Wholesale Dry Goods,

mad
ol

Miscellaneous and

Now patterns and Choice Styles.

jyikltf

Milliken & 0o„

_TiigSl-dtf

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS,

REMOVED

PAPER HANGINGS,

STREET,

31 COMMERCIAL

.HORTON.

We have Just recieved from New York

Chadwiclc Mansion, opposite United States iiofof,
Portland Maine.
Blon Bradbury.
nov Ott
L. D. M. Sweat

Deering.

A.

Cash, Post Office and Envelope Oases, Let"
ter Presses, Pen Backs, &c.

Free street,

at

CONGRLHM

‘449

200 M.

At

at

with full description of Sites and
receipt ol letter postage.

School,

LAW,
u

Fancy Goods,Ladies’ Toilet Articles,

SHORT & LORIXG,
CANADIAN EXPRESS CO.
Booksellers & Stationers,
The Canadian Express Company hare

BRADBURY & SWEAT

Burial

jy26

WEBB, Attorneys
DEBVjOIN
Connaellor*, at the Boody House,

The

Together with

DK. T. K. HAYLOR, 17 Hanover Street, Boston,
received the new Frencn Remedies and modes ol
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Ricord—Safe
and warranted Positively effectual in all
pleasant
Diseases of the Blood, Urinary and Reproductive Organs, and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
to Women.
Enclose stamp and receive full particun
ars by mall.
oct3-d&w3m

also,

-Exchange

imported ana domestic Cigars
lor sale by
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
jull3tt_178 Fore Street.

STATEMENTS OP THE PRESS.
All the published Certificates of Dr.
bona fide.—{Maine Farmer.

Pens. Agt.

has

Has saved liis Library. Office at2 2 1-2
in the Griffith block, third story.

H. BURKE.
138

BOO

Cor. Sewall and Court streets, Augusta, Sept. 14,1866.

A Sure Pile Cure.
GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT positively

the worst cases of piles. Sent by mail on receipt of $4. Circulars fee. Sold by druggists. Agents
wanted everywhere.
Address J. B. ROMAINE,
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New-York. oc26d3msN
cures

MARRINER.

176m

8. RICH Ac MON*
Coffins and Caskets:

NTATHAN GOULD, Merchant Tailor, lias removed
to No. 16 Market Square, over Sweeteh’y Apothe
cary store.
jylO—ti
T M
MHocm, IlntM and Clothing.
Benj. Fogo may be found rr ad v to wait on
customers at No. 4 Moulton street, fool
Exchange.
ju!20

ot these

[From the Maine Farmer.]
I suttered from Catarrh over 20 years. Last
winter*
when I consulted Dr. Carpenter. 1 hail frequent and
copious discharges, a bad cough, and my health so
much reduced that myself and friends were appre-

Try

the old and well known VEGETABLE
PlTIiWIONARY BAC»AHI,approved and used
by our oldest and most celebrated Physicians for forty
years past. Get the genuine.
HEED, CUTLER & CO., Druggists,
dec24sNd&wGm
Boston, Proprietors.

none

low rates,

AT

Cheapest of Pens.
Gold Pens!

Blank Books.

WOODMAN,

j2w

—OF—

Store Re-huilt!

STATIONERY OF AI,L KINDS,

paid
aug22—6m

Committee

GRAND OPENING

__

Catalogue,
on

Law,

attention

n

JABEZ C.

eorner

Age.

WINTER

have

now

EPHRAIM

HronchiliM, Aetbrnn, Catarrh, Con-

TROCHES

skill.
Carpenter’s
I reside in

dyed at equally

slating nails. Careful

—

Free, Corner Center Streets,
nave on hand a Full supply ol

Boston,

Dealers in

anil

COUNSELLOR

& CO. may be found at
street, store formerly occuX.
O.
where
pied by
Cram,
they will resume business, and be pleased to see their customers, or receive their orders.
J ulylOtt
A if S. E. SPR1
may be found at the store ot
Fletcher if Co., corner ot Union and Commercial streets.
iyll tl

suffered from i>ains. dullness and tightness in
my head, continued discharges, great difficulty in
talking and breathing, felt as if 1 had a bad cold' the
whole time, and suflered intensely to the great impairment.ot my health, and was quite discouraged,
For all I had doctored was of no benefit. But thanks
to Dr.
troubles.

find

v/

I

CO.,

Street,

ROOFING SLATES,

of all colors, anil
to shipping.

having left

J. WALKER
fjHARLES
No. 150 Commercial

room

[From the Kennebec Journal of Augusta.
Augusta, Me., Jan., I860.
1 have been cured of Catarrh in its most disagreeable form, of many years’ standing, by Dr. Carpen-

ter.

BROWN’S
■»

a

CATARRH.

Throat Disease,

often

dark

and suffering
excruciating pain a great portion of the time. I consulted many physicians without relief. Dr. Carpenter cured me.
My sight is now good. I reside in
Mrs. P. B. LANCASTER.
Vassalboro’.

continue,

Irritation of the Lungs,
manent

1 was
years, being confined to

n

Importers

jul 13

near

S
Caskets.

1 From the Maine Farmer.)
nearly blind with Scrofulous Sore Eyes four

from Congress Streetf
PORTLAND, ME.

Tremont

——-

dlVORD.”

no20d&w6m_

door

Buildinir
Budding

REUBEN PRINCE,
RKL'BEN MERRILL,
CHARLES HUMPHREY,
Yarmouth, Dec. 24,1880.

Portland,

For sale at his Headquarters, No 4Uj Maiden
Lane,
New York, and by every duly-appointed
Agent at the
same prices.
A

tar-

Parish In

LORING,

A. L.

The Gold Pen-Best and

Prices, sent

Manufacturer of Silver Ware,

A. WILBUR &

Id

TIIK

WELCH ana AMERICAN

can now

•

A

-AND—

112

DEV

Block.

The Best Pens in the World !

PEARSON,

May 19—illy

Deei-iug

Morton’s

Gold and Silver Plater

Congress street, opposite Meehan cs*
Hall, where we shall continue our business in all its
various branches and at lower rates.
(B^r’Ladies’ Dresses dyed for $1,00. All other ar-

In defiance of physicians and all remedies, I suffered excruciatingly from Scrofulous Sore Eyes ten
years, being frequently confined to a dark room. The
remedies Dr. Carpenter prescribed last September, at
Bangor, cured them entirely, and they remain so.

IVo. -4

Near Middle Street.
n
Nathan Cleaves.

Attorneys and Counsellors,

JUt
Middle.
_•
holme— NOTICE—Persons
orders at 101 Exchange street,
DIME
them at 324

BLINDNESS.

Law,

ers, Poplins.
of all Deocriplioai.

Oaodi

Dec 8—d&wtf

for the First

Me.

Plans, specifications, etc., may be examined by calling on Building Committee, at Yarmouth, during
the first two weeks from date herein: after which
time, until the opening ol said bids, the plans msv be
‘tie office of the Architect, Geo. M.
Hunting*’
21A Free street. Portland.
The proposes may U‘left with the
Committee or
Architect. The right to reject any or all ‘‘bids” not
ueemed satisfactory is hereby reserved
GILES LOR1NG,

-AND-

WOOLEN GOODS FOR MEN & BOY’S WEAR!
All of the above Gooda will be offered at a
GREAT REDUCTION from regular ratea.
Remember!

Joseph Howard, JyOtf

Temple, Street, first

VAKD.

Meeting-house

a

mouth,

Flannels!

Shirting

Drea*

H'W' U

PORTLAND, M NE.
Ofilce No. 17 Free Street,

M.

Old Prices l

at

Thibets, Shawls, Cloakings, Beav-

CLEAVES,

& Counsellors at

Attorneys

receiving Bleaainga by buying Gooda Cheap

Good American Prints. 1 Shilling
pr. yd.
Bleached and Broton Cottons,

n

Small Wares, &c.,
No. IS Free Street, “Arcade.”

commence

E. M« RAND*
No. 16 Free Street,

GOODS !

Proposals will I* rocoived till TUE8SEALED
GAY.Januaryl.’ith, 1807, 10 o’clock A. M., for

AT LOW PRICES!

Hosiery, Gloves,

tl

INC

stock embraces FINE, MEDIUM and LOW
PRICED CLOTHING, mode up in the most fashionable style. A large assortment of the newest styles
of GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS is now on hand.
(iec8
,ltf

building

ONI.IT SOc PER

FANCY G@ODR,

iyl‘2dtf

stock of

To Contractors and Builders !

FROST’S,

Fancy

Late Merrill & Small, Wholesale Dealers in

julietf

a new

FURNISHING

Only $4,75 per pair.

Hardware

aug21dt)anl
no WARD &

are

CO.,

MERRILL BROS. e£ CUSHING,

may be
of Oak

M.

Blankets

No. 163 Middle Siren, Portland, Me.

augl5—ft

—

Respectfully,

Who

Carriage Trimmings,

on
site,
St, would he pleasorders tor Iron Railings, Doors,
Window Shutters, Gratings, &c.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.
rilHE EANTERN LXPKENN CO. are now
i. permanently located at No. 21 Free street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the State, and West
by P. S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
toBostoD, connecting there with Expresses to all
parts ot tbo country.
For the convenience ol our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book tor freight Calls
will be kept at office of Canadian Express Co., No.
Fore street.
J. N. WINSLOW.

you two months,
well and remain the same.

Law,

NO BIG PROFITS,
NO DULL TRADE
But Crou ds of Customer

—and—

ed to answer all

prescribed by

at

-FOR-

STURTEVANT,

BAILEY A

Saddlery

re-

[From the Bangor Whig tf Courier.1
TROY, Me., Oct. 30.
Carpenter, Dear SirOn the 25d of Feblast, 1 placed myselt under your treatment for
Discharge of the Ear, which had continued so long
and was so great as to affect my hearing. After ap-

k

Importers and dealers in

•

READY

Dr.
ruary

Most

corner

have

The

B ARGAINS!

FOREION AND DOMESTIC

to
again. C. M. <& H. T.
PLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having
ALL
built
the old
No. 12 Union

Editor of “Belfast Age.”

ears were

JAMES

SMITH & REED. Counsellors at Law, Morton
Block, Congress St. Same entrance as D. S. Ar-

Pastor of 1st Parish, Belfast.
MR. W. M. RUST,

my

Stationer,

my offices.

was

the medicine

Bookseller and

I*-

VATENTS,

octUdft

S. WEBSTER if CO., can be found at the store
ol C. K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No. 9, where we
offer a good assortment or Clothing and Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
jul 16

R

the above statement to be correct.
KEV. C. PALFREY,

plying

PACKARD,

fouud at No. 337 Congress St.,

•

St.

DANA,

-AT-

WIdKery'R Wharf,
Portland, Me.

pared
Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &c,
at their new place of business, No. 100 Green St.
An Order Slate may be found at Messrs.
Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. L85 Fore Street.
All orders promptly attcn.ed to
Goods at ihe lowest prices.
jullGtf

During

IF.

A GREAT RUSH

LAW,

Commission Merchants,

now

we

STREET,

Preble Beane)

the

—AND—

No. 30 Exchange St.

GENERAL

la

'Opposite

CL#!

uo21dtf

ME.

Counsellor and Attorney

Congress Street.

CHASE, CRAM

MILLS* although burned up, the ProEAGLE
prietors, Messrs. L. J. Hill & Co.,
preto furnish

DEAFNESS.

Salve!

Is prompt in action, soothes the pain, takes out the
soreness, and reduces the most angry looking swellings and inflammations, as if by magic; thus a Hording relief and a complete cure.
Only 25 cents a box; sent by mail tor 35 cents.
SETH W.FOWLE & SON, lsTremontSt, Boston,
Proprietors. Sold by Druggists and dealers gener-

ally.

The Testimonials below are all received in
can be readily invest!
>v
ous of so doing. Hundreds of oti.
be seen at the Dr.’s Office.

State, and

Complaints,

Pulmonary

has induced many Physicians of high standing to
employ it in their practice, some ot whom advise us
of the fact under their own signatures. We have
space only lor the names ol a few of these

LHJHier

incnmuii,

288 CONGRESS

Exchange Street,

JOIIX

the store

We have taken

prompt-

PAYSON,

PORTLAND,

8 CLAPP'S BLOCK,

NO.

•
Watches, Jewelry, Masonic Regalia, and Military Goods, No 13 Free street, Portland.
Same store with Geyer and Caleb
iyI2dtf

INCLUDING EVEN

CONSUMPTION.
unequalled success that haR attended the application of ihis mod cine in all

nmvvrtE.

OF

aug2dtl_

TKJJeTA

CLOTHING!

townaollcitcd.

STOCK BROKER.
No. 30

KNIGHT I

Jl

Dec e—dtf

SOLICITOR

hJOTICE. H. J. LIBBY" & CO., Manufacturers
-*’1
and Commission Merchants. Counting Room
over First National Bank, No. 23 Free
street, second
story.
iyll it

au answer.

ol

FIRM !

ROBINSON

Where

II. M.

n

—AND—

CO , Wholebale
Dry Goods, No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St.
Jul 17—dtt

ensure

May 22—at t

Hauuo W. Gage.

COUNSELLOR AT

YROIV, ORE ENOUGH & CO., Furs,
Hats, Caps and Robes, 164 Middle St,, over T.
Bailey Co.
jull7ti

WUOUUAI*.

Iroiu out

W. H. CLIFFORD,

DOW

Inserted Without Pain*

Eyes

_lyTtl

dtt

u

PORTLAND,
Whitening and White-Washing
Orders
ME.

J

has become the resort

lon Rob nson, sent to
applicant*.
Address (HAS K. LANDIS, Vineland P. O.,
landis Township, New Jersey.
From Report ot Sol«»n
Robinson, Agricultural Editor ol the Tribune; **lt is one of the most extensive
tortile tracts, man almost level
position and suitable
condition tor pleasant farming tnat we know ol this
sale of tl.e Western Prairies.’*
*oprT:id&w<;m 37

BTUOOO AND MASTIO
WORKERS,
Street, between, Oourtbsh and Free Sta.,
t

brautiiul

of the most

one

Steam Power with room cau be rented.
For persons who desire mild wiuters, a healthlVil
climate, and a good soil, in a country beautifully improv d, abounding In truits, and possessing ail other
social privileges, in the heart of civilization, it is
worthy ol a visit.
Letters answered, and the Vineland Kural a papei
giving full information, and containing reports of So-

’ak

Counsellors,

Sewell 0 Strout

PRESENTS.
dec7d3w

& LIRHEY. lusurance Agent*,
will be found at No 117 Commercial, corner ot
Exchange St. Home Office of New York; National
Office of Boston; Narragansett Office of Providence;
Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W. Libbey.
jy25dtl

at

interfering with the patients occupa-

as

i

already

advantages,

plain and ornamental

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

former customers and receive their

their
usual.
see

a

GAGE,

and

Attorneys

Congress St., opposite Mechanics’

July 10,186G.

CONSULTATION AT OFFICE FREE,

CoinplainlM, Bronchitis,

Difficulty

The

orders

tion.

With the most astonishing success in curing
Coughs, Colds, Hoarsenchs, Sore Throat,
Influenza, Whooping Cough, Croup.
I.iver

pleased to

EYE,

home without

CENTURY,

A

HALF

U. S. HOTEL, Portland, Nov.
consulted a short time longer,
23d,
upon Blindness,Deathess. Catarrh, Bronchitis, Nasal
and Aural Polypus, Discharge from the Ears, Noises
in the head, Scroftila, Sore Eyes, Films ajid all Diseases of the

cases

Millinery] Store

O. M. & 11. W. NASH
have resumed business at the bead ol
Long WTliarf,
under J. W. Hunger’s Insurance Office, and will be

at

In most

STROUT

Is

s,

placesiu the United States. The entire territory,
consisting wl fitly b'jnai. miles of land, is laid out
upon a general system oi
improvement*. The laud
is only sold toactual
settler* with provision ibrpublic
auoi nment. 1 he plaecon
account of Its great beauty,
as well as other

NEW

l* 3 AST K R [<] R S,

1Particular attention given to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Insti llments.
July SI, ltGti.
dtf

Haih_n_jylodtt

Oculist and Aurist,

Furnaces,

i^AU.M

-IIInotion of Free & Middle Street a.

8. Clapp’s Block, Congress 8t.

!

Law.

at

BOSS if- EEEH T,

DEANE,
and Attorney,

Counselor

ANDERSON AND CO.’S
HOOP SKIRT AND 00R3ET STORE,
19 removed to 328

j>"j

Where they will be pleased to see all their former
receive orders as usual.
auglfdtl n

H. P.

-Core Street.

v7 u

McCOBB <£• KINGSBURY.

customers and

HAS

HOLIDAY
gjgg^Please call.

&

•

8FFICE OYER H. II. HAY’S

(Opposite the Market.)

WATERHOUSE.

J. E.

°' 1

Counsellors

NEW BUILDING ON LIME ST.,

been removed from No. 12 India street to No
25 Middle street, between India and
Hampshire
streets. Just added a good
variety of goods suitable
tor

DR. CARPENTER,

£3?**

de4tf

C. L. Quinby.

Can be tound in their

Exchange Street,

M. J. Cushman’s

Ear and Throat.

BALSAM

WISTAR’S

12

'«■

Manufacturers and dealers in

Waterhouse,

REMOYAL

Attention is Invited
to the full and complete assortment of Boots and
Shoes for Gentlemen's, Lndics' and Children’s wear,
at T. E. MOSELEY’S & CO.’S, Summek St., Boston.

ARRIVED

at

Street..

SQUARE,

BROKERS,

A. N. NOYES & SON,

Stoves, Ranges

HARRIS.

F. R.

the
andean be

a

Freeman, D. W. Deane.
u
auglOtt

MARKET

WOOD ,t SOX,

BED-STEADS

W. P.

No.

No.

21

amu VKl’IT LAND*, in a mild and
hmlthl'ul climate. Thirty mile* south ol i’hiladclph a, l>y Hall road, in New .lersev, on the sanio
alitUf^ ns Baltimore, Md.
k°* soil
The
is rich and
productive, varying from a clay
to a sandy loam, suitable tor Wheat,
Grass, t orn,
tobacco, rruit and vegetable* Tld* is a yreatfruit
Country, hive hundred Vineyards and Orchards
have beeni planted out
by exj»erieiiced fruit growers.
Grape*, reaches, Pears &c., produce immense* proiV ineland

proved places tor sale
Openings lor all kinds ol bu»ine*s, Lumlur Yards,
.Vlaiiuiactorics, Foundries, Store* and the likr; and

■“g-Jo_
iy. H.

Portland.

CO.~

,

Druggist,

PORTLAND, ME.

1 Flapp'd Block- foot €'h«*«inul Street,

No.

rr

S

_

people ot ,as.e. It has Increased tlvo thousand
people within thi past three years. Churches. Stores,
Schools, Academics, Societies ol Art and Learning,
and other elements of refinement and
culture have
111
*roV,lU;e<|• Hundreds ot people are constantly
settling. Hundreds of new houses are being constructed. Price ot Farm Land,
twenty acre lota and
upwards, $25 per acre. Five and ten acre and Village lots lor salt-.
Fruits and Vegetables ripen earlier in this district
than in any oilier 1 entity, uorth of Norfolk, Va.lrn

WHIPPLE,

Spring-Beds, Mattresses, Pew Cushions,

Portland, Dec. 3d 18C6.
HARRIS & WATERHOUSE, Wholesale Dealers
in Hats, Caps, and Furs, have removed to their New

fr Wirumatie Salts and Strumatic mineral Waters, just received and for sale by
J. W. PERKINS & CO.,
No 86 Commercial St.
no24«Neowdftwly

found

FURNITURE, LOUNGES,

I

Wholesale

Manutacturers oi

and

T

—■j_

VINELAND.

ot

27 Market
Square,
PORTLAND, ME.
YVM. YV.

Upholsterers

Hats, Caps and Furs.
Store,

14

J. Smith & Co.)

•

JOBBERS OF

Waters!”

A

Ii ltE WE JR ,

W. E. FREEMAN Jt CO.,

Apothecaries,

Cougi-ess

Harris &

Compound,

Coughs, Diptheria,
Bronchitis, Spitting of Blood, and PulIt is a
monary Affections, generally.
Remarkable Remedy for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Difficulty of Voiding
Urine, Bleeding from the Kidneys and
Bladder, ISravel and other complaints.

and

LAW,

J. B. HUDSON, JR.,

8ep3dttj

n

RIVETS and KI KN,
n
311 1’ougre** Street.

septSdtt

PEABODY.

H. C.

Have resumed business

CURES

§«re Throat* Colds,

Sep5tftl

Druggists

K§T~Sold by Druggists generally.
Merrill Bros, No. 215 State »t., Boston: Raynolds,
Pratt & Co, No. 106 Fulton st., New York, Wholesale

Agents.

M.

AAS. It. LUNT A

AT

27 Market Square.
n
_Sept 24-dtl

Belt Leather, Backs & Sides, Lace Leather

to tlio

and Counsellors at Law,

HOLDEN.

B.

CAKI.ETON,

ATTORNEY

,

(Successors
Maunlaciiirer of I.eather Helling.
Also tor sale

Near the Court House.

half pints. One sufficient for

a

H.

and warranted.

to

Office, 229 1-2 Congress Street,

SALTS!”

Mineral

II. M

!

Rank

12,

L.

S.

,|3ul

f. tore

Br#"'Ke[»airing done

HOLDEN & Pli A BODY,

These SALTS are made from the concentrated
Liquors of the Mineral Well ofthe Penn’a Salt Manfacturing Co., in Pittsburg, and are packed in airtight boxes. One always sufficient for a bath. Directions arc attached.
INTERNALLY USE
and

L

House,]
Congress Street.

...

Tool*

STREET,

FREE

mid Counseller at Law,
[Chadwick

“*9
octb-dly

Plated Ware,

EYE GLASSES, Sec.,
No. *45 Free Si., Forllaiul.

PAYSON,
Kxchnnge St.

38

Dec 21—dlw

one

MONDAY,

Nov.

and

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles,

dll

National

OF

oulOdtl

Do away with all your various and often pernicious drugs and quack medicines, and use a lew baths

In bottles of

u

rem.vu ou

Attorney

Dealer in

TAILOR,

EMOVA

15

w.

CHESTNN J'

OF

1886.

Merchants

dvipepnia cubed
BIIEUMATIH.fi t'l'KEU
EBl) PTIOJVS on the FACE CUBED
HCBOFULA CUBED
BY TREATMENT WITH MINERAL WATERS.

“Strumatic

Kl>,

sep28

T H K

MINERAL BATHS AT HOME.

“STRTJMATIC

dtt

n.:-rn:—__

_

and Steel Spectacle*.
F ilea, Ac.

No. 233 1-2 Congress Street,

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

n

«olil,

MISCELLANEOUS.

YV. YV. THOMAS. Jr..

EE Alt SON,

CUES,

Silver
Jewelry,
Silver

AT—

DOWN ES,

<i.

Kiris NESS CARDS.

Dealers in

HAS BEMOVED TO

prepared with

it addeth

•*

«.

allays irritation^

Wine.

Berry

GERRIS1I a>
w A T

Photograph Rooms,

MERCHANT

Physicians,

Come at Last l

FIRE !

__n

Folks Can’t Sleep Nights.—We are
now prepared to supply Hospitals,
the
trade ana the great public generally, with the standard and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
article surpasses all known preparations for the cure
of all forms of Nervousness. It is rapidly superceding
every preparation of opium—the well-known result ot
which is to produce costiveness and other serious
restlessness and spasms,
difficulties; it
and secreand induces regular action ot the bo wet
tive organs.
No preparation for Nervous Diseases ever sold so
readily, or met with such universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses and Irregularities, and all the iearful
moutal and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
ot nervous diseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remedy known to science. Sold by all druggists. Price $1.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,

For !

THE

NO. lO MAItKET StJUAKE.

Some

BAILGI A NOYES,
New Block, Exchange street.

decTssdliw

New

dec8SNlw

NEW

our

we

OF

BUSINESS CARDS.

B. r. SMITH & SON’S

by the Fire.

THE

and the

OUT

undersigned have made arrangements under ;
the act of Congress approved July 27,1806, to
furnish parties building on the burnt district with 1
English Pure Lead and Liuaeed Oil,
DUTY FREE. Parties wishing to purchase Paint
stock will call at 80 COMMERCIAL STREET.
BURGESS, FORES Ar CO.

Exchange Street,

on

MONDAY,

[From the New York Weekly Review.]
Chambermaids—Against all chambermaids,

Slace.

Store

New

REMOVALS.

—

Relief for the Sufferers

Will oi»en their

■»

of whatsoever age or nationality, I launch the
curse ol Bachelordom!
Because:
They always put the pillows at the opposite
end ol the bed from the gas burner, so that
while you read and smoke before sleeping (as
is the ancient and honored custom of bachelors)
you have to hold your book aloft, in an uncomfortable position, to keep the light from dazzling
your eyes.
When they find your pillows removed to the
other end of the bed in the morning, they rebottom or the top of the atmospheric ocean,
ceive not the suggestion in a friendly spirit
contains the same amount of heat, so-called,
but glorying in their absolute sovereignty, and
and the rays of the sun which animate the
unpitying your helplessness, they make the
whole face of nature are of as much power in
bed j ust as it was originally, and gloat in secret
over the pang their tyranny will cause you.
New England in lat. 43 deg. as in lat. 43 deg.
If they cannot get the light in an inconvenin France or Italy. The mystery, theu, must
ient position any other way, they move the
What
are
causes.
other
be explained by
they? bed.
If you put your trunk out six inches from the
Hero we enter the regious of conjecture. We
wall, so that the lid will stay up when you open
must view facts from a different standpoint, if
it, they always shove that trunk back again.—
obliged to abandon the field of astronomical They do it on purpose.
If you want the spittoon in a certain spot,
laws, in the field of observation alone, we
where it will be handy, they don’t.
And so
meet with so many conflicting facts, and so
they move it.
many exceptions to every general rule, that
They always put your other boots into inacour conclusions arc not very reliable.
cessible p a.'es.
They chiefly enjoy deThe great amount of frozen seas and lakes in
positing them as far under the bed as
It is because this compels
wall
will
the
permit.
our northern
regions are supposed to be the
you to get down in an undignified attitude and
cause of our long and cold winters; but what,
make wild sweeps for them in the dark with
the bootjack, and swear.
pray, makes those northern waters in America
They always put the match box in some other
freeze so much more than water freezes in the
They hunt up a new place for it every
same latitude on the European continent?
Is
ay, and put a bottle or other perishable glass
it not the cold weather that causes the ice of thing, where the box stood before. This is to
cause you to break that glass thing, groping in
those seas and lakes, rather than the ice there
the dark, and get yourself into trouble.
which makes the cold weather?
They are forever and ever moving the furniThen again, it is said that the mountains of ture.
When you come in, in the night, you
the United States cauSe these differences in
calculate on finding the bureau where the wardin the morning. And when you go out
robe
was
climate, as high elevations are always cold
in the morning, if you leave the slop-bucket by
(which is not true) and the air which rushes the door
and the rocking chair by the window,
down from them chills that of the valleys bewhen you come in at midnight, or thereabouts,
will
fall over that rocking-chair, and you
have
But
as
low.
they
high mountains in the you
will proceed toward the window and sit down
neighborhood ot France and Italy—the Alps, in that
slop-tub. This will disgust you. Thev
the Pyrenees, &c., and why should not those
like that.
mountains produce the same effects upon the
No matter where you put anything, they are
not going to let it stay there. They will take it
European climate that results from the ele- and
move it the first chance they get.
It is
vated lands of America? These are interesting
their nature. And besides, it gives them pleasquestions. Who can solve them?
ure to be mean and contrary this way.
They
would die if they couldn’t be villains.
The Professor of the Smithsonian Institution
They always save up all the old scraps of
at Washington is quite certain that the differprinted rubbish you throw on the floor, and
ence between the Isothermal curves, on thu
stack thorn up carefully on the table and then
lines of latitude between Europe and Ameristart the fire with your valuat le manuscripts.
If there is any one particular old scrap that
ca, is to be explained by the influence of the
you are more down on than any other, and you
Gnlf stream which, passine by England and
are gradually wearing your life out trying to
rid of, you may take all the pains you possiNorway, is felt even in Siberia, and which
modifies the climate wherpver it goes. But it
ly can in that direction; but it won’t be of any
use, because they will always fetch that old
this be so, we should like to bo informed, why
scrap back and put it in the same old place
this warm tide, which passes still more unagain every time. It does them good.
cooled by distance, eo near the coasts of Maine
And they use up more hair-oil than any six
If charged with purloining the same,
men.
aud Nova Scotia, as to be almost within reach
they lie about it. What do they care about a
of the mainland, does not have the same modihereafter? Absolutely nothing.
Chambermaids are dead to every human infying effect upon our climate as it is said to
stinct.
have upon that of England, Sweden and NorI have cursed them in behalf of outraged
way after it reaches those northern latitudes
bachelordom. They deserve it. If I can get a
in Europe? One would think that tee should
bill through the Legislature abolishing chambe specially favored by that warm current.—
Mark Twain.
bermaids, I mean to do it.
San Francisco, Nov. 17,1866.
While these isothermal lines are so strongly

RETAIL !

AND

WKIOLISSAIiK

NOTICES.

Warren’s Congk Balsam.
The best Remedy ever compounded for Colds,
Coughs, Catarrh and Consumption, and all
lisoases of the Throat and Lungs.
{g^~*For sale by all Druggists. Manufactured by
R. F. BKADBI KV,
octl5d&wsK6m
Druggist, Bang ok.

BOOKS

I E W

Long Sought

Employment,

SPECIAL

SPECIAL. NOTICES.

|

Port hind

Academy•

UXIO* HALL, §5 FREE STREET.

Winter Term begins Dee. 3, 1800.
ot ullages and attainments
Pl<Py.S
any time in the Term,
rerun*

received at

Y li.oo per term of ten weeks.
^vato recitations and private classes attended to
t»y the Principal at any hour of the clay or evening.
Terms for private instruction made known on application to the Principal.
CHAM. O. FILLS, Principal,
P. O. Box 927.
28 Hanover Street.
<lec3—3w*

Notice.
FI undersigned offer their services to the
public as Real Estate Agents. All persons desiring to buy, sell or lease property, are requested to
call at our office 345 Congress street up stairs.
All
bu* lnest* entrusted to our care shall have
prompt at*
tout ion.
H AN SON & DOW.
V.C. Hanson,
aug27-dtt
gai-aii

Til

M. G. Dow.

COP A BT1W3RS11 IP.

liave formed

1

a

TIIEderundersigne
of
the

LUMBER,

Notice

Copartnership

Wholesale and Retail.
Plank, Shingles* amiSc;uiUingoi all
constantly on hand.
Building material bawc<l to order.

copartnership un-

BOARDS,

name

WILLEY,

sV

JONES

and will continue the

No. Ill Federal Street.
Portland,

B. U.
J. L.

26, 1666.

Dec.

JONES,

WILLEY.

We shall continue the BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS In all its branches, ami hope by strict attention
to business to merit and receive a liberal share of the
public patronage.
Custom work lor both ladies and gentlemen made
to order from the best of material and by the best of
workmen, and warranted in every particular. Repairing neatly done at short notice.
JONES Ac WILLEY.

K< »• > , t'*'I'l HI: * E!VGI.\KKKIIV«L
Messrs. ANDERSON. BONNELL it
CO., have
made ai rai^ements with Mr.
STEAD, an Architect
ol established reputation, and will in future
carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. t*arties intending to build are invited lo call at their
office, No, 30G Congress street, and examine elevations and plans ot churches,
banks, stores, blocks of
buildings, 4c.
j 12

\
J\.

Persons indebted to mo are requested to make immediate payment, as, owing to the change in my busitne tirst
ness, all my old accounts must be settled bv
Bof January.

c,oxI"**

dec27

_^_
I i o n

To Builders and Contractors.

_

D i

I

s s o

u

AT. M. PERKINS &
fllHE tirni heretofore existing under the
1 of

STAS WOOD
I.

<L

804

DODGE,

day dissolved by

thie

name

mutual

FERDINAN I>

HAVE

eonaeut.

DODGE,

Continues the

Produce and
At

Fancy Grocery Business,
his NEW STAND,

No* lO
10

Copartnership Notice.
copartundersigned have this day formed
THEnership
of
under the
name

CAR and STEAMbuildings ol all
BOAT DECKING. ROOFING CEMENT, for coating and repairing all kinds of roofs. PRESERVATIVE PAINT for iron and wood work, Metal Roofs,
&c. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing leaky
shingled roofs. BLACK VARNISH, for Ornamental lion work &c. Full descriptions, c rcular. prices,
&e. furnished by mail or on application at tlie office,
where samples and testimonials can be seen.

C. P. TIIKASIIEK & CO.,
store

4 FREE STREET.BLOCK,
tor the purpose of carrying on the Dry Goods business.
CHAS. P. THRASHER,
NO.

Portland,

Dissolution

existing

heretofore

well-seasoned, clear Spruce FLOORING BOARDS, 16 feet long, eix inches wide,
or sale by
HENRY BULLARD,
t nov
dim

under the

The subscriber having obtained the fine store No.
337 Congress Street, wifi continue the business, and
will keep constantly on hand

of

BOUGHT

PIANO FORTES

can

sell at

ONS.

Nice

PRICES.
and MELODE-

timing and repairing promptly at-

Orders for
tended to.

under

Morgan,

style and firm

e

and

dec22_

co-

ANNUAL

& CRAW

No. 143 Commercial Street,
a general wholesale
in

IF. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour and

We

Provisions,

SALE

A

Continue

copart-

ADAMS,
riety in

331

B.

Cor. Tolmnn Place.

Clothing and Furnishing Goods

ass

At

f

KNIGHT,

CONGRESS

JUHfl JUNSMAN

\h

the firm of

FIXTURES

Notice !

25 Union St.,

SIDE,

transaction of the Grocery and Provision Business, at No. 551 Danforth Street, and solicit of their friends and the public a share of patronage.

PORTLAND.

Aug

N. L. HUMPHREY,
JOHN n. WOODSIDE.
dec 20, d2weod
Portland, Dec. 19,1866.

rHE
&c.,

S T E J\_ HVT
.

SOAPS,

I

EXTRA.
FAMILY,
I,
OLEINE,
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE’S PATENT,
SOFIA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
Allot SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable for the trade and family use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goods are manufactured
under the personal su|>ervision oiour senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with eondence that we can and will furnish the
VO.

at

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modern improvement*, we
are enabled to furnish a supply oi
Soap* of tin
Uct Qualities*, adapted to the demand, tor Ex*
port and Dniairific Consumption.
a1

COPE'S

STEAM REFINED SOAPS ! !
ALL
SOLD BY

THE

Wholesale Grocer* Throughout the Slate.

Loathe

Gore,
397 Commercial Si, 47 Ac 49'Beach

Siren,

-March

PORTLAND, MAINE.

2(1—dtl

new' STORE] !
Entire Yen Stock S

PEARSON & SMITH.

1,18CC.

October 1. 1866.

will be

with

entire

an

new

DRY

BLOCK,

opened

DAY

stock of

boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away.
a
oi 1-3 the fuel.
The question Is
can this be saved.
Mr Blanchard
LR'h invented a boiler that takes pertect control oi all
he heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
ery simple in its construction; after the engine is in
notion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
»eat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
my temperature desired; the remainder carried
hioughthe water heater, using up all the waste
leat but 200 degs.; tbs heat being reduced so low
here can he no danger of
setting fires by sparks
brown from engines, which will add mnch value to
his invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial
Feb 24—dlv

Another

GOODS

description

TIME

offered in the market.
attention to

Men and
well

Boy’*
tuc

as

wear,

goods,

REMEMBER

all ahndea,

AT

No.
detli—3w

4

Street

as

heretofore,

Marbleized

and all

description ot
nov22dtt

Slate Mantles!

Superior in Appearance,

IDispatch

lindclD

Academy

M

IIEALD

on

the 2d

O

V

A

L

Pork

BROTHERS,

us

to

No. 1 Franklin Street,
Between Fore and Commercial, next door to Rumery and Burnham’s Packing House, where they will
continue the BOTTLING BUSINESS in all it9
branches. Country orders promptly attended to.
Dec 22— d2w

For Sale.
be sold
bargain, a first class provisTO ion store,at ifa great
applied for soon. Inquire at 3*4

congress, corner of Oak street.

dclkdlw*

ranted

are consulted by one or
with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, aud by their friends are
supposed to
liave it. All such cases yield to the
proper and only
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

FKFF

STREET.

Black

DEPOT,

No. 441 Tremont

St., Boston.

Boards,

In

Cedar,

Cherry,

Sycamore,

Plank.

^ec^ILntion SE^I

?“ p“rcbf*e

Maple,

Joist, &C.,
®npplyixig

to

Oak,

Chestnut,

Ash,

Buitemut, Whitewood,

which they respectfully invite the attention of purchasers
for Floors, Sheathing, &c.

the wants of Builders

Ac.

prices-

Address orders and comraanications to

WALTER

F. PAH, & CO.

COREV

Are prepared to offer to their friends and the
public

FOR

fe

Louis

Flour!!

Family

Flour of the most

Lower

AND

the

Wholesale

^Retail**®

ducements that

^ WoCMl-Seat Chairs <*

KO HKDS.

PRIME

OX

THE

BARBOUR,

Manuiicturer. and Retailers of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
NO. 8 EXCHANGE

STREET,
NIK.

Ladies’ and misses’ Serge and Calf Bools,
men’s Fine Calf and Thick Boots.
Boys’, Tombs’ and Children’s Bools and
Shoes.

Rubber Boots and Shoes of all kinds.

nov23<Uf

C. J.

Street.

Medical
at

The “Only

applicable

®

*

a

PACKING.

Robber Hose.

BARBOUR.

E. R.

BARBOUR.

Worcester, May, mi.
IjCa & P«TIrina that their Sauce

to

“TeU

is

highly

esteemed in

and is in my
|l£dia,
1 opinion the most pal-

Stable as well as the
r-iiost wholesome
Sauce that is made.”

* H

The success ot this most

delicious ami unrivaled
condiment having caused many unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious
Compounds, the public is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
the names oi Lea & Perrins are
upon the Wrapper, Label, Stopper and Bottle.
Manufactured by
LEA &

John

PERRIN*,

YORK, Agents for

the

Elsworth

Sons,

NETT YORK

Son’s,
dcl9d2w

VIRGINIA

AND

OYSTERS,
HAY

Every Style

&

CURTAIN

GOODS, Ac.,

New, Clean and Desirable.
Please Read this Attentively!

Prize

Egg

PATENT

Beater!

JUWT ISSUED.

EGG BEATER is made of Steel wire rolled
flat, to give it a sharp edge. The wire is spring
temper, eing tempered with oil. This gives toughness and elasticity to the Beater, and ease to the operator. The shank is tinned together solid, and the
whole is thoroughly made, and will not wear out
or break, with any fair usage.
The elastic loops
readily accommodate themselves to any dish.
The subscriber having purchased the patent right
of Maine to this great invention, offers the State lor
sale by Counties, and asks immediate attention to
it.
W. A. RAND.
To be seen at Inventor’s Exchange.

T1HIS

declldlm

A

Taunton

ESTABLISHED 1B31.

does not fail to cure
cous Discharges in Male

Gleet and all Mu
Female, curing recent

or

in front one to three days, and is
recommended in those cases of Fluor Aldus or
Whites in Females. The two medicines used in
conjunction will not foil to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in those cases where other medicines
have been used without success.

especially

Nice

Sweet

Price, Remedy, M Bottle, |2, Three Bottles, $5.
$&
$2,
Injection,
Tho Cherokee M Cure? u Remedy? and
Infection" are to be found in. all well regulated drug
•tores, and are recommended by physicians ana
druggists all over the world, for their intrinsic worth
and merit. Sumo unprincipled dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and
One

Goods!

FOR THE

Holiday
Fancy
To Please

worthless compounds,—in order to make money—
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggists will not buy them for you, write to us, and we
will send them to you by express, securely packed
and free from observation. We treat all diseases to
which the human
system is subject, and will be
pleased to receive Axil and explicit statements from
those who have foiled to receive relief heretofore.
Ladies or gentlemen can address us in perfect confidence. Wo desire to send our thirty-two page
free to every lady and gentleman In the
land Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the solo proprietor,
00

Articles

the

A

Trade j

Old and

large

Young!

assortment of

TEAR’S CAKE!

Constantly on band

and

pamphlet

made to order, at

Dr. W. R. MERWIN, 37 Walker St., N. T.

BLA VRETS

IMPORTANT

to

LUMBERMEN

Owners of Hemlock Lands!

JUST RECEIVED

Yellow Metal and,
and Xails,

and Yellow Metal Bolts and

Steam.

Spikes.

10-4 All

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

KEEP OUT THE

■"

COMBINING

application. Address

PROOF,

Lawrence, Mass-

Preserver i

VT Orders may be left at W. W. RUBY’S 43
Sumner St, Portland, Me.
dc27dlw*

BBLS' BA-LTIM0EE FAM1LY FLOUR,

BBLS. RYE PLOUR, Just received and
sale by
CHASE BROTHERS,
dec22 STTtf
Head Long Wharf.

tor

Eaton

Family

School.

NORRIDGEWOCK, HE.
Winter Term ot the Eaton Family
L School will commence the Second Monday in
ecember, to continue Thirteen Weeks.
H. F. EATON, Principal.

3HIE
BOY.

29 d4w

gallon on

works,

Improved Rubber Moulding
WINDOWS.

gallon,

JXJST

decUdlm*

BLANKETS
STILL
CAN

All

A

Wool

LARUE

A

$4.50
AI-

SO.

4

NEW

Pair,

At Lower Prices than Ever.
ALL

—

CANDLES.

December

at

complaints.

By

Electricity

The HheumatiCf the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frost-

b.tten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, tlie deal to hear ami

palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
IftixA*..
the

youth

LA 1) I

US
Who have cold banns and feet; weak stomachs, lauiand weak backs; nervous and sick
headache; dizziness and swimming in the head, with
indigestion and
constipation of the bowels: pain in the side and back;
leucorrlicea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, ami all that
long
train of diseaseswill And in Electricity a sure means
of cure.
For paiuiul menstruation, too t-.oluse
menstruation, and all 01 those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain
specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

TEETH! TEETH I TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having
decuyed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
lor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate o few patients with board
«nd treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

17,18G6.

Free

aI^»Z£&BgZZ*«*
^^2Sft«asS«\‘ jLr1'1 ^"’^‘‘jn

Fur.

o-o.

!8sw»«.
| Harnesses,
lies© safes

d3w

For Sale,

A

SUPERIOR lot of DRIED PEACHES in Barrels, Bags and tierces, by
C. B. ROGERS, No 133 Market St.,

Philadelphia.

Decl8dBw

Beat Carolina Rice.
'rilEBCKS Choice Carolina Bice, just received
Ami tJ and (Hr sale by
CHVBCIIILL, BROWNS A MA1NMON.
Freeh

To Rent,
I

WAREHOUSE
quire of
novldtf

on

Custom House Wharf. EnLYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

are new

and

They

cannot be bad.

any time previous to sale.
HI.

*“!• «ake t/,at
^>*“*gradou

are oi _
our great

thoroughly tested in
*e.ro^°
A
better safe
E.

••an
may be
dc25dtd
..

«/

PATTEN

A CO., Auctioneers,
PLUM STREET.

Parts of Bark ^Norton Stoner, Brigs
Prairie Bose and Mary C. Mariner at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, January 2d, at 12 o’clock M..
at Merchants’ Exchange, No. 2 Lone Wharf, Will
be sold without reserve, as follows, vTzOne sixteenth (1-16) part of Bark Norton Stover, built in 1864,
as she

ON

405 08-100 tons N. M., to be sold
came from sea
and discharged jn the port of New York; she is now
loading there for Matanzas. One eighth ($) pari oi
Brig Prairie Rose, built in 1864, 297 76-100 ions N. M.,
to l»e sold as she earn© from sea and discharged in tho
port of New York; she is now loading there toriialveston. Texas. Also, one sixteenth (1-16) part of Brig
Mary C. Mariner, built in 1861, 262 04-100 tons N. M.,
sold uh she came from sea and discharged in Portland, and now lying theie.
For particulars call on the Auctioneers at Plum
street office.
dec25dtd

c.

-AU

w.

Lungs.

Tins remedy is too well known and too liiglily esteemed to require commendation here, ft is regarded
a uccossity in every household, ami is
hearLily endorsed by the medical faculty, clergymen of every denomination, mothers, editors, members yf Congress, and
many of our most distinguished men in nubile and

private

H/e.

Goughs, Gold-', Sore Throats, &c.

HOLMES,

CTIONEEJU,

300 Congress Street,

r^"Sale* of any kind of property in the City or viattended to on tho must tarorsUe

cinity, promptly
terms.

nnrlliio

W. R. BOWEN, 60 Hanover St.

Yours,

PuU uua U»y itt, 1 MUi.
This Is an article ior washing without nibbing, except in very dirty places, which will require a very
slight rub, an<l unlike other
toy a
like piirpoe >, w ill not rot the CLOTHES, but wilt
leave them much whiter than ordinary methods, with
out the usual wear and tear.
It removes grease spots as it by magic, and sottaL's
the dirt by soaking, so that rinsing in
ordinary coses
entirely remove it.
Tnis |*>wder is prepared in accordance with chemical science, and u|>ou a process peculiar to ltart,
which is secured By Letters Patent.
It has been in
use for more than a year, and has proved itself an universal thvorlte wherever l lias been used.
Among
the advantages claimed are the toliowing;
It saves all the expense of soap used on cotton and
linen goods.
It saves most of the labor of rubbing, and wear and
tear.
AJso for cleaning windows it is unsurpassed. With
one quarter the time ami labor usually
r^uired it imparts a beautlthl gk»ss and liistTe, much superior to
any other mode. Ko water reuuired except to moisten the i*owder.
Directions with eacu pack Age.
And can be readily appreciated by a single trial.
The cost of washing lor a fen.. / of five or six person-,
will not exceed tiirke cents.
The manufacturers of this powder are aware that
many useless compound* have been introduced to the
public which have rotted the cloth, or failed in remov
Ing the dirt, but knowing the intrinsic excellence ot
this article they confidently proclaim it as being
adapted to meet a demard winch lias long euated, and
which has heretofore remained unsupplied.

prepfration£ol}ered

Mi

BMJFACTORED

HOWE

BY

STEVENS,

&

•JOO BiMdnar, Bo,ion.
For sale by Grocer. and Dealers everywhere.
sep28-d3m

CROUP.

Mrs.,?. R. Borsis, 114 East 23d St., N. Y., writes
Oct. 9, UC4: “During last winter tlircc-of m v thildren were attacked with Croup, and from (he violence
of the symptoms, they were pronou m-cil to he in
much danger. At the instance oi our pnslor. Jtev.
Mr. Stiles, I tried Lurookah’s Pulmonic Syrup, which
promptly relie ved them, and in a very short time ihev
entirely recovered. In gratitude lor the honeiit conferred, 1 cannot refrain trout making this testimony

public.”

WHOOPING COUGH.

E. W. Mayer of Carleion, N. B,, writes?
Dec.,
1SC0: “My son, live years old, was a few mouths since
from WHOOPINCi COUGH. I nevsintering
er saw a more lUsti essingcase. 1
gave him Inrookah’s
Pulmonic syrup according to directions and soon l>eg.m to SCO improvement. The < ougli became easier—
the expectoration freer, and in two wcoks tlio
malady
was entirely overcome.”

greatly

A.

BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH.
W. Harris, writes from whalo-sliip “Eldora

do,” March

11. lsCO: “Having su£fered lor tour vears
Bronchitis aud Catarrh iu their most aggravating forms, I feel it my duty to state that 1 have icon
permanently cured by the use of farookah’e Pulmonic Syrup. I liad jalil large sums tu physicians

fvJIfvJHtflkiw
*’OR

Instantaneously

caled Catarrak

so

RcmciUcs,

hut until I used

the Syrup I experienced no relief.”
SPITTING OF BLOOD, PLEURISY,
TION

OF

THE

INFLATHE
HOARSE-

HirfaS,

PAIN

fN

SIDE
NIGHT SWEAT'S,
NESS. Ac.
From Rev. B. F. Bowles, Manchester, N. H.:
“The bottle of Dr. Inrookali’s Pulmonic
Syrup, you
so kindly sent me, has been tried lor hoarseness, with
results; for this I would coiuiiieitUyrocom-

E. W.

ft’This most useful invention of the age Is

a pretar.SILVKJt. and contains no mercury, acid,
substance Injurious to morals or the hands.
complete electro-plating batteiy iii a bottle
sale by Druggists and Variety Stores.
U#«K 4 STEVKHM,

For

MANUFACTURERS,.BOSTON,
sept£M3m

Philadelphia
Military,

CONSUMPTION

WONDKKFUL CUKK OF A CHILI! TWO ANI> A
llAioF Years Oli>. Gknts:— My grandchild, a little girl of 2 1-2 years old, was taken sick in
fort’and,
Me., in January, lfcB#. No one could tell wluit was
the matter with 4>cr. But she was much
pressed for
breath; had a hard, tight cough; could not raise; her
throat troubled hor greatly: she seemed to be
tilling
pElJXJ** ftS!*1 -‘d tent Its 1 i»y the lK*st physicians iu
and lor

some

,COul<months
tin00

h, r’ :»n<l She

declined;

was not expected to live,
licrdoctois, and at leng'h her liionds. gaveupull
hopes of her recovery. Sue was brought home to mv
housc in Plnpsburg. Me. We Hied Cod fiver Oil. but
theetioet soomod rather opposite from
good. She now
could not move her hand, ho educed was she. 1 was
taking larookah’s Syrup at the time, aed comment ed
giving it to her, and in a week, she allowed quite a
change lor the better, and we continued giving it to
her
She gradually unproved, and is now a i>oiTe< tlv
hojdthv child. People were astomshed to sec what

cr.ect the medicine had on this child, and to see her
get well bv the use of Tiarookah’s
Syrup, which we
benevo to ho the best medicine for
Pulmonary complaints iu the world.
H. IiARABEE, ridprtmig,Mc.
Vouis,
Space will permit the publication of but a lithe o
the ccrtilicatcs which are constantly
coming in from
all quarters of the globe, l’atients will hi Id i he most
conclusive evidence of the value of tliis
lcmcdy, in a
trial oi it. which will cost but a
(ride, and which may
yield priceless results.
Iiarge bottles
medium sizo BO cents. Pronaied by E. K. KNIGHTS, M. D.,
Chemist, Melrose.
Mass., rad sold by all druggists.

fcjrSold by W. F. PhiUips & Co., W. W, Whipple
& Co., J. W. Perkins ei c.»,
Portland; George C.
Goodwin & Co, Boston, an l
by all Druggists and
Merchants.

po2Feod&\vtt

Mass.

Oak Tanned Leather

FIRE

HOSE!

Masonic and

Firemen's

EQUIPMENTS

!

Messrs. John X. Shaw & Co.,
after

4th,

having

been burned out of Federal street, July
resumed business in the room over the

ha ye
store of

J. HEWKSBURY A CO.,
CORNER
EURE

writes from Virginia Citv,
IbfrJ: *T ioel very grateful for

olcto tlie afflicted.”

PliHE

or oflicr
Iris a

Field, Esrp,

Colorado, Mart ‘1 II,
having laorookah’s Pulmonic .Syrup near me. mv
lungs beui^ weak and demanding the most vigilant
care.
I believe the
Syrup the surest remedy for pulmonary Complaints that. Ins ever l>ecn made avuiia-

an

Silver «t> Silver Plated Ware.

veO'jfood

From Rev. L. A. Lampher, Norlh Hem, VI. “I
have used Tafooknh’s Syrup, aud feel under obligation frankly tu acknowledge its excellence.
While
using your syrup, I have enjoyed belter health than I
had enjoyed Ibr years. I have hail
slight attacks oi
hoarseness, but the Syrup would soon removo it. I
lind it is a mild and Slu'e remedy also iu Spnsmudie
Bilious alLacks to which I am
constitutionally sub-

Plating

OK

lug and Polishing

with

and for

Silver

ARTICLES

liras*, Copper, Geruaau Silver, Ac.,
Restoring tbs plating where worn off; and for Cl<

tion-of

OF

FORE

AND

STREETS,

OPPOSITE THE NEW CITY MARKET.

Having prepared a stock of Oak
Philadelphia, they arc now ready

tanned Leather in
to exocute all or-

ders for

l*hila lelphin Oak Tanned Leather
Fire Engine Hose,
Double and single riveted, and of all sizes, as used on
Steam Fire Engines, Hand Engines, Steamboats and
Force Pumps.

Cilie*,

Towns and

Corporation*

be supplied with a strong and durable Hose, warranted equal te any made elsewhere, and ou as reasonable terms.
N. B.—Fire Buckets, Spanner Belts, Flexible
Pipes, Knapsacks, Cartridge Boxes, Pistol Holsters,
Ac., made to order. Couplings, Pipes and Nozzels
furnished and Hose repaired.
novlTdtf
can

Xlie Gothic

Furnace!

Wood or Coal is the most powerful furnace In
use. anil has the most radiating surface. Judgu
Bullock of the U. S. District Court for Rhode Island
I have used your furnace No. 10 two
.says
winters;
it is simple in construction. 1 am
entirely satisfied
with it and deem it preferable to any hot air furnace

1j*9B

1 have

seen

”.

AI.EX. HI. I.EftI.ET,
liOt tilb Avenue, Hew York.
circular sent by request.
dcgSdlm
Hlfr.

A

Oysters,

Oysters.

day received a splendid lot Virginia Oysters,
and ter sale at $1.60per gallon, solid;
H?~A11 orders by mail or express promptly attend-

Tins
ed to.

Oysters delivered

in any part of the city.
H. FREEMA X d> CO.,

decZMlm

FlTHJilTURE

Federal Street.

101

COOPElt <1 MORSE,
in informing their old patrons and
WAKE
X iVicnds that (hey have resumed business at their
OLD STAND, ionicr of Market and Milk stTeets,
where they will keep constantly on h%pd the best assortment of

pleasure

—AT—

REDUCED PRICES

Meats, Poultry, Game, &c„

Thai the market affords, and it will be their eornost
endeavor to serve their customers with promptness
and fidelity.
decl dtl

FOR THE NEXT

SIXTY

DAYS

for

RW*
live

SALE.

WEBB, has

on

hand for sale

thirty-

«

SLEIGHS

undersigned will sell from their

The

EXTENSIVE

STOCK

OK

AND

DUNGS.

Tho best to be found in tho county. Also four heavy
Baggage Wagons, and three light open buggies, which
he offers for sale on more &\\>rablo terms than
any
other Carriage Manufacturer, as ho closes his busiPorsons desirous of purchasing
ness with this sale.
will find it tbr their advantage to call upon him.
R. M. WEBB.
Webb’s Mills, Dec 3, I860.
dec4eod& w4w49

Furiii ture

Miss LUCY A.

HENSEN,

Mrs. A. Hawley,
FASHIONABLE HAIB DBEIIEU,
respcctfnlly informs the Ladles of Portland and vicinity that she Is now readv to attend to Shampooing, Dyeing and Dressing Ladies' liair at tho shortest
notice, anil will wait on all who may kindly tended
her their patronage. All orders left at Mr* J* Partington’e Confectionery Store, or at Miss L. A. HenSucoessor to

-AT-

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

sen's

residence,

comer

ot Mountfoit

streets, will bo punctually attended.

CASH.

George

I.

Burroughs

Notice.

& Co.

OCtl2dtf
FRANK

MILLER'S

In Bottles, prepared without Black, expressly lor
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Morocco, Kid, Calk
and Patent Leather Shoes.
!£p~On trial it
commends itself. Sold bv WM. D. TRUE & CO.,
Boot ami Shoe Dealers, 31& Congress street, opposite
decodlm
Mechanics’ Hall.

Notice.
a meeting of the Relief Committee holden on
Monday last, it was voted that all applications
for aid, in rebuilding dwelling houses me coming

AT

year,

be made on
next.

must

January

or

anil Sumner
<Jec20d2v*

before the first /nonday

Blank applications can be had at the Office
Treasurer or the Committee at Market Hall.
Dec 6—<1tod an 1

ol

of th

will bo made to the
Legislative of
Us next sons!on,for further aid to socur
the construction of the European and North Amiri,
can Railway, and for authority to the Portland, Saco
& Portsmouth Railroad Company to subscribe to the
stock and bonds ot sain E.AN. A. Ry. Comp’y, and
to farther increase the capital stock or the Portland,
Saco and
Portsmouth
Company to tho
amount thus subscribed and paid.
By order of the Directors.
G K. JEWETT, Pres’t
E. & N. A. Ry. Comp’y.
Dec
1866.
declldSw
Bangor,
7,

APPLICATION
Maine

at

Hallway

REDUCED

PRICES.

attention of the public is called to the splennpHE
X did assortment of

English, German A American Doeskin*,
Broadcloth*, Caooimcreo, Arc,
For sale by J. J. GILBERT, Mutiny Hill, No
IW At. Lnwrenre hi. Also a large lot ol 11-4
BLANKETS, by the pair as cheap as can be bought
at

wholesale.

»t

iaa&st'-t
®£^SS.

Blankets. ^
WILL)KIt’S i’lRJS

FOR THE CURE OF

Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh, Influenza, Bronchitis, Spitting of Blood,
Pleurisy, Inilamation or the Lungs or Cncst, Pain in
the sido. Night Sweets, Hoarseness.
Consumption in
its early stages, and all Diseases of the Throat and

PALE PRESERVATIVE !
Street.

/lD*

I.,

OR LAROCKAHh
Pulmonic
Syrup.

Proportion,
—

REEVES,

No. 36

KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
SPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, & SOAP,
For sale by BRADSHAW A PATCH,
I aug 9—dn
No. 7 Central Wharl, Boston.

Commercial St.

D.

A.

lard, sperm and whale oil,
OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL.

GOODS

OTHER

Marked Dowa'in

CONGRESS STREET.

270

every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forma of lemule

CLOAKINGS

DEERIKG BLOCK,

Dec 11—dlw

mering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure

-FOR-

FROST’S,

and

palsy

LOT

LADIES’

-AT—

I*.

u»£

—OF—

SIZED

Blanket !

Per

?I

..

RECEIVED I

CHEAPER!
BUY

-FOB-

Family Flour and
Oil,
Rye Flour.

100
15

the amount manufactured.
The Company will send competent men to superinwhere parties detend tho construction of the
sire to enter into the business, and to instruct in the
mannfiteture of the Extract.
As a guarantee of success to parties entering into
this business, the Company will contract to take nil
the Extract manufactured under their process at flttv
delivered in Boston or New York.
cents per
Parties m Maine desiring further information as to
terms, Ac., may call upon or address CHARLES
HALE, General Agent for Maine, 24 Maine streot,
Bangor, where models of the apparatus mav be Been.
novl3d3m
S. H. KENNEDY,' Pres't.

prevent the rattle of Sashes with

BBADSTREET’S

YOU

Fire

the head, neck, or extremities; consumption wher

In the acute stages or where the lungs are not tulU
involved; acute or chrouic rheumatism, scrofula,
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the bpiue, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stam-

freight.
The Company docs not propose to sell Territorial
rights, but will grant exclusive privilege to manufacture in certain localities, charging a small royalty per

Cold, Rain, Wind and Dust!

AND

-hy"'.
fTr

qualities,

33® Congress St.

ECONOMY AND COMFORT.

And

'r^e.

Philadelphia

Per Fair.

do22dtr

ST.

extensively

Wool Blankets,

dec22dlw

manufac-

ture of an imperishable “EXTRACT” from Hemlock
Bark for tanning purposes.
The Bark Extract is
used among Tanners, and the denow
mand Ihr it rapidly increasing. Itcommands a ready
sale in the Boston, New York and
markets, at sixty cents per gallon. The appliances for
manufacturing are simple and not expensive, costing
bat little more than the ordinary leaches used hyTanners.
By this process, 1* cords pf Bark may be reduced so as to concentrate the entire strength into
forty gallons of extract, without in the slightest deand at a cost not
gree injuring its tanning
exceeding one dollar per cord. The saving in freight
aluTie, between the transportation of the Extract and
the L'Si'k, will range from six to eight dollars per cord,
so that jmy one who may get out but threo hundred
conls of bark per year, may save from two thousand
to twenty-five hundred dollars in the difference in

EASTMAN BROTHERS

Engines,

the Maximum of efficiency, dura
bility and economy with the minimum ol weight
and price. They are widely and lavorably known,
more than 600 being in use.
All warranted satisfactory, or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on

3md.

own

right

VSTAgents Wanted.

sale at New York and Boston nrices by
LYMAN, SON ft TOBEY, Agents,
115 Commerola Street.
dtt
Portland, Sept. 21,1866.

Portable

AMERICAN PATENTED

IMPROVEMENT
TANNING COMPANY, of New York,
THE
the
in the United States tor the
exclusive

Will save 00 per cent, in
Fuel, and last a life time.
Simple, Cheap and Durable. The best Weather Strip
Invented. Examine Testimoaials and
Specimens at
the Real Estate
Agency of W. H. J1SRRIS, at Horse
Railroad office, opposite Preble House.
C. E. BARNES, Agent.
Zinc

Foi

AND

Leather

with tho

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

Copper Co.,

Baltimore

BELL AMIE’S PATENT
WATER

conjunction

NEW STOCK OF

UPON YOUR DOORS

Nov. 6. 186G

at

T R Y

Remedy,

Urine, Strictures of the
Urethra, Dropsical Swellings, Brick Dust Deposits,
and all diseases that require
a diuretic, and when used ia

Believing,

Only

jySOJtf__

PERRY’S,

dcl9dtt’_80-FEDERAL

is

St., N. T.

Cures all Urinary Complaints, viz: Gravel, Inflammation of the Bladder and
Kidneys, Retention of

CHRISTMAS GOODS !

J. C. HOADLGV A CO.

In

Cherokee

”

—AT—

Purchasers of the above goods arc respectfully invited to examine our stock which is

Copper

AT

26 Market Square.
tyOl poaitc Entrance to Peering Hall.

offer such in“

can

J.

prepared, to oflbr Iheir friends and the puba large and well asorted stock of

United Slates.

&

Co.,

Sheathing

i/OLi/M P GIFTS
ITBBAL,

&

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HALL,
now

Copper,

Worcester*

Duncan’s

Poor

to liis

Brother at

I

;#ole proprietor,
Dr. W. E. MERWIN, 37 Walker

eases

ENGINE HOME
RUBBER

Paper Hangings

Gmtleman

Madras,

we

at

Tasting is Positive Proof!

CARPETINGS!

EXTRACT
letter from

MANUFACTURE,

page pamphlet sent in .a sealed envelope, free to any
address.
Price $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Bold
by all druggists; or will be sent by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the

PARTINGTON’S,
CONGRESS STREET, dclstojaL'__Hurt erl, ancestor Dali.

CO.,

Worcestershire Sauce !
a

Old Age, Weak Nerves, Diffisit Breathing, Pole Court teTnance, Insanity, Consumption, and all diseases that follow as a sequence of youthful indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and vigor,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent clire
after all other medicines have failed. Thirty-two

BUT

(Itt

Marrett,

CELEBRATED

of

Stock,

lic

Perrins’

by

Seeing

JTEJV

Are

139 Commercial

Ilea

OWN

DUMP ! j

LEATHER.

_D0V2B

QUALITY TRINIDAD

BARKER A

our

Loss of
Memory, Universal Lassitude, Pains in the Back, Dimof Vision, Premature

Kennebec St,, opposite foot of Chestnut Street.
_octia eodtf_WALTER COREY A CO.
J. & C. J.

MEDICINE,

Cures all I'seoses caused by
self-abuse, viz.'pr

Tables,

tenJF0raJily

our

“

311

It)U MOLASSES for sale by
tracn,

OUR

Having taken Hie Chambers

Molasses.

(

THE GREAT

SUITS!

.'•emoved froio the center of trade, we think
friends will take the trouble to visit
us,

Robber Clothing,

aug7dtf

Trinidad

Please call and examine

Extension
Chairs, &c.

Dining

JOH3» BARBOUR.

Manson

CHEROKEE CURE,

„.ic„

Lowest !

CHAMBER

What-Nots,

MOLASSES HONE,
RUBBER BELTING,

Whitmore,

B.—Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendance.Janl.lEftMft w.

Sofas, Easy Chairs, Centre Tables, Etarg’eres,

LACE

Dictator,
Tropical,

>»

~—-

e»5a^f£t«tate^2t.

i.„,

patients in so s..
'■'nfortwen •’
asked, do they stay cu
we will say that all that Uu
doctor the second time without ci^.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electric
one years, and is also a regular graduates
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chrouic m»eu.
the form of nervous or sick headache ; neuralgia

public.

N.

INDIAN

tliu.il

OAK AND HEMLOCK BELTING.

T. Harrison X Co..
Plants. Eaglr ,
Brilliant XXX,

Churchill, Browns &

■=“

CTj0x^-

,7<w<>

r«WS?:r

bt_
tried otiAc.

erwn sex.

CASH!

-*—■*’

PORTLAND,

159 Commercial St.
dec7o3w

Street,

A

FLETCHER & Co.,

Saint

CO.,

BARGAINS in

FURNITURE !

PARLOR

Lard.

and

Dec 6, 18CU.

&

yhe

s™®Srici

Letter from Hon. D. W. Gooch, Member qf Congress
Massachusetts.
_Melrose, duly 19 lbCo.
Dr. E. R. Knights—Dear bit
I have used Dr. Larookah’s Syrup in
my family for
ax years, aud have found it an excellent
remedy for
Coughs., Colds, Sore Throats, nd all consumptive
oomplaints, Arc. £ havo recommended it to several
Electic Medical Injirmaru •
friends, who have received great benchtsfrom its use.
Letter from a well known Boston Druggist (f twenty
TO THE LADIES.
years experience, and .steward of Hanover .Street
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who 1 |
M. E. Church
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Ritcritv Muoli O 1ii'K
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their
Dr. E. B. lvKiuirrs: Having utk.il LAROoKAH’S
especial accommodation.
SYRUP
PULMONIC
anil in my family lor
myscll
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalthe past six years, 1 am prepared to say that it is suled In efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
to ain' medicine I have ever known, lor tlie
I'erior
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
positive cure of Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and all
certain of producing relief in a short time.
similar complaints. As 1 take told very easily, I
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obhave had great opportunity to test the vittriES of
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
this valuable remedy, aud it has never failed me
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
yet, however violent the disease. Having been in the
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
business for over 21) vears, t leave had good
Drug
opwith perfect safety at all times.
portunities of knowing the virt ties of the various medSent to any part of the country, with full directions,
icines sold, and pronounce LAltOOIvAH’S SYRUP,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
THE
best of ally article evfii picscnlcd to the
No. 14 Preble
Portland.

Spruce Floor

nnsurpassed, and parties at a distance ordering bv
,iavul® t*le*r order8 d'^ed in a satistactory manner4hu5 !

arc

imWni^the^^i^e'and expense*!!? vto?t<toPthe*city>n
PGSKSSfiKE

men

middle-Aged men.

have

Walnut,

young

There are many men of the age of
thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die of this
dithculty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNE8S.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full aud healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult tne Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next door to the Preble House,
Portland, Me.
B^ir* Send a Stamp for Circular.

established in connection with theirwell-known “Bay State Mom.nirm Mawtt“nd
of Lumber, giving
to
ha nil
EDHARDWOODS
and'\Z?.
\\ (X>Db and
now ofler for sale a large and well-selected Stock
of

TI£E "n,loI?l*ned

charge made.
day passes but wo

or no
a

Hardly

I-more

STATE

LUMBER

lot of good

GO Brls Northern Extra Clear Pork
“
“
GO
Clear Pork,
'•
“
“
2G “
Backs
GO Tierces Prime Leaf Lard.
GO Tubs Prime Leaf Lard.
For sale Low by

!

removed from their old stand, No 206 Fore

HAVE
sireet,

CO.,

Block.

a

WOOD I

port.
RYAN & DAVIS
101 Commercial St.

AS

Whilst acknowledging their gratitude to the inhabitants of Portland for past favors and
patronage
they hope in future to merit a liberal share in the iavor ot tlie public.
N. B.—For further information apply to the
Superioress, No. 64 Free Street.
December 19. d3w

E

BAY

any convenient

17—dtf

NEW

005 (Ninth Are. New Verb.

give

are

Southern Pine Lumber

ocl7dly

Descriptive Catalogue w ith prices,

to

ELDEIV & CO.,

T.

5

SIMEON SHURTLEFF & CO.

j 2dtf

More Durable and at
Half the Price of Marble.

R

PLACE !

THE «LD STAND,

Free

done

Every Machine Warranted

Per 10—dtf

the

WOOD!

SCOTIA

of

NO. 33 MIDDLE STREET,
s uow prepared to sell at prices lower than the low:st all qualities and descriptions of Bools, Shoes,
[lubbers, &c.

How Many Thousand. Can Testify to This
by Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the lesult of a bad habit In
youth, treated scientifically and a perfect cure war-

different vavsjtles ol

the

_|

®eg* leave to inform liis friends, customers and the
public genet ally that having rebuilt his store at

January, 1867.

all ahailca J

C. F. THEA SHFIt &

NOVA

ELDER

men

We would call particular
our stock ot

THE

to

EVERY T ARIETYj

re-

confident that the price,
cannot fail to please.

Wharf',

Delivered in anv part of the cito
which we will sell
at the LOWEST CASH PRICES.
We arc now disfrom vessels Rod Ash, Egg and Stove, free
burning and pure: White Ash. Egg and Stove Also
Lehigh, of the different sizes, for furnace and stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and delivcrod in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effor on our part to please those who may
patronize us with their orders.
June II—<ltt

Boarding School

WOOLENS
or

prepared

now

And

Ladies of the

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS
ever

M.

siL?stactlonMaClm>e8’

_JOSEPH

tfce stand lormerly occupied by

Wood Sauce !”

PRICES!!

expected!

Manufacturing ani Fami-

*

r

HAVE
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL C(Wnd
furnish

Congregation de Notre Dame,
THE
beg leave to inform the public tbat they will
N.
their Boarding School and

of the largest assortments ol

one

Head Union

To be

—AT—

send for

BARATHEA cloths,
bhpkess cloths,
Also

Change of Base l

be

B A It <> A I IV S !

Connoisseurs

T. B. STEWART.

ouch as
BLACK hilkn,
*11.K AND wool. POPI.INK,
ALL WOOI. POPLINS,

ALPACCAS

w o o x>

pronounced

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

DRESS GOODS,

Til I It IT* in

St.

Back to the old Middle St. Stand !

Repairing

York and Boston since the recent
prices. The stock com [irises every

of

Steam Boilers!

vork manufactured to order.

foreign and domestic

in New
purchased
decline in
ueavy

COAL, COAL COAL

Bargains may

and

MACHINES.

FOB SALK BY

some

G.

take pleasure in announcing to the citizens of Portland and vicinity that their new store

THIS

15th—dtf

Astonishing-

GOODS,
PRICES,

at
Fu,1,1 A,a?ortmcn;
“l1,tim®8
°{»he Celebrated GROVER BAKER,
andMachino
Finding*, at Mauulacturers’ Prices.

E.

All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of
youth, or the stinging rebuke oi misplaced confidence in matnrer years,
SEEK FOR A* ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to tho whole
system.
Do not wait tor the consummation that is sure to
follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
aud Complexion.

Prices !

ehall make a BIG BREAK IN

SEWHSTG

f°r

A nia ran to,

ONmaking loss
•Item asked how

C. F. THRASHER & CO,
FREE STREET

S. ROUNDS & SON.

*

on

We

Office,

300 TONS LOBERY,

REUBEN KENT.

dtf

Improvement

Ot every Description.

STOVE SIZE.

EGG AND

CHOICE

BLANCHARD’S

OLD

NO. 4

and egg size.

New Wheat
celebrated brands.

dtf

The subscriber having disused of liis
Bakery to
tfessrs. Pearson & Smith, would cheerfully recoin
nend them to his former patrons, being assured that,
1
tom their well known reputation, they will continue
he business acceptably.
And he will take this opportunity to
gratefully acknowledge the many favorB bestowed upon him by
lis patrons for many years.

the Lowest Prices!

LEAT1IE

BUSINESS

AT THE OLD STAND,
107 FORK, COR. VINE STREET,
JO.
vlicre we shall lie haapy to see our old
customers,
nd as many new ones as may favor us with their
pat-

onage.
October

GORE,

TTITOULD solicit the attention ol the trade and
▼ ▼
consumers to their Standard Brands of

Bast Goods

BROKEN

Low

ly

by the undersigned

and for sale

■

the Bakery,
continue tlie

Kent,

BAKING

soaps r

REFINED

dtf

20

Notice.
undersigned having purchased
of Mr. R.
will

-L'J!J-_k.

STEAM

Coal.

Coal,

—AT—

a

GOODS.

Laces, Embroideries, Hoiiery and Oloves at

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial 8t,
275 Tons Hazelton Lehigli,

April

name

DEATHE &

Coal,

are

( )T A. M

_

undersigned have formed
Co-partnership
THE
under the
ol HUMPHREY & WOODfor the

lu rm n

ABOUT

ed wit

STEPHEN D.

Copartnership

140 M very superior Flooring and Step
Boards now landing at Cnstom House Wharf,
and for sale in lots to suit purchasers. Apply to
C. M. DAVIS & CO.,
117 Commercial street.
nov22dtf
Portland, Nov. 21, 1366.

to execute orders for S9UTH.
WEERN prepared
PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, deliverat

DEALER IN

STREET.

O’NEIL W. ROBINSON,
KNIGHT.
Portland, Dec. 8, 1866.
dtf

dclSdlm

Low

Hare Confidence.

HEAD UNION WHARF,

STREET, 331

regularly

One I*rlec and Wo Variation !

MOURNING

and imSuul to keep constantly on hand the various
kinds aif? quality to offer their customers at the lowest cash price.

FOLLETTE,

CONGRESS

TIM

ROBINSON &

va-

both Btyle and finish.

L.

CHAS. H. ADAMS.

under

and
Lehigh—Harleigh, Lehigh
Sugar Loaf.
White Asn—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Mountaiu.
Red Ash—New England &c.
JAMES H. BAKER.
Richardson's Wharf
scpMdtf

The subscribers lias just received

present stock of Corsets, comprises a great

Every intelligent aud tlduking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efflcacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
educated physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties he must
mini; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the
world,
which are nat only useless, but
always injurious.
Ihe unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
liis physician, as It is a lamentable yet incontrovertible feet, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice; tor
it is a point generally conceded
by the best sy pliiTographers, that the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced
general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to makhimselt acquainted with their
pathology, commonly
one
pursues
system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated aud dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

-at-

WOOD! WOOD ] WOOD! ^sis«ngbfnfpa?tJoi'tl*ny0there3tab’iS,l“entlnthecity-

Discount

FROM FORMER PRICES.
Our

UXDEBSIttNED have formed a Copartnership tor the purpose of transacting a

business,

A—

Very Large

For the transaction ot a general Commission Business, and have take the Store and Counting Rooms
lately occupied by Messrs. E. E. UPIiAM & SON,
head ot Richardson's Wharf.
Liberal advances
made, and con ignmcntH solicited.
E. E. UPIIAM,

oeUdtf_

Thirty ‘Hays /

—AT

nership

IPIIA.TI

To

Notice.

Caution to the Public.

Shawls, Silk Velvets, Cloths, and Cloaking Goods 1

charging

OOTtSETTS,

sep26dtf

undersigned have this day formed a
rpHF,
X
In business under the uarae of

commence

cess.

Poplins, Ottoman Cloths,

HOUSEKEEPING

just

strength,

work.

OP Tin: BEST QUALITY,

Monday,

an

Rich and Low Priced

A FULL ASSORTMENT OP

viz:—
variety of Anthracites,
Nav. Co’s. Hazelton

COAL AND

yearly rale of

•nr

J. W. DYER,
J. R. HANNAFOKD.'S

Copartnership

.kail,

December 17th,

Jgp-ConHignmentsof <Jooi»crage. Lumber, Country
Produce, Use., solicited, and shall receive personal
and prompt attention.
A. P. MORGAN.
and, Sept 10,1866.

the article for heavy
Also the usual

CORSETS.

For the purpose ot transacting

Po-t

3C3 tons

December 10th,

m

taken

-OF-

business

from

dtf

GEAHD

Co.,

And have purchased ol Messrs. LORD
FORD their Stock and lease of store

achr. John

Crooker,
lauding
the Midland
NOW
prime CUMBERLAND COAL,
mines. It is fresh mined, of extra
and

GEO. GILMAN & CO.,

BROTHERS,

OPPOSITE PREBLE ROUSE.

of

&

Dyer

a

Forge Coal.

Silk

Af

/^odioaj £,DE"'«C.
«-*

WHERE

Fancy Silks, Thibets-all shades,

Piguared

,J<

~
•

.,

..t-ar

Street,

Plain, Striped and Figured Wool Poplins at Very
Prices, Alpaccas, DeLaines, Prints, Ac.

supe rior Planing Lumber, consisting of 2 in., 1£, lj,

«4.oo,

other Goods in proportion.

SHAW

Notice.

have this day formed

signed
THE
partner shp under tl

Grey Squirrel Setts,
for

WM. O. TWOMBLY.
November 26,1&66. dtf

Copartnership

OOUoUww

and

Plain and

FEET

7
1 inch.
125 M Dry.
500 M Dry Pine Outs.
50 M 3x4 Spruce Joist.
40 M Dry Pine Deck Plank.
1000 M No 1 Extra Cedar Shingles.
G. W. COBB <& CO.,
For sale by
dee 13dtin
272 Commercial Street, Portland,Me.

$13.00, former price $10.00•
Silk Velvet Hoods.Beaver trimmed,

OLD PIANOS taken in exchange.

Black

Da. w

'"^^ts^-SSarsff,

lie can be consult*.
the utmost confidence by u..
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering unue.
affliction of i rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect aud PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-eamod reputation
furnishing suulcient assurance of his skill and suc-
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Pipe, Zinc and Glass, White Lead, Oil, and a large
assortment of Locks, Latches, Knobs, Butts and
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Tools. Allot which will be sold at the above prices
in order to reduce our Stock previous to removing to
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nature ot
Missis, “as displayed in the (awning
their Refreshmenting, equals, if not surpasses,

*

of the baseness ot
ahy think as was ever heard
the celebrated Bonaparte.”
and
Pitf
me, we drored a
Miss Whiff, Miss
heavy breath, equal to saying, “We thought as
much” Miss Whiff and Miss Piff seeming to
object to my droring mine along with theirs, I
drored another to aggravate 'em.
“Shall I bo believed,” says onr Missis, with
flashing eyes, “when I tell you that no sooner
had I set my foot upon that treacherous shore
»»

Hero Sniff, either busting out maa or minting aloud, says in a low voice:‘‘Foot—plural,
you know.”
The cowering that came upon him when he
tvas spurned by all eyes, added to his being beneath contempt, was sufficient punishment for
In the midst of a silence
a cove so groveling.
rendered more impressive by the turned-up female Doses with which it was pervaded, our
Missis went on:
•‘Shall I be believed when I tell you that no
sooner had I landed (this word with a killing
look at Sniff) on that treacherous shore, than
1 was ushered into a refreshment room where
there were, I do not exaggerate, actually eatable things to eat.”
A groan burst from the ladies. I not only
did myself the honor of jining, but also of
it out.
lengthening
“Where there were,” our Missis added, “not
only eatable things to eat, but also drinkable
things to drink."
A murmur, swelling almost into n scream,
ariz. Miss Piff, trembling with indignation,
called out, “Name.”
I will name,” said Our Missis. “There was
roast fowls, hot and cold; there was smoking
roast veal surrounded with browned potatoes;
there was hot soup with (again I ask shall 1 be
credited?) nothing bitter in it, and no flour to
choke off the consumer ; there was a variety of
cold dishes set off with jelly; there was salad;
these was—mark me! fresh pastry, and that of
a tight construction; there was a luscious show
of fruit. There was bottles aud decanters of
sound small wine, of every size and adapted to
every pocket; the same odious statement will
apply to brandy; and these were set out upon
the counter so that all could help themselves.
Our Missis's lips so quivered, that Mrs. Sniff,
though scarcely less convulsed than she were,
got up and held the tumbler to them.
“This,” proceeded our Missis, “was my fl rst
unconstitutional experience.
Well would it
have been, if it had been my last aud worst.—
But no. As I proceeded further into that enslaved aud ignorant land, its aspect became
more hideous.
I need not explain to this assembly the ingredients and lormation of the
British refreshment saugwich?
Universal laughter—except iroiu Suin', who,
as sangwich-cutter, shook his head in
a state
of the utmost dejection as he stood with it agin
the wall.
"Weill” said Our Missis, with dilated nostrils. “Take a lresh crisp long crusty penny
loaf made of the whitest and best flour. Cut it
Insert a fair
longwise through the middle.
and nicely fitting slice of ham.
Tie a smart
piece of ribbon round the middle of the whole,
to bind it together. Add at one end a neat
wrapper of clean white paper, by which to hold
it, and the universal French refreshment sangwich busts on your disgusted vision."
A cry of “Shame!” from all—except Sniff,
which rubbed his stomach with a soothing
baud.
“I need not,” said Our Missis, “explain to
this assembly the usual formation and fitting
of the British Refreshment Itooiu?”
«.
“No, no,” and laughter. Sniff again shaking
his head in low spirits agin the wall.
“Well,” said Our Missis, “what would you
say to a general decoration of everything, to
hangings (sometimes elegant,) to easy velvet
furniture, to abundance of little tables, to abundance of little seats, to brisk bright waiters, to
great convenience, to a pervading cleanliness
and tastefulness positively addressing the publie and making the Beast thinking itself worth
the pains.”
contemptuous tury on tne part ot all tne ladies, Mrs. Snilf looking as if she wanted somebody to hold her, and everybody else looking
as if they’d rather not.
“Three times,” said Our Missis, working herself into a truly terrimenjous state, "three
times did I sec these shameful things, only between the coast and Paris, and not counting
either; at Hazebroucke, at Arras, at Amiens.
Bnt worse remains. Tell me, what would you
call a person who should propose in England
that there should he kept, say at our own model Mueby Junction, pretty baskets, each holding an assorted cold lunch and dessert for one,
each at a certain fixed price, and each within
a passenger’s power to take away, to empty in
the carriage at perfect leisure, and to return at
another station, fifty or a hundred miles further on?
There was disagreement w hat such a person
snoald be called.
Whether revolutionist,
atheist, Bright (/ said him), or un-English.—
Miss Pill screeched her shrill opinion last, in
the words: “A malignant maniac!”
"1 adopt,” says Our Missis, “the bland set
upon such a person by the righteous indignation of my friend Miss Piff. A malignant mani
ae.
Know then, that that malignant maniac
has sprung from the congenial soil of France,
and that his malignant madness was in unchecked action on this same part of my jour■

ney.”

I noticed that Sniff w as a rubbing bis hands,
and that Mrs. Sniff had not got her eye upon
him. But I did ot take more particular uotice, owing to the excited state in which the
young ladies was, and to feeling myself called
upon to keep it up with a how).
“On my experience south ofParis,” said Our
Missis, in a deep tone, “I will not expatiate.
Too loathsome: were the task! But fancy this.
Fancy a guard coming round, with the train
at lull speed to inquire how
many for dinner.
Fancy his telegraphing forward the number of
dinners. Fancy every one expected, and tlie
table elegantly laid for the complete party.—
Fancy a chaining dinner, in a charming room,
and the head-cook, concerned lor the honor of
every dish, superintending in his clean white
.jacket and cap. Fancy the Beast travelling
six-hundred miles on end, very fast, and with
great punctuality, yet being taught to expect
all this to be done lor it!”
A spirited chorus of the “The Beast!”
I noticed that Sniff was again rubbing his
stomach with a soothing hand, and that he had
drawed up one leg. But again I didn’t take
particular notice, looking on myself as called
upon to stimulate public feeling. It being a
lark beside*.
•'
®X*ry(lurTg together," said Our Missis,. "French Refreshments comes to this, and
O it comes to a nice total! First: eatable things
to eat and drinkable things to drink.”
A groan from the young ladies, kep’ up by
me.

“Second: convenience, and even
elegance.”
Another grojn from the young ladies, kep’
1
up by me.
“Third: moderate charges.”
Iliis time a groan from me kep up
by the
young ladies.
“Fourth: and here,” says Our Missis, “I
claim your angriest sympathy—attention, common civility, nay, even
politeness!”
Me and the young ladies regularly raging
mad altogether.

Nnagbtr Girls,
A custom prevails in Borne
European cities of
et armis persons who insist
quietly removing
on
disturbing the audience in theater or opera
house
.with selfish and untimely noise. If
young ladies, or those who have the garb if
not the manners of such, continue to
indulge
at New Fork places of amusement in
practices which can be described
no
milder
by
terms, we really must urge that it will con-

Brtnarkable Discovery.
We mentioned some weeks since the fact announced by the Quebec papers, of the discovery of the tomb and remains of the famous
French explorer, Champlain. The circumstan-

ces attending
finding of these interesting
relics are thus detailed by the Boston Tran-

the

script:
Samuel de Champlain, the noble founder of
Canada, was buried at Quebec two hundred
and thirty years ago, and the place ot his intermout has remained a mystery, though it
appears by the records of the time that a tomb
was constructed for him in a chapel which was
The mystery has just
known by his name.
been solved by the indefatigable research of
two ecclesiastics of Quebec, the Abbe Laverdiere and Casgrain, both of whom are well
known as accomplished and able investigators
of Car adian history. A most patient and persistent sitting of ancient records brought them
to the conclusion that the chapel and tomb
must have been in tte lower town of Quebec,
at a certain point immediately under the precipice on which the upper towu is built. Accordingly they went to the spot in question,
and iound that the acqueduct, constructed
some ten years ago, had apparently destroyed
all traces of the supposed tomb, the chapel
which contained it having long since disap-

peared.

Those iamiiiar with Quebec will remember
the long stairway which descends from MounNear the
tain Street to Champlain Street.
foot of these stairs was the spot which the two
archaeologists had been led to believe was the
It only remained to inquire
site of the tomb.
of those engaged in building the acqueduct
whether any such remains had been discovered in the progress of the work.
They went
to Mr. O’Donnell, Assistant Engineer of the
who
had
Water Works,
superintended this
part of the structure. He replied promptly
that an ancient vaulted tomb had been found
at the place in question, containing a coffin of
human lames, and that he was so much struck
with the character of the discovery that he had
included a section of the vault with measurements and other indications concerning it, in
This plan he found and proone of his plans.
duced. He conducted MM. Lavardiere and
Casgrain to the place and showed them what
was still to be seen of the old vault, within
which a new one,for the purposesof the aqueduct, had been made, nearly obliterating the
inscription on the wall, where, however, some
of the letters of Champlain's name may still be

distinguished.

The bones had been removed immediately
after the vault was discovered aud-Mr. O’Donnell could not tell what had become of them.—
It appeared, on further inquiry, that they had
been given to the Abbe Langevin, the priest of
a neighboring parish, well known in Canada as
the author of several antiquarian and historical publications. He had placed them in a box
and kept them for some time, hut afterwards
caused them to he buried, still in the box, in
the Koman Catholic cemetery for unbaptised
infants. He directed the spot to be marked but
this it seems was neglected, for when we last
heard from Quebec, the box, had not yet been
found, though an attempt to'that end liad been
made. There can be no doubt that the bones
will soon be recovered and that the remains of
the founder of Canada will be honored with a
monument worthy of him.
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MARRIED.
this city, Doc, 22, by Rev. Dr. Burgess, William
David Hutt, of Prince Edward’s Island, and Anne
Mackenzie, of Portland.
in this city, Dec. 22, bv Rev. Dr. Burgess, Samuel
Belles and Caroline Moira Ifoit, both of Portland.
In Harrison, Dec. 14, Lorenzo G. Plummer and
Miss Lizzie M. Barker, both of Bridgbm.
In North Woodstock, Nov. 24. by Elder J. Whitman, William Chamber ain, of N. W., and Miss
Tamar W. Cushing, of Lisbon.
In Brunswick, llec. 1G, Win. P. Hutchinson and
In

Hanna M. Campbell.
In Brunswick, D. e 19, Charles W. Meniani, of
llarpswell, and Jane S. Poster, of Topshani.
In Boothbav, Nov. 29, Cbas. U. Sherman and Miss
Josephine Reed.

DIED.

Buck, Boston,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 25th, sch Honest Ahe, Corn-

setts.

EUzabethport.
Sid 25th, sch Allred

ery,

Howo, Ellis, Portland.
NEWPORT—Ar 25th, sells Jas Brophy, Packard,
for
Providence
Baltimore; Mary Jane, Gardiner,
Nfiw Vork.
Sid, schs Ida

IMPORTS.

30

MATA NZ AS. Barque Rachel
pine apples, to order.

—

100 000 orange.?,

DEPAK'il KL OF OCItiAA’ STEAMERS
NAME
FROM
FOR
DATE.
Damascus.Portland. ..Liverpool.Dec 29
City ot Boston.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 29
Corsica.New York.. Havana.Dec 31
Ocean Queen,.New York. .California.Dec 31
New York.New York.. Asp inwall.Dec 31
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 2
City ol Dublin.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 2
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Jan 3
AUemannia.New York..Hamburg.Jan 5
City of Cork.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 5
Australasian.New York.. Liverpool.Jan 9
Eagle.New York.. Havana.Jan 10
Pennsylvania.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 12
Hanza.New York. .Bremen.Jan 13

Miuiuiurc Almanac.December 28*
Sun ri es. 7.29 I Moon rises.
AM
Sun sets.4.30 High water. 4.45 PM

|

XI A R I 1ST K
FORT

OF

IST 10 W S

PORTLAND.

Thursday* December 27*
ARRIVED.

Barque R ebel, (ot Portland) Mitchell, Matanzaa
11th inst.
Brig Snow Bird, (Br) Bacon, Matanzas 11th inst.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Barberick, Boston.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Albatross, Crockett, Waldoboro.
CLEARED.

Brig H S Emery, Fitts, Sagua—Churchill, Browns
& Mai. sen.
Brig a J Ross, Small, Matanza?—Churchill, Brown
& Manson.
Sch W e Alexander, Bowden, Havana—Thomas
Asencio & Co.
Sch Hannie Westbrook, Littlejohn. Boston—Phiuney & Jackson.
Scb Ida L Howard, McDuffie, Boston—Chase,Cram
& Sturdivant.

American

Chief,

Taos

after

shall
2d, 1867,
of Flour Brls. FOR CASH, at the
ONthe purchaseJanuary
"Office of the
and

Hix,

we

Portland

resume

97 1-9 Danforth St.
J.B.BBOW W A SONS.

de27dlm

A Drug Clerk Wanted.
/ANR who has had several years’
V/ Address P. O. Box 1046.
Dee. 1*7 d3t*

Wanted.

A

Agents Wanted.
For terms apply to

every town in the State.
FOR address,
J. PATTEN
or

FITCH,
No 233£ Congress Street, Portland,

dc20d2\v *

Flour Barrels
will

each

30 cents

Me.

Wanted.

WEBarrelspaysuitable for sugar.lor

first class Flour

139

Commercial street.

Ten Dollars per day, by the Hartford
Publishing Co. Box 1600 Portbuni, Maine.
Portland Dec. 17
dint*
to

tMVE

AGENTS

WANTED,

For Frank Moore*. New Work

"WOMEN OF THE WAR.”
this book of real merit and inAGENTS
trinsic value—SUBJECT NEW—intensely interand
will flmi

Boston Nov 20.
At San Juan del Sur, Dec —. ship Uncle
Piukliam, trom Philadelphia.
Ar at Castelmare, 5th in6t, brig Clara P

people

are delighted with it, the
lAdies,espcciaUy.
Another sayB: “Women of the War” is the book
of the season.
Another, 137 Orders in Pour Davs.
One reports 17 orders the first day of canvassing.
Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the
sale ol this workapleasantandiucrotieeemployment.
This hook has no competitor—it comes fresh and new
to the people. Tho territory is clean and clear.—
Agents understand the advantages in this particular.
For ftrli particulars send for Circular.
Address
C. A. CllAPIN,
Phoenix Building, Boom 13, Boston, Mass.

decUd&Wlm

Wanted Immediately,
4 AA Good American, Nova Scotia and Iyish
iUU GUIs to do housework, cook, 4-c., In pri-

vate lamilies ami hotels in this citv and country.
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
Also 50 Girls to work in Factories.
Farmers and others wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employment Office, 3514 Congress Street, up stairs.

COX & PGWARS,

sept26dtl

late

WJil'4’NEY

6c

CO.

Gardiner, Bangor.
Sid im Buenos Ayres Oct 27th, barque Templar,
Sherman, New York.
In port Oct 26. barques White Wing, Ross, and
Enoch Benner, Benner, unc.
Ar at Barbadoes 2d insr, brig Gilmer Meredith,

Offices (for the present)at

('ci£TINEE
VV Class hire

__-

TO LET.

WITHOUT

Board,

pleasant

a

Of

Merchants’,

Of Hartford, Cl.
Of Hanford, Cl.

ftn

Curling,

Dec

25031*

__J.

0

L

the

BETWEEN
Depot,

pool

lor San Francisco.
Ar at Londondeiry 8th inst,
trom
lquiquc,(with loss ol
ley,

Hattie E Tapley, Tapmaiutopgaliant mast.)

Sid ftn Batavia Oct, 14, Montrose, Small, tor Sour-

abaya.
Sid
land.

Souiabaya

ftn

Oct

12, Addison, Sloan,

for

Hol-

Aral Calcutta

Jth

Liverpool.
Ar at Smyrna

inst, Lsttio Warren, Holmes,

I9tb

ult, Rebecca Goddard, Manaon,

Briedisl.

Ar at Genoa 7th hist, Sarah B Crosby, Crosby, ftn
New York; 8th, Rosamond, Wallace, do.
Ar at Valencia 28th ult, I F Chapman, Norton,
New York.
Algociras—Ar in the Roads prev to 3d inst—W H
Prescott, Batcliclder, Callao; Robert Porter, Nichols
and Odessa, Nichols, from do-all for orders.
Ar at Brouwersliaven 7th inst, Moonlight, Nichols,
Baltimore (and sailed 8th tor Holvoet.)
Ar at Antwerp 7tli inst,' Stella, Crocker, from Baltimore.
Gibraltar, Dec 4—Barque Robert Porter, fm Callao
was in collision oft’ Tania on the evening of the 1st
inst, carried away jibboom and foretopmast, stove

bulwarks,

Arc.

from Portland tor

Cienfuegos.

H.

T

8

GREAT

ENGLISH

REMEDY.

PROTECTED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT

SIR JAMES CLARKE’S
Celebrated Female Fills.
Prepared from a prescription qf Sir J. Clarke, AI,D.,
Physician Extraordinary to the Queen.
This invaluable medicine is unfailing in the cure ot
all those painful and dangerous diseases to which the

female constitution is subject, it moderates all
and removes all obstructions, lrom whatever
and a speedy cure may be relied on.

excess

LOSSES PROMPTLY ADJUSTED AND PAID
as heretofore, at our office.
Every loss of these officcd by the great lire in this Citv, was paid up without any delay, difficulty or discount, (nt more than
simple interest,) to the entire satisfaction of all the
parties, to whom we are at liberty to refer.
Dec. 27 dtf

X o w
WITH THE

Cash
Increasing

Portmanteau,

Railroad passes and

number ot palters of

a

time they

bring

on

Miscarriage,

are saje.
cases oi Nervous and

but at any other

In all
spinal Atiectious, Pains
the Lack aud Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion,
of the Heart, Hysterics, and Whites,
these Pills will eflect a cure when all other me ms
have failed; and although a powerful remedy, do not
contain iron, calomel, antimony, or anything hurtful
to the constitution.
Full directions in the pamphlet around each package which should be carefully preserved.

no

to anyperson but the owner. Any person returning the same to this office, or C. R. Chisholm & Bro.,
307 Congress street, will be suitably rewarded,
December 11. dtf

Ilfi^AL ESTATE.

Auother

genuine.

N. B.—$1 00 with eighteen cents lor
postage, en*
clo-ed to any authorised Agent, or to the sole General
Agent for the United States aud British Dominions,
JOB MOSES, 27 Cortlandt St., New York,
will ensure a bottle, containing 50 Pills, by return
mail, securely sealed lrom all observation.

LIFE—HEALTH-STRENGTH,
LIFE-HEALTH-S iRENGTH.
LI c E-HEALTH—STRENGTH.
Hundreds aud thousands annuallv die prematurely, when, ii they would give the Great French Item-

'll,

DR.

Specific Remedy tor all persons suffering fr om General
or Sexual Debility, all derangement of the Nervous
Forces. Melancholy, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal

Emissions, all Weaknesses arising from Sexual ExYouthful Indiscretions, Loss of Muscular
Energy, Physical Prostrations, Nervousness, Weak
Spine, Lowness of Spirits, Dimness of Visi n, Hysterics, Pains in the Back and Limbs, Impotency.&c.
No language can convey an adequate idea or the
immediate and almost miraculous change it produces
in the debilitated and shattered system. In tact, it
cesses or

stands unrivalled

as an

unfailing

cme

of the mala-

dies above mentioned.
Suffer no more, but use The Great French Remedy,
it will effect a cure w here all others fail, and,
although
a powerful remedy, contains nothing hurtful totne
most delicate constitution.
Pamphlets, containing full particulars and directions for using, in English, French, Spanish and German, accompany each box, and also are sent free
to any address when requested.
Priee One Dollar per box, or six

boxes lor Fiv Dol-

lars.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world; or will
bo sent by mail, securely sealed from all
observation,
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
by inclosing specified price, to anv authorized agent.
General Agents for America, ©SCAR
BOOTHBA Y, Dec 19 Ar. sclis V and
alia, Lewis, G.Proprietors’
MOSES & CO., 27 Cortlandt St., New York.
Portland; Lucy Jane, Nash, Rockland tor Boston;
Carrie Lee, from Ellsworth tor do.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland. Wholesale
Dec 22—Ar, sch Robt Woodruff, Kinney, WinterAgent. Sold at Retail by every Druggist in Maine.
June 13eodeow&wly
port for Boston.
I

$300,000

the

New

Year’s Gift !
A man can bestow on his family, in view of the uncertainty of life.
Many Pollies now subsisting with this Great
Company arc yielding a labor increase, as the
Allowing cases will show:
No of

Am’t
Insured

Policy.

Am’t of
Prom. Pd.
2252,25
201,23

*8500

518

6Sj
7767

500
8000
6000
1000
3U00
1000
1500

7862

10325

2608,00
359,80

1066,20

Ten Year, and
torm of Policies are issued by this Company
favorable advantage than by any otherc om-

dec27dtf

lTvE

Cash Assets,

ell—good well
Price $1,700.
HASKELL

of

on

water, &c.

new.

OlfMAL.fi,

in Gorham, tilteen minutes walk
Irom the Depot, a nearly new, neat Cottage
House, Barn and out buildings,having all the conveniences and in prime condition. It is situated near a
grove and a snort distance from the County read.
*f. E. STEVENS.
Apply to
Gorham, J uly 17.

First Class Houses for Sale.
offer tor sale the eight tirst class brick houses,
recently built by us, situated on Pine Street,

WE

£i

or on

rtland, Nov.

21.

Office.

Store

51

Wall St,

southerly

Valuable Beal Estate

FOE

on

Elm St.

POUJLTON of the “DAY” Estate

on Elm Street,
comprisltig over 2bU0o loot ol land, together
with Brick Houses, Mable Ac. This i roperty is lo-

cated on Elm ami Cumberland streets all susceptible
of improvement, and lias a no at on Elm slrcel oj 2*‘2
tool.
The above property is ollcred lor sale either in portions or collcelively, on liberal terms. Apply to
J OHN C. 1*1100X0! i.
aug'JO— 11

m

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
ri>HE Oxford House, pleasantly situated iu tlie vil1 lageof F’ryeburg, Oxford eouuly, Alaine. is ottered lor sale at a bat gain, II applied tor soon.
The Houbo is large, In good repair, with lurnlture
and bxtures throughout, together with all
necessary
outbuildings.
For full particulars inquire ot
llOKATIO BOOTHBY,
,,

Hanson & Dow, 345 Congress st.

Fryeburg, Sept. 2U,

dtf

Farm for Sale.
WILL sell

iny farm near Allen's Comer Westbrook, about three miles from Portland, one mile
from horse cars, anil Westbrook
Seminary.
Said ikriu contains about 100 acres, paid of it
very
valuable lor Ullage, and part ol il for
building lots.
There is a good ln.asc, two large barus, and out houses on the premises.
It will he sold together, or hi lot*
to suit purchasers
CYltUS
sepll-cltl
,05 Commercial St.
VTOTICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
i-X been duly appointed and taken upon h.mself
the trust ol' Administrator with the Will aunexod of
the estate of

EL1PHALET WEBSTER,
late of Portland, in the County ol Cumberland, merchant, deceased, and given bonds aa the law dtrccta.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said
deceased, axe required to exhibit the same; and a 1
parsons indebted to said estate are oalled upon to
make payment to
JOSEPH H.
Administrator with Will annexed.
Portland, Dee. 18, I6W.
dec 21 dlaw3w

WEBSTER,

Sad*, Wash Women and Clothes
Wringers Clone up!

Paper Collars, Paper Bosoms,
PAPER
ROWS !

Does the business—a very large assortment just
received at
LEWIS TOPPAN’S,
Cor. Congress and Casco Sts.
dc24dlw *

^3T"8end

your orders for Job Work to DailyPres

WINTER

$141,016 94
X.

S. LAMBEliT, Vice-President.

|

,

1

W. H. MELIOK,
(Signed)
Notary Public, City and County of N. York.
T

on

send for

SALEM, MASS.

Joint Lives.

on

collateral and notes

Hand.
B.J. Howland,

C. A.

Royal Phelps,
•Caleb

Benj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,

Barstow,
P.Pillot,
Wm. E. Dodge,
Geo. G. Hobson.
David Lane,

Rubt. B. Mint urn, Jr,
Gordon W. Burnbam,
Fred’k Cbaunccy,
James Low,

A.

James Bryce,
Leroy M. Wiley,
Daniel S. Miller,

TO

Of

s

made to

For Sale at

Ocean Mutual Insurance Comp’y*

Pacific Mutual Insurance Conip’y,

charge for Cargoes Grain

amount of assets.

S. Bonds, par value,.
State of Vormont Stocks,.
Bank Stocks in Worcester and Boston,.
Rail Road Stocks,.
Loaned City of Worcester on demand,
Loaned with Collateral,.
Cash on hand,.
Cash in hands of agents,..
Other Cash Items,.
U.

43,730,00
5,000,00
45,485,00

12,831,00
20,000,00
5,000,00

9,382,15
2,782,03
1,200,00

$145,410,18

unpaid,.

295,00
Amount of losses claimed and unpaid,. 4,475,00
Am’t of losses reported upon which tho liability of the Company is not determined,.. 6,200,00

10,970,00
Davis, President.

L. C. Parks, Secretary.
O.

WEBSTER, Age lit,
No 10 South

Street.

General Insurance Broker,
friends and the pubJ'e

Tnoubley,
LS.
would Inform his many
•

generally that he is prepared t continue the Insurance Busin ss as a Broker, and can place Fire, Life
>

and Marino Insurance to «,ny extent in the best Companies in the United States. Ail business entrusted
to my c re shal. be faithlu ly attended to.
Oflkce at C. M. Rice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St,
where orders can be left.
juliGtl
B E

Sparrow’s
is

n O V A L

Insurance Office

this day removed from No. 80 Commercial Street,
to the new and commodious rooms

NO. 66 EXCHANGE STREET,
IN THE

CUMBERLAND BANK

BUILDING,
prepared to place insurance, in all its
forms, and for any amount, in companies second to
no others on the globe, and on tbc most favorable
where he is

n

(SPECIAL NOTICE
—OF—

Inmurauee!

TTAVING boen appointed General Agents for
j A Maine of tho old

Bar*-Parties preferring first class insurance, are res-

invited to call.
November 5, 1886. dtf

l.owcai

The CuKiTivc Baum
W arranted. If used according to Direction*, to
cuk in all caaci,
Cough*.
» old*,
Croup, W hooping
Cough, Asthma, and all
affectiuna ol the Throat aud
Lung*
Madame Zadoc Porter's
balsam

at

McientiOc

filiation

the West-

cause

Tr7

Sold by all Drifrylati.
I

HALL A RTJCKEL, Proprietor!. New York
E>ec 14,
Ta Fr ami w eowly

Daily Press Job Office,

NOTICES.

such

snow

179 Commercial Street.

to be removed from such

footway or sidewalk; amt. in uciault there*!, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not ina than two dollars, nor
inure than ten dollars; and tor each and
every hour
'.hereafter that the same shall remain on such tootway or sidewalk, such tenant, occupant, owner, or
other person shall forfeit and pay a sum not less than
one dollar nor more than ten dollars.
All persons are hereby notified to govern themselves accordingly, as the above ordinance will be enforced.
JOHN S. HEALD,
dcclSdtf
City Marshal.

Company.

Annual Meeting.
Stockholders of the Oceau Inanraucc
Com puny, are hereby notified to meet at tbe
Odiceot sai’I Company, on Monday the 7th day of
Januarv, A, D. 18t»7, at 3 o’clock 1’. M„ lor the purpose of choosing Seven Directors for the ensuing
> ear and for the transaction of any other business
which may then be legal! v acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Sec’y.
dec 12 dtd
Portland, Dec. 11, I860,

T1HE

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

BOOK, MRD, & JOB PRIM,
Executed with Neatness and

Presses, tfc we are prepared on the shortest pofsihle.notioe to accommodate our
friends and the public with

Posters, Programmes,
BILL-HEADS. CIRCULARS,

Cards, Tans, Blanks, Labels,
And every description ol

HOLIDAY
IVEOK

Mercantile

BOOKS, PAMPHLETS,
Catalogues, &c.,

TIES !

ELEGANT

SCARFS

SILK HA XI)KERCJIIi: FS
in

GLOVES
the

now

styles.

AND

MITTS

Which lor neatness and dispatch cannot be

9>aily Prcis Job Oillce
179 Commercial
N. A.

I

dclodtf

II. II.

Ac.

MORTON
dec27d2t

BLOCK,

EXTRA INDUCEMENTS
—TO—

BOOK

CANVASSERS !

JOIIXMOIY.
tho beat soiling Books
ready.
Snuff! ONEpublic i3

Catarrh

ELEGANT TROCHE
Combined for

an

1

fiNIJFE

Coughs, Catarrh fBronchitU\

Votds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bad Breath, Headache,£c.
Instantly relieves annoying Cough* in Church.
Cures Catarrh* positively
without h.neizlng.

Valuable io Singer*, Clergy, tfc. dears and
strengthens the voice; acts quickly; tastes pleasantly; never nauseate*.
Prevent* taking cola from Skating, Lectures
&c. 63^*
by Druggists or sent i*v mad n-Ti
En l.isc

35 cts to

Hooper, Wilson A Co.,
(sepl9e«xit.iunel8,671
PHILADELPHIA.
W. W. WHIPPLE, Portland,Wholesale Apt.
Portland

Laundry.

Orders received at tlie Office of the Forest
City
Dye House, No. 315 Congress Street.
Notice is hereby given that. the Portland Laundry
has been reopened by the
w ho has been
many years connected with tho well known Chelsea
Dye House and Laundry, amt with tho experience
thus acquired lie is now prepared to do all descriptions of Laundry work in a satisfactory manner.
A. T. CRANVLEY. Agent
jvOdUm

subscriber,

Bemede pour

L ’Ivresse.

MEDICINE Cures liitcmpcranrp. By plaeing it in any liquid drank by the patient, the desire for intoxicating liquors will be removed. The
mixture is harmless, being prepared by a regular
physician. Proper directions accompany each package. Sent anywhere, by express, tor A3. Address
MEDICAL AGENCY, 13, Trenton t Row, Boston,
dec 21 dlw

THIS

Mass._

Store to lie Let.
No. 206 Fore street, foot of Plumb, now occupied by Heald Brothers, will be for rent and
occunancy on or about the 11th December proximo,
Apphr to J. R, BRAZIER. 47 Brackett street, or ai
E. M. PATTEN & CO., Plumb street.
nov27tf

STORE

evar

oft'erod

to

tbe

now

Twenty-five Thonsnnd Copies ordered in
Fonr Wombs!
v.

c

celling from Twenty
good, active Agent

G I
Gents',

-ALSO-

Breakfn.l *tksnla, HsBi, I*Icn and Bays’
«.crman
Hcarfs,
Ores*
Wonteda,
Trimmings, Tidies, Knitting Cal-

K»n, Country

PAINTS AM) OIL CHEAP
Just received in bond, and tor sale duty
free, for
use on tbe burnt district,
Strictly Pure Fuglifth Lend and Oil !
Rebuildcrs will eft'cet a great saving by purchasing
*
in this way.
Every description of PAINT STOCK at the lowest
rates by
J. W, PEIIKIW A CO..
do©27d2t
SO Commercial street.
For Sale.
of Sails, Rigging and Blocks, nearly new,
fishing Schooner of 100 tons; also Top-

a

and

H-nusails,

decldtf

seeond hand.

SAMPSON & CONANT,
No. 19 & 20 Commercial Wharf.

For Salt*.
brig ELMIRA, 171 tons

old

measurement,
trade.
THEwelltocalculated for the Coasting
1 EATON &
Apply

dec24d*w3w

nnd

Factory

HALE.

Yarn.

New Jot of Ladies' and Children's

BALMORAL

TVTOT1CE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
i' been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
Damel Hoor», late of Portland,
in tho County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
®* HASKELL, Executor.
Portland Dec. 4, lWW.
dec 1! d*w3w 51

sails, Fore

Ladies' & Children's

GLOVES AND MITTENS.

SKIRTS

■

very pretty, and Late styles. Abo
BILllORAL BORDEBI.1U,

UABTFOBD Pl’BLTSnnO CO.,
Box 1606.
PORTLAND, ME.
dec24cod2w*

VSU1I
from

ff S !

An assortment of

to F*Ay copies per
wanted in every

tow:...
line and New Hampshire.
For circulars, terms, &c., address

St., Portland,
FOSTER, 1‘BorniETOE

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEARS

CONGRESS STREET,

of

Jackson’s

Co.,

surpassed

sy Orders from the country solicited, to which
prompt attention will be paid.

best qualities, just received.

tiiarlcs Cnstis &

Printing.

Wo have superior facilities for the execution ot

AND-

REPRODUCTOR, NATURALIZE*,

Despatch.

Having completely refurnished nor olttee since the
Orest Fire, with all kinds of New Materiel,

GIFTS!

I have just received from Mr. 0. P. Kroll, of New
York, one oi his Patent Hair Brushing Machines,
which I have now in operation at my new Shaving and
Hair Dressing Room, No 31G Congress street, opposite Mechanics’ Hall, where also may he found my

OK

pre-

car* auti
skill, fr.-ro a com
of the heat reme

|

ilo25dawtl

Sect. 60.—-The tenant or occupant, and iu case
there should be no tenant^ the owner, or any person
having the care of any building or lot of land borderlug on any street, lane, court, square or public place
within the city where there is any footing or sidcwralk, shall, alter the ceasing to foil of any snow, it
in the day time, within three hours, and 11’ in tbo
night time, before ten of the clock of the forenoon,

succeeding,

1‘udkly Vt

du-a the Yetfetahle kingdom
atliirda.
Its r< rn. dial qaalitlea are
ha«ed on it* power to aasjtt
tlte healthy and vlgoroua
c rculntion
of the
Bleed
through the l.ungs.
It tnl:vena ihe muxe'ea
oud a*?i>t* the akin to per
mrinihe du'iea oi regulating the heat >f the »yai in
and In gently throwing off
the waste *uh*tance from
k toe aurface ol the body
It loosen* the phkgm, idC
diirea free spitting,and will
| he round * ary agreeable to
-Mliet »*te.
It is nut » TinIMU remedy.but rmnlltmt.
wnriuutg, searching and effective; can be taken by the
oldest person or vonngent child.
If you have a Cold, if ever ho alight, do not fa I togive Hie Balsam a trial, as the very low price at which
it is sold brings it in the teach of every one, that
they
may always keep it convenient for use
The timely ose of a 25 eent bottle will often prove tu
be worth onb hundred times its cost.

Snow to be Removed from Footway or Sidewalk.

by

i« a

Exerctorart,

pared with great

iiailroads,
rale*

offleo,as heretofore.

CITY

Of Boston, Moat*., being the oldest purely Mutual Life
las. Co. in America, we wish fifty good, active agents
work in tho ditferent cities and villages throughout
the State. None need apply unless good reference
ran be give. The Co. is 23 years old and lias paid in
Dividends #1,217,000 00 and over $2,000,000 00 m lossos
death. It has now a well-invested accumulated
Japital of over $1,000,000 00. The Co. formerly made
«id paid its dividends once in live years.
A Dividend will be made up in Nov. 1806, and annually
thereafter, and available one year from date of Policy. Applications for local Agencies will be made to
RUFUS SMALL & SON, Gen’! Agents,
no21<l3m
Biddeibrd, Me.

Ocean Insurance

50 CENTS PER BOTTLE

in

Hew England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

now

terms.

pectfully

be

°n ami alter Monday,November 12th,
ssW—ygveuTTc-nt. trains will leave Portland for
ami
all
intermediate station on this Hue, at
iianaor
1.10 1*. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn onlv, at
7.40 A. M.
Or'Freight trains for Watervilleand all intermediate stations, leave l'ortland at 8.25 A. SI,
Tram irom Bangor is due at Fi.rtlaud at 1.45 P. SI,
In season toionneet with train lor boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only,at tt.10 A. SI.
KG WIN NOYES, Surd.
Nov. 1, lttOO
nothin

J. W. MUX GEM & SOX.

Life

25 AND

Cheapest,

sail Moat efertaal Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Ac. the World has erer produced.
Purely Vegetable, contains ao 11M1R1LS,
or other DILBTERIOIS DBl'GS.

iJ5gaT53n

IttO Fore Street, Portland.

in

Capital Stack,.9150,000.
Amount of Capital Stock actually paid in,
$101,800.

J.

PRICE,
Tkt Best,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Insurance Co.,

dec8d3w

Curative Cough Balsam,

novl2dtl

MAINE CENTRAL

Aggregate Capital, $530,161,17

Worcester, Mass.,
Secretary of State, Nov. 1,1866.

W. S.

I

mouth fur sale at this

BEDFORD.

octG.eodoiu

_N. ,1.11AV13.

Madame ZADOC PORTER S

Railway Ticket Office,—LANCASTER
HALL BUILDING, Market Square.
W. D. LITTLE <£ CO.,
General Ticket Agent*.
□T Fai-sagi! Tickets for California, via steamers
from Now York on the 1st, 11th, anil 21st of each

STATJEJIJGNT

LIABILITIES.

TERMS FAVORABLE.
nng2»Cm

New York Central.
Krie & Lake tsliore,
And Pennsylvania Central

and

the condition of the

Ain’t of losses due and

Thankful to hie old customers for past
he would solicit a continuance of the same.patronage

VIA THE

—OX—

Secretary.

Bay State Fire

idly, on Saturday August U.

*bl».

Applications tor Insurance with the above named
Company received and forwarded by
.Volin W. iffiiiigi r,
CorrfNpoudcnl.
&pl4dlmeod!)m&w6w
Of

Proprietor of the COM-

Mi.JH.IAf. HOGSK, (which was dcatrovod in
great lire.) tegs to announce to hi* ol.lT«tron»
Slid tin public tint lie has leased the above bold
and
wall oi«n ior llie acvommodatiou 01 tlic
public oouorme

THrl V/X EU 8.

Geo. S. Stephenson,
Wm. H. Webb

CONDENSED

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Through Tickets from Portland
To all Points West & South,

John D. Jones, President
Charles Denni*, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore. 2d Vice-Prc$t.
J. D. Hewlett, 3J Vice-Prcst.

J. H. C hap man

HOTEL,

\V# HATCH, SuperSuiendeui.

Marine Insurance

Office

N.*T

UNITED STATES

NOTICE.

^Augusta, Oct. 27,1806.

until

as

HOTELS.

9.20 A. M., and Irom
Skowlicgan and
Farmington and all Intermediate stations at 2.00 P
M. to connect with trains lor Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath: and for Bellast at Augusta, leaving daily ou arrival of train from
Bo&ion, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and tor Solon, Anson,
NOffidgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Skowhegan, and for China, East and North Vassalboro' at Va>salboro’: for Unity at Kendall's Mill's,
aud for Canaan at Pishon's Ferry.

Stokt, Brest.

will,

ecwood,

_

PortlauU at

Thomas H. Johnson, Secy.
Ji II. WEBSTER, Agent,
dec8d3w
No 10 South street

NEW

s ii

r.!'purHand,every
“tip.

v

#i2*9°

Freight Train, with passenger car attached, w ill
leave Portland for Skew hegan and into mediate stations every morning at 7 o'clock.
Trains from Brunswick and Lewiston are duo at

LIABILITIES:

Sflips, Barques, Brigs

1

iR't'

any other.
Leave Portland tor Bath, Lewiston,
Augusta and
intermediate stations on Saturday only at 7.45 1\ M.
Mixed Train leaves Portland lor Brunswick and intermediate stations daily, except
Saturday, at 6.30 P.

Losses claimed,.2,300
Drafts given in payment for losses,not yot pre-

lime.

follows:
WEDNKSleave Pier
anil
M.,
od.SA^HI^*,
,«fV WEDNESDAY and
T?rk*'
SATU Kl »A \ ut 4 o clock p. M,
vc**&els are titled up with flno accommodations for passengers, making this the most
sale and comfortable route ior travellers speedy,
between
am*
^a9!s®KC:» in State Room,
afl ]?k
Mal2*'
Cabin passage
$6.00
$5.oo. Meals extra
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montri al, tjin bee, Ranggi Bath,
Augusta, Eastport ana
St. Jol n.
Shippers aie requested to -end their freight to the
steamers as early ask P. M. on the day that thev
Portland.
leaye
For freight or passage spplv to
Bfomfs Whan,Portland.
J. E. AMES, Pier 33 East Rivor.
May lilt, lHtig.
OU

□jL3vu Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
**&***&*■ at l.ou P. M., lor Bath, Augusta, Water ville, Kendall's
Mills,Skowbegan, and intermediate
Stations.(connecting at Brunsw ick with Androscoggin K. It., for Lewiston and Farmington, and at
Kendall's Mills with Maine Central K. li.) tor Bangor
and intermediate stations. /Vires as low
by this route
as

Risk,.14^8,738,11.

W.

p

hufthor notice, run

r.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Coiuaneut'ins Monday, Not. I^iL, IbGG.

re-

Aco.

dtf

Ins. Co., PORTLAND SKENNEBEC R. R.

ceivable,. 2,086,10
Sundry Assets. 010,91
Cash on hand,... 3,872,40
Balanco in agents’ hands,.
167,89
-$712,761,38

ejii-r ebhlv

The spleintid and fast Sfcam"hipa DjkIGO. < apt. H. Sheewoon, and FHAaNCONIA, Capt.

the breaking of a Driver on the Engine
V/
West brook,’* the regular freight traiu ou the
Portland and Rochester It. it, will bo discontinued
lor a few days.
dc20dtf

42,295
20,460
0,137,60
0,7(15

WEEK.

STEAMSIIID COMPANY.
s

to

16,030,91

PER

dec'20-dtf__Agent.
PORTLAND AND NEW YORK

follow**

run as

SPJECIAL

follows:

Mortgages.
Bank Stock,.
Real Estate,.
Railroad Bonds and Stocks,.
State and City Bonds,.

«,

Falls. Baldwin, Denmark, 6ebag<»,
Bridgtou, Level 1. Hiram, Brewnlield, Fryeburg.
yonway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Pomish,Porter, Freedom, Mad’son and Paten. N. ti
At Buxton Heritor for We<d Buxton,
Bonny-Kagle,
South Limiugton
Limingron, Lunarick, NewiieM
Par;.onslield arid OHiipco
At Saecarappa for South Windhtdn, Windham Hill
and North Windham,daily.
By order oi the President.
Portland, Dec. 14, iHhC—dif

Liabilities,.003,198,58
as

at-m

Blandish, Steep

Statement of the condition of said Company on the
1st day of November, A D, 1866, being tho date of its
exhibit next proceeding Dec 1, 1666.
Amount of Capital Stoolr,.$712,761,38
Consisting of Notes and Statute
And of cash assets

Lewtotoi,

PMftVtger trains leave Saco Liver for Portland at
5..M and ‘J.00 A. M., and C.40 P. M. Loave Portland
ior Saco ltiver 7.15 A. M., 2.0 • and 5.45 P. M.
Freight trains with assenger cor attached wi.l
leave Saco Liver lor Portland. 6.50 A. M. Leave
Portland tor Saco ltiver 12.15 P. M.
dV Stages connect at unrhaui for West dirham,

«

Holyoke Mutual Fire

and

Waterville, Bangor, ti’orlam uiami

trains will

vJQfoi'Atec?

ARRANGEMENT

Tit 11*

and after Monday, December
?'h, .'lie steamer NEW BRUNSWICK, Cant. E. B WINCHESi Mi, will reave Rati Road
Wharf,
St., every MONDAY
nr,,, ’°<>!.ofs'»l
5
P.M
for Eastport and St.John.
at o’clock
RETURNING, will loavu St. Jolm every THURSDAY, at 8 o’clock A. 11.
At Eastport Stage Coacliea will connect tor Macliias.
At St John tho E. & N. A. Railway will connect
tor Shediac.
fcfir Freight
received on day* of sailing until 1 o’clk.
*
p M.
C. C EATON,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Pec. 17, lbt’6,

Circular.”
TO. G. MEKBILL, Agent,
and Atty jor State <if Maine.
OFFICE—03 Commercial Mtreei.
P. O. Box 1713.
Medical Examiner, [
Dr. S. C. GOKDON.
)
dec21cod3w
or

Train tot

mid Si. John.

On

CBgfcxJiaa

Clergymen and Teachers assured at net cost.
Agents anil Solicitors Wanted.
Call

oi' Trains.

rORTLMOSROCHESTER R.R.

insure better than Ordinary lives by rating
younger, thereby lowering the Premium.
If health is impaired the
Company will insure by
rating older, thus raising the Premium. How long
is he to live2 is the important
question.
It Insures on the 5, 10 or 20 equal payment plan
and at any time will give a
paid-up Policy for what
his payments justly entitle him.
This Company will allow the assured to
pay weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annually.
It does not restrict those insured' at ordinay rates,
either in travel or in residence.
It issues Endowment Policies “in widch the assured will, in addition, share in ail the Premiums paid
by shorter lives.”
It is a rash Company, but will insure on the Part
Note or all Note plan, if the party understands its
effects and prefers it, and will pay the insured whatever Dividend he requests, if the Prominm is made
It will

and Assurance

WINTER
ONE

II. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov. 2, 1866.

surance.

It issues Annuities

RAILWAY,

The Com)*any are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding £50 in value (and that personal) unices notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for
every £5ooadditional value.
C. J. lilt YDGES, Managing Director.

The attention of the Public is called to the “New
Features" of Lite Insurance as made by the above
Company. [See “Circular.”]
it is a new Company on a new plan. This
Company will not allow any policy to lapse or be lbrfeited.
Its Policios are lncontestiblo after death.
It will insure any one. ordinary and inferior or
impaired lives are the very ones that most need as-

sufficiently large.

Kiisiport, Calais

"lun 1
and Quebec at 1. JO P. M
This train connects with Express train for
Toionto, Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping cars attached from
Island Pond to Quebec and Montieal.
TraitMor South Paris at 5.00 P. .VI.
>io baggage can be received or checked atier the
time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn, at 8.10 a. m.
From Montreal, Quebec, &c.,
1.45 r. u.

D. 1866.

I
I

International Steamship Oo.

ARRANGEMENT.

lor South I'.irls

Mail

Pond, Montreal

BimWei, A^t

L

May tttnd.lW-q,,

ili§9^£b>?Vui«
J*ss!R,Jf#T- “• «“>
Train

J. Pieupont, Secretary.
New York.
s
State, City and County, J
Then personally appeared belore me the above
named T. S. Lambert, Vice-President, and J. Pierpout, Secretary, and each and severally declared the
within statement true, to the best of their knowledge
and belief.
Sworn and subscribed before me at New York, in
said Stato and County, this 10th day of December, A.

Company.

Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert;
Joshua J. Henry,
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.,
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius Grinnell,

Chas. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,

TlIURLOW,

Soap

Net Assets,

1.00

Canada.

-Alteration

in Bulk, Coal,
Salt, iron, Copper Ore, Marble or Slate coastwise. We
shall be pleased to secure a share of public patronage.

Wm.

Henry Coit,
Wm. C. Pickeisgiil,

Proprietor.

1*66.

Ot

86,000 00

(Signed)

William, NEW YORK,
January, 18CG.

Lewis Curtis,

A

lot of land corner ot Middle and
Streets, for a term ot years. Enquire
Of
C. C. AilTCHELL A SON,
Aug. 28, ISCC-dll_lib Fore Street.
House for Sale, No 32 Myi tie Street. Enquire at No. 8 Central Wharf.
July 12—tltf

9,128 12

*146.046 94

cor.

John L). Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W.H. H. Moore,

For Lease.
valuable
rpHE
X Plumb

(iHtitD TRUNK

1,734 63
22,378 71

Due to Banks,

No extra

*12,199,970

HXULLT.

SALE.

Street,

L RUSTEEH.

Lots

tf__or

Commercial

The Company has Ansels, Orer Twelve
Million Dollars, viz:—
United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4,828,685
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,330,350
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable, Real
Estate, Bond and Mortgages and other securities,
3,650,025
United States Gold Coin,
S0,4tU)
Cash In Bank
3to,550

SONS,

of Lund on
Street, head ol
72 by 150 feet. For furJONAS H. PEIiLKY.
W. S. DANA.

107,000 00

NEW BEDFORD,

The whole profits ot the Company revert to the
Assured, and arc divided annually, upon the Premiums terminated during ihe year; and lor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed.
The Dividend was 40 per cent, in each of the years
1863-4, and 5, and 35 per cent, in 1866.

after for sale the lot
pHE subscribersBide
X the
ol Commercial

Dana’s Wharf, measuring
ther particulars Inquire

CO.,

Insures a^aiust Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

SAlLE,

COmMEBCIAL

70

No.

Mutual Insurance

India St., for Sale.

FOB

1

value

Office Purniturc.
Amount due by Agents,
Deferred Premiums,

Deck..

t-ST’ Package tickets to be had ot the Agents at reduced rales.
Freight taken as usual

ern

ATLANTIC

CONANT * RAND,
153 Commercial Street,
H. M. PAYSON,
dtf
Exchange Street.

Desirable

41
897 14

,,

AMECHAiiic’saad Large Kit'a Train will leave
Biudelord daily. Sundays excepted, at 6 A. M., and
Saco at 6 0S, arriving in Portland at 6.40.
Returning, will leave Portland lor Saeoaud Biddetord and intermediate stai lens at 8.SO P. M.
A special freight train, wifh passenger car attached, will leave Portland ut 7.10 A. M. lor Saco and
Biddef >rd. and returning, leave Biddetord ut 8.80
and Saco at 8 40 A. M.
FliANCIS CHASE, Supt.
uoldll
Portland, Oct 29, 1800'.

Schooners !

G3P*Canva88er8 and Sub-Agents Wanted.
Dec 14—d&wGw

WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent, opposite the
Preble House.
October 10, I860.
dtf
on

$4,908

Bank,
Premium Notes,
U. S. Stocks, par value *100,000, market

others,

And in Lancaster Hall Building, Market Square,
PORTLAND.

or

Or

nud

W. 1>, LITTLE &

between Clark and Carleton Streets.
These houses are thoroughly built, with slate rooffc,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces throughout.—
They will be sold at a low urice, and on very tavorable terms. Apply at our office, No. 271 Dantorth St.

House Lots
TTiNQUIRE of

*100,000 00
C8C.200 oo

assets:

General Agents,

Cape Elizabeth FerEnquire ol A .P. COLE

»10ft (.,n
*

Arrangement!

Until further notice the Steamer,
of the Portland Steam Packet t.'o.
J
will run as follows
Leave Atlantic Wharflbr Boston
every evening, (except Sunday t at
7 ocloek. Leave Boston the same
days at SP.il.
Cabin tare,..
3 Iso

p

—BY—

At

jul U dtf

Packet Co.

a

Amount of Capital Stock,
Amount of Capiud Stock paid in and I
invested in u. S.securities,
)
Amount at ltisk,

POLICIES ISSUED BY

the premises

H.MANSFELD, Portland Steam

Ferry, or

A. D. 180(1,

the Secretary of the St*,e of jik;ne.

As made to

1ST X>

MHETSacpBoston at«.4« A. M., ami 2.20 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.8(1 A.
M., and, 2.30

_

December,

■»

Farmers and Owners of Valuable

House

AND LOT tor sale at

HOUSE
ry,—house nearly
the
W.

VOKK,

xug

STEAMERS.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, Nov. liih, ls« i.
C8- ::.6i^fe~ Passenger Trains leave Portland for

Company,

sented for payment,.3,803,80
Claimed Dividends. 572,64

$170,000

to

prepared

-w

First Day of

Amount at

issue Polices ou HORSES.
CATTLE, and LIVE STOCK of all kinds, against
DEATH oi THEFT at moderate rates of Premium,
is n

corner of Lincoln and Andera new house, one and a half

VTOTICE. 1 will sell on favorable berms as to
Xl payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner ol Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including the corner of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor,
or SMITH
REED, Attorneys, Portland. jyl2ti

Oct 18

STOCK.

Stock Ins, Co.,

Live

NEW
ON

Loans

The Hartford

dec 3—dim

N

375,02

4836,87
3217,84

FARMERS

AVEltk

f

*2710,22

3099,20

544.52
1579,53
533,90
685,93
12410
410,93
623,24
i'-i'1' Many more cases with similar results and
names can be furnished to those who will Ac or us with
a call at our office.
jy Do not fail to examine Into the advantages
this Orem Company presents before insuring elsowhere, by applying at the Agency of
W. »• IiITTIiK & CO.,
Office 79 Commercial St., Up Stairs.

pany.

OF

It is

For Sale.

P-

Dividend
Additional

Nowhayean opportunity to in me with a sound and
reliable company, against loss by F1KE, DISEASE,
or ACCIDENTAL CAUSES, and from THIEVES.

desirable and convenient 1£ story house,
barn, wood shed and carriage house, all in
good order, with seven acres ot land, only one mile
outside of city, upon which there are 300 choice fruit
trees, consisting of apple, pear, plumb and cherry;
also au abundance of currants, gooseberry, strawberry, &c., with very best ot water, large brick cistern
and furnace in the cellar; a splendid garden and in
a tirst rate neighborhood, and in every way a desirable proi»erty. Immediate possession given.
Prioe
only $5000.
HANSON & DOW,
Real Estate Agents, No. 315 Congress Street,

at

month.

per

Dividend!
February

WILL

with

JUAN DELAMARE’S

CELEBRATED SPECIFIC PILLS.
Prepared by Garanciere & Dupont, No. 214 rue
Lombard, Paris, from the prescription oi Dr. Juan
Delamarre, Chief Physician to the Hospital du Nord
ou Lariboisiere, a fair trial, they would find immediate rebel, and, in a short time, be
fully restored to
Health and Strength. It is used iu the* practice oi
many eminent French physiriaus, with uniform success, and highly rccomenued as the only positive and

of

Grand

be made on the first of
next.
Those who insure at this time will derive the
benefit of that dividend, which will add largely to
the sum insured, or may be used in payment or future premiums. It is the best

House for Sale,
on

Streets.
stories, with an
iinished.
nearly
Apply to Mrs,
dec 25 dlw*

Palpitation

none are

Assets, $18,000,000.

at the rate

Horse., ■arable-keeper.

in

SOLD R Y ALL DRVQvIS i'S. Price $1 per bottle*
SPECIAL NOTICE.
It is the fate qf every valuable Medicine to be Counterfeited. Be cautious, therefore, and see that the letters “T. tr M.f are blown in the bottle, and that each
wrapper bears thefac similes of the signatures of I.
C. Baldwin If Co., and Job Moses, &F' Without uhich

York.

Alt Paid In ana Securely Invested,

LARGE sized Morocco Wallet, containing two

A

GREAT

New

Of"

OWNERS OF

use

TO

to

I.

Tvfe^^5^aAN9.\IEEAUE

LOST!

cause,

MARB.1LD LADIES
it is particularly suited. It will,in a time short,bring
on the monthly period w ith regularity.
CAUTION.
These Pills should not be taken by Females during
the FIRST THREE MONTHS of Pregnancy, as they

K.

Property, and CITY
Dw ELLING3 and Household Furniture insured for
a term of years, on highly lavorable rates.

FOGG.

!

J. IS. BROWN &

TEH

Providence,

And arc
property, at the most favorable rates.

all other

Checked with a Boston and N. Y. Check, No. 989.
The finder will he suitably rewarded by leaving It
at the P. S, » p. Depot.
decl9d2w

SPOKEN.
Dec 11, North of Bermuda, sch Mary E Nason, im
Boston lor Jacrnel.
Dec 15, oft Cape Hatteras, ship Wallace, Carney,
from New Orleans for Liverpool.
No date, lat 40 an, Ion 71 b8, barque S W Holbrook,

Ct.

Of Exeter, N. H.
Mutnal,
prepared to place any amount wanted on

Uood

Grand T.unk and P. S. & P.

A Solid Leather

Callao.

Ent out 8th, C C Horton, Kelley, Boston; Luzon,
Robinson, Barbadoes.
Ar at London 11th, Freedom, Bradley, New York.
Ar at Deal 8th, Hudson, Prat',London lor N'York,
(and proceeded); Josiah L Hale, Nowell, Shields for
Madras, (and anchored.)
Oif Portland loth, Ivanhoe, Chestney, from liver-

Hartford,

Of Hartford, Ct.
Of

Life Insurance

LIABILITIES

Of

New England,

Popular

Ct.

North American,

APORTEMONNAIE

SITUATED

Rochester. Percy, New Orleans.
Sid 8th, ocean Spray, Nichols, Galveston.
Cld 7th, Martha. King, Mobile; Andrew Johnson,

Hanford,

City Fire,

on more

son

Ar at
New York;

First

jyNon-Forfoiting, Endowment,

LOST AND FOUND.

Pensacola.
At Curacoa 8th inst, sell Fatmy Elder, Shea, for
**“
New York.
At St Jago 15th inst, brig Lydia H Cole, Sampson,
tor New York,
Ar at St John, NB, 20th inst, sch Jack Easy, Bul-

[Additional ptr Allemauia.)
Liverpool Stb inst, Resolute, Freeman,

following

Phtrnix,

Graves,

lerwell, Portland.

represent the
Companies, viz:
to

M E It I C A N

A

I

SA..0 & PORTSMOUTH R. R. FIRE REDUCED_TO BOSTON.
Slimmer

Cash in

No 79 Commercial St,& 30 Market
Square, (Lancaster Hall Building,)

10793
4110

BOARD AND ROOMS.

Toby,
Gibbs,

Co,

Insurance Ar/ents,

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

Found.
supposed to contain money.
The owner can have the same by calling at No 2
Deering Block, and paring for this notice.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Hong Kong Qct 14, eh p Win Wilcox, Manter, lor San Francisco.
At Batavia Oct 29, ship Sool o, Hutchinson, tor

General

One experienced Agent writes: It is the easiest
and pleasantest Book lie ever canvassed for: and says

Burgess,

Mitchell, Machlas.
Sid, ships Palar Star, and Old Dominion.
ship Franklin, Bursley, Manila; sch T J
Trarton, Toplcy. Baltimore.
Below, ship Ocean Rover, trom Batavia.
SALEM—Ar 20th, sell Addio P Stimpson, John*
sou, New York.
GREEN’S LANDING—Ar 20tb, sch Sabine, (Br)
Page, St George, NB, tor Portland.
BATH—Ar24ih, brig Lincoln Webb, Wylie, from
Georgetown, SC.

Insurance !

POH T i'.

OB' THE

wli0 ^ave not

IS THE TIME TO INSURE!

trout >oou. taruislied, in the Western part of tue city, to one
or two single gentlemen.
Address Box 42 Boat Ofoov l# tt*
fice, Portland.

Ar 27th,

has been de-

<

RAILROADS,

8TATE.UE.Vr OF TUB CONDITION

first day of January next,

J’ai<l ^beir Premium Notes
by the requirements
so n pass into an At?*J~¥
iorr.ey'*g hands for collection, with cost, if not adjuste*‘
EDWARD SHAW. Secretary.
_p<y 27. nl5t
rti

a

HOLMES’HOLE—Ar 25 li, schs Marcus Hunter,
Orr, New York tor Portland; Carrie M Rich, An.esbury, Rockpoi t for New York.
Ar 26th, schs Sea Queen, GuptiU, Baltimore lor
Boston; Tiros Hix, Perry, New York for do; Rippling Wave, Gross, Frank tori: lyr New York,
BOSTON—Ar z5th, barques Caroline Lemout,
Bowker, New Orleans; Flora Southard, McIntyre,
do; schs Queen ol the West, Rogers, do; Malabar,
(

Co.

esting
exciting No Work ever attracted and
engaged the public mind like tbia. Everybody wants
it, and thousands will purchase it as soon as an opportunity ia afforded them. Bead what Agents say

land.

Rondout.
Id 25th, sch Comet,

of 5
the

10
80 at once» as
thfl* ^'barter
.*aid Notes must

Atlantic

Agents Wanted 2 $1©

$5!

arp^aiu^

°n

Atlantic,

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,

uovl3dtf

INSURANCE.

W. D. LITTLE &

YOUNG man of color desires employment as
house servant, or out of doors work, taking care
horses and as driver. Has been in Mr J. B. Brown’s
tor four years past, and can give the best tesemploy
timonials as to character and capability.
Please apply to the office of J. Is. BROWN &
SONS, 27 Danforth Street.
dc24dlw*
WM HEATHMAN.

Book

*»ayablc

al Office.

Reliable

experience.

AWCfc

Fire insurance
P0^?n<Tv
A rflr«S- ^dend
per cent.,

nf

Sugar Co.,

ana

Sea Queen.
In port 26th, brigs Manzoni, Carlson, New Bedfurd
for Iiucksville. SC; Mattano, Jarvis. Ellsworth loj
New York; sch Sedona, Teel, Portland for Chesapeake hay.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 25th, brig S D Hart, Burgess, Bangor; sch Margaret Ann, Whelpley, Port-

arc sure

In Bath, Dec. 21, Miss Fanny M., daughter of the
late Capt. Wyman Morse, aged'31 years.
In Bath, Dec. 23, Miss Betsey X. Robinson,
ag d
77 years.
In Northport, Mr. Leonard S. Tenney, aged 40
yrs.
4 months.
In Augusta Dec. 1, Mr. Joseph Benson,
aged 19
years.
In Litchtield, Nov. 30, Mr. Iliiam C.
Douglass,
aged 24 years; Dec. 4, Emma LirtlelieJd, aged 17
years.

May,

F

L

Flour Barrels

eoa^£.ves“

^

INSl/tr

^

for sale at

J»l.

E.

It ED

.Iec2tkilw

LOW’S,

430 Congress Street.

Xotlce.
HE proprietors of Union Wharf C’orjoration are
hereby notified tliat there Annual meeting will
be h olden ar the counting-room of the Wharfinger,
on snltl wharl', on the tint TUESDAY, being th*
first day of Jauuai \, at 3 o'clock P. M., to act on the

1JJ-

following ar idea,
1st. To chouse

a
a

nr:—

President.

Clerk tor
year, and
such other officer* as may be deemed necessary.
3d. To receive and allow accounts against the cor-

2d. To choose

the.ensuing

poration-

4th. To apjjropnate any funds nocessary for repairing the whari or tor other purposes; and, generally,
to act on ail matters which ninv bo considered necessary far the interests of the proprietors.
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
^
Clew of Union Wharf Corporatio®
Portland, Dec. 21, im.
dtd
ICE is hereby given, that the subscriber has
,V boen duly appointed and token upon himsch
the trust of Administrator with the will annexed oi
the estate ot
JOS I AH MnXIKEN,
la'e of Port'and, in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given bonds as th-r law direct*. All
persons having demands upon the estale of raid deceased, arc requited to exhibit the same: and all persons Indebted to said ostaie are called
upon to make
SET H M. M1LL1K EN,
paynunt to
Administrator with the will annexed.
Portland, Dec. 4,1*66.
dec2ld3w*

